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. Although the perso tending thelliivitational ,ce on Test-
ink rioblerns have a common bond reprekniV. ny different
interests' in the field of measurement. These range the guidance
counselor to thetesideveloper, from the pure rese to the school
administrator, from the psychologist to thedstalist
--This diverSity of interest presents a real cIlialle% the Conferthice

Chairmanhow to structure a prograth- that evil r nee' hold the
erest of this very, heterogeneous grolip:and yet enable each partici-

_ .
',pant t© carry away With him ideas, suggestiiims, an piactiees that are
stimulating and useful? * .

,

The'suceess of the 1057 Invitational ConferencAttests to the manner
which Chairman- Arthur Trailer Met this chiller re.- Beset with allj,

the administrative problems of his own .annual li_`. motional recocas
Bftread -Conference, 'he, tieirertheless, succeeded in scheduling for the''.--
Invitational Conference, on thS folloWing"day, a stimulating series or
rePorts, and discussions on thes, theme qmprovirig the Quality and Scope
of Measurement.- The large number of persons iu tine audience -felt

. well-rewarded. u

hese few words_ catisi t adequately express my, appreciation for
Arthur Traxler's efforts, for the excelletttpresentations of each of the

. speakers, and for the efficient manner in which the Conference was
conducted. I hope these Proceedings will serve. to give an even wider

nee the full flavor of an important conference.
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The .1957 Invitatioria e ence on 'Peking Problems, wbich was.
held at the Ijotel Roosevelt 'on November 2, 1957, 'Was concerned with

,

'thethe broad theme "IMproving 'the Quality and Scope of. Measurement.
---- 7 The improvement or-criteria has tong been recognized. as one of-the.

major meaSuremerit Ineeds.1; I both .the educational and', vocational,
areas, dernonstrated progress in measure neat is likely to depend. upon
criteria' of success more adequate than marks or,over-all.ratings.' Where

. criteria are obscure in meaning or limited in 'Scope, improvement, in
tests may not be refleeted iti higher correlations with the criteria. In
tact, 7t iskeritirely possible for;better, t toile related to a lesser degree
with faulty

I

criteria.' , ;A-
, " i

In .an .0%0, to , stimulate= thinking, and discussion`, this problem
. . . ,

4triong test specialists, the first session of the Invitational Confercneb
was concerned with the topid "linproving, Criteria for Educational and
Psychological Measurement,- with, papers. on "Criteria for Complex

-Mental Processes" by Robert C. Wilson of Reed College and the Gifted
Child Project, Portland (Oregon) 13W-hie Schools, and on "Criteria of
Nonintellectual Aspects of Personalty" by Morris I. Stein of the Uni-
versity of Chicago.

Another major need for progress in educational measurement is ini-
provernept in techniques of writing test exercises. This improvement
may come about in two ways. In the firSt place, test constructors may
devise new and novel situations on which test items are based. There
might be more .experimentation with listening comprehension, with
laboratory demonstration followed by items calling for integration of
ideas gleaned from observation and soNTorth. In the second place, the
quality of the conventional kind of item they be raised' through improve-
ment in the content and clarity of each ite written and through in-
genuity in devising sortie differentwholly dfferent nnds of test items.

The second conference session considered the question of "Improving
Measurement Through'- Metter Exercise Writing," with stimulating
papers on "Exercise Writing in the Field of the Humanities" by Paul B.
Diederich of ,Educational Testing Service, -Exercise Writing in the
Natural Sciences" by. Leo Nedelsky of the University of clticago, and
"Exercise Writing in the Social Sciences" by Max D. Engelhart of I

.ChicagnCity Junior College.
A third measurement need, one. which lia&Lbeen referred to with

increasing frequency in recent years, is better -communication between
test specialists and test consumers. Test specialthts need to convey the
basic concepts of test construction, standardization, validation, and-

,



pplication in language that test users-lean un rsted. Bu1 t°, equally,

tant, iris desirbble to repember that icklas flow In bbtleillrectiong

and that thle measurement raternity can learn run ii from Ole prac-
...

- tuniners"-the slung ridrn: istrators, the teachers, and the- guidance
n ,

counselors. . , .
4-

Th-cilftwriciotr-3ession of tlie---cintference-consiqe editlitt_tfpiril'est,_
Users' Problen s as Guide's to Better ATeasurenamt." '"1 he Schot51

Administrator Problems for tTeiters-1..wer0 presented by Paul T.

Rankin of the Detroit Public ,chools, and s IN 'er' was 4iscassea by ,.

Roger T.'Lention of the Wo . d Bob t , Guida LIT Direr

ir3r's PrtAblen-ts and Suggest' 'Its for ,_ p i talist" Airilif presented

..by.gdTvaraLandy of the N_writt ( u Public Ssjmuls, wii h

discussion by Dimald E. Super of Teacher tolleg'e, Colt unItia 1 'Itiversity:

An outstandT featitre of Bite- Inife Tory 'was the 1 nelleoll address'

by. Emeritus Professor Edwin lmeg, Jr., of Sta 1 l itiversity,

na -"Prediction of Education: Vocational Success Thrbugh Intei.es4

marern IC, a field to Iv! L)r,: Sg.rong ht.teleyoted &lifetime oft
1-

professibru ,leaderiti
The conference was at te9ded delegates, incitulaig a large

proportion of the ment.tit4Aneut specialns ;1' 11 intied States Mid a,
g

number f otn_ other countries as 11

--,,,

0
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Hen larks of theiChainimn
JOSHUA A. FISHMAN.

Together with many of you I attended last year's Invitational,Con-
ference on Testing firoblinns. As always.- this was a most rewording
e,xgerience ancl one which pro'vided ,my.e.,11 food for further' thought,

'discussion, and study after the Conference was over The over-all theme
of the Conference, as Fumy of you\ will remember, was -TestingThen
and Now" and the program presented magnificent panorama of the
progress (and -also, quite frankly, of the-lack of progress) of the lestinf
tribvement during the past several decal's.

One °Intl', e major points implied by'Tast year's Conference was the
still, far from satisfactory state of affairsboth conceptually and opera-
tionallyin conjunction with the entire area of test validity. (Mr major
satisfactions in testing work must come from other sources.

During the past quarter century we have vastly improved our ad- *

ministering, scoring and reporting techniques. As a result, we can how
calmly undertake testing programs of a magnitude that would have
staggered the imagination only a -few generations ago. Into the College
Board testing program (with which Pam most intimately familiar) a
new test was introduced a short two years ago. In its very first
tration it reached 100,000 individuals, and this year it has reached well
Over 300,000 individuals. (Both of these figures refer to a sing44.1ay,
nationwide administration calling upon the integehted coop_ eiation of
a veritable army of specialists of xarious kinds.) Certainly our ability
to perform miracles of this kind has improved markedly in a reratively
short time span. Our host at today's Conference is a prime exampleof
trulLuntnatched and quite unbelievable accomplishment in this area--
as in every area relating to testing,

A second major front of our progress has been in the crucial area
test reliability. Here we have p3fect- "'us conceptual models as
well as operational procedures for appropriately estimating and suc-
cessively improving the dependability of .our measures. Our extensive
work in scaling and in item analysis has slowly whittled away at test
irreliability, especially in the classical achieveinent ancraptitude areas, to
the extent that test rehab lit), is currently one of our chief sources of
professional pride.

This brings us to the central Issue of validity.. Here our progress has
been least satisfactory. The number of tests grows from year to year,
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t re -number of individuals tested rises continually, the reliability' -of the
scores obtajned irapprebiable, .fnt yet we are Often_ embarrassed to
admit that the criteria against which we validate these scores are
qualify grass or EtmbiguoitSat best partialdTit worst, Ron-e.xlsttr.-----
The correction of this state of affairs-Lis a difficult task and onetoNvklicli
all of,us ETS, and everyone of us who builds or uses tests--rnust con-
stantly 'readdress otirselves. This is, pethaPS, JATmajor testing-faiOtier
for the reniainder of this century: the seliction and combination of
criteria appropriate to the subtle nuances represented by our test titles
on the of ie hand and'sappropriate also to the complexities of the'si
tions for which test behavior is supposedly predictive, lin the other.

We are fortunate indeed to have an opptirtunity to listen to t o
speakers who have done considerable work in fkresearch area for which
the criterion problem is particularly difficult. Our first speaker, Dr.
Robert Wilson, appears before us in the dual capacity of Associate
Professor in 114 (Department of Psychology 'at Reed College and Re-
search Director df the -Gifted Child Project of the Portland (Oregon)
Public Schools. Dr. Wilson's topic is ymproving Criteria for Com-
plex Mental Processes."_ Our second speaker, Dr. Morris I. Stein, is
Associate Professor of Psy-Xok)gy at the University of Chicago, Dr.
Stein will talk on "Criteria of Nonintellectual Aspects of Persoltality."

12



Improving Criteria for
Complex Slerital.Processes

R.OB'ERT C. WILSON-

The. inclusion of the topic Improving Criteria for. Complex Mental
Processes" in today's program is in part an evres,sion of the feelings
of frustration experienced by test-developers. At-least two fact6Es have
contrihlted" to these feelings -of frustiation: first, the feelings on the.

-part of test-constructors that they are actually,imProving tiierpredictive
power of tileir measures of aptitude and achievement, accompanied by
an awareness that they have veryittle actual evidence that the finprove.v.
ment is substantial and a feeling that much of the difficulty is due-to
the crudeness and lack of sensitivity in such time-worn criteria as school
or college grades; secondly, the criticisms expressed by test-users that
the tests which are available measure or predict only simple mental
processes and fail to supply sound measures of the more important kinds-
of mental furrtioning such as are involved in critical analysis, synthetic
thinking and the various cret Live processes. These latter criticisms are

'in turn, perhaps, an expression of the feelings of frustration of test -users
who are faced with the prob n is of measuring and predicting in-complex
situations.

May I add my own fee ings of frustration as a test-constructor and
test -user concerned with t e problem of identifying "complex mental
processes" in action and with till problem of observing them in a syste-
matic manner. We have recently completed in POtland a live-year
experimental study for trk Purpose of developing better educational
experiences for both intellectually gifted and talented children. The
resulki of these five years of experimentation have led to the develop-
ment if a variety of special educational provisions for gifted children.
These provisions were adopted last spring by the Portland School
_Board as a permanent part of the educational program of the Portland
Public Schools and are being expanded to include all of the schools in
the Portland Public School Sysjoi (1).

The initial proposal to the'Fund for the Advancement of Education
in April 1952 requesting. support for the study outlined five essential
features:

1. Provision for many kinds of unusual ability so that the traits and
- talents selected for identification and for development shall not

be firnited to general intelligence as currently tested and shall

13
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include preativt, intellectual, artistic, and social capacities, and
( the emotional and moral qualities necessary for effective use eta.-

these capacities.
2. Experimentation with methods and materials of instruction for

groups and -individuals that will challenge and develop unusual
abilities,of various kinds, and-to this end the encouragemeut and
training of good teachers.'

3. Coordination of the teaching and the programs of promising
students with the common curriculum of the_ schools and with
other educational resources in the'community to avoid fixed group-',

with the intention of enabling other-students, (and in some
measurd all 'tfiderits), to profit from the experimentation.
;ooperation with otter-vlleges for folloWing up the students from

the program turd fortworking, out closer artiodation of college
curricula with those of the high schools, and %kith possible ac-
celeration at either the high school or college level or !both.

5. Close collaboration with aeollege or liberal arts and sciences in
a .strategic position for assisting hi shaping and evaluating the
program and for actively participating in important atipects of it.

The last, three features of the program have been relatively easy of
accomplishment and evaluation. The fin)st two have been more difficult
and relate 4,osely,-stAkour topic today. Let us analyze them (Ale at a inrc

and expand their meaning. Proposed feature number one ryas: "P
vision for many kinds of unusual ability so that the traits and talent
selected for -identification and for development shall not he limited to
general intelligence as currently tested and shall include creative, in-
tellectual, artistic, and social capacities, and the emotional and moral
qualities 'necessary for effective use of these capacities." Let us omit
the last two characteristics, "the emotional and moral qualities neces-
sary for effective use of these capacities," since they fall= in the realm
\)f Dr. Stein's paper on, "Criteria of Nonintellective Aspects of Per-
sonality," and turn our attention to the first mentioned characteristics.
that is, "creative, intellectual, artistic, and soCial capacities."

The identification of those pupils possessing the general intellectual
qualities which are related to school success presented no great problem,
We have used a number of standardized tests of aptitude and achieve-
meat in combination with teache:r observations of classroom perform-
ance. We did encounter difficulties when we turned, our attention to such
complex processes as "creative, artistic, and social capacities."

It was decided at the beginning of the study that we would attempt
tit the ten per vent most talented students in each of seven

4
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talents. These were at., music, creative writing, creative drain
creative dance, social leadership, and mechanical talent.

To identify the special talents we established committees of teachers,
administrators, supervisors, had lay people from the community who
had technical training, ability, and interest in these talent areas, These
committees examined the existing testing devices in the various fields.
and in most cases found that there were no adequate testing ,devices
available. The committees then proceeded to develop tlair own exercises
for screening purposes in these various talents. In most instances they
turned in the directibn of developing performance tests. We now have
available seven sets of screening exercises, one for each of the talent
areas mentioned earlier. The Se exercises are not all given in any single
grade, rather they are distrihntell over several grades to avoid overload-
ing any single grade, lowever, the excreisj's fqr pack talent are ad-
ministered in at least two grades. By way of example. I will describe
one of the screening devices, that for creative writing, in some detail,

The creative writing screening device consists of five exercises which
are administered to all lifth and sixth grade children. The first exercise
is concerned with "Developing Expressive Sentences. The teacher
gives the children some preparation for this exercise and then on the
day of the test gives the children sentences like this, for example: "'The
man went down the street,- The children are asked, "In what way could
you add to or change the word man to give a clearer picture of theman?
In what ways could you change other words in the sentence to make us
seeAthis man going down the street?" Ilere is an example of what one
child did witththis, he changed "the 1111311 went down the street to "the
blind man with the white cane tapped his way down the busy street.
The children are given several such sentences, to develop and expand in
order to make them more expressive. The results are rated by the

',
teacher on a five point, scale in terms of certain criteria.

The second exercise is "Developing a ParagrapOroln as Sentence. ,

The cl-' dren are given sonic tffie preparation for this d then are given'
severa sentences and told to choose one and write a paragraph about it.
For example, "The mysterious box drew all eyes to it." or "After all
it was only a mouse,"

The third exercise is "Writing ,`story from Descriptive Phrases
The teacher writes on the board 4everal descriptive phrases, such us,
"high-fenced yard," "yelling crowd," "abandoned mine," "stormy sea,
"faithful horse," etc. The children are to select three of these phrases
and develop a story using the descriptive phrases in the story.

In the fourth exercise, "Writing an Experience." the children are

15
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asked to tell the most exciting or-amusing experience, imagina - or
real, they have had in the past few months.

The fifth exercise is writing an imagintiry convey;
characters from fiction the child has read.

Exercises Similar to these are used in several of the other taleut areas.
They are generally rated_by the teacher, which has some limitations but
also some advantages. I would like to quote from a statement of the
philosophy behind these scrsening exercises: "Since the number of
talented children will vary from class to class, and since the standards
of rating will vary from teacher to teacher, it is impossible to specify
that a particular number of children be regarded as talented or that a
particular score be'regarded as the mininium cutoff. As a general guide,_
however, it is likely that on the average there will be one to three out
standing pupils in 3 class. In some classes, however, there will be none
and in some exceptional claSses there may be,:4_ many as six or eight.
In looking at the total scores, the teacher may notice a few high scores
close togethG*with a larger gap between these and the next highest/
scores. When this is the base, the gap may be used as the cutoff point
and the children above this point may be tentatively identified,

"In interpreting the results of the talent screening devices it is im-
portant to bear in mind their purpose and the uses to which they may
be put. Their purpose is to help us pick out those children who may
benefit most from further work in the talent being tested. They may be
used to enable us to achieve more closely the ideal which_ is often ex-
pressed of `meeting the needs of each child.'

"The purpose of the identification exercises is not the assigning. of
labels. They should by no means be regarded as a certification device
or a stamp of approval. The screening devices and the administrative
privedures used are only a 4ough screening procedure. They are far
from perfect. We may identify as promising sonic children who will
not live up to this promise in further work. We may also miss a few
children who actually do have promise.

"Our hope is that by providing a standard set of exercises, all children
will have an opportunity to show their abilities and that those selected
as outstanding may have an opportunity for further development of
their abilities. By repeating the exercise at several grades, we reedy
have increasing confidence in our selection if a child continues to show

Up well."
The preceding is an example of one attempt. to develop tests for

certain complex mental processes the development of informal tests
disguised as ordinary classroom exercises which may be used to elicit
teacher judgments about whir should receive special attention in each

1()
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of several areas. This has proved to be a useful approach. Pupils 'selected
for special classes on the basis of these screening e do well in
the classes.

Our second major objective included the statement, Vxperimenta-
tion with methods and materialS of instruction for groups and indi-
viduals that will challenge and develop unusual abilities of: various
kinds.'? A variety of special provisions have. been tried out, and I do
not have time here to describe them 1,1

One of the methods taken to elikorat v't his objective was the establish-
meat of seminars in the high schools. Seminars are offered iri literature
social studies, mathematics and science. The seminar is here defined as a
small group of students, with` one or inure teachers, folkiwing au un-
prescribed, elective course, the conicat of which goes above and be ,onil
the offerings of normal- classes and,emphasizes self directed study, the-
critical examination and interpretation of mammal readings, aid pene-
trating claws discussion. Among the aims of such seminars arc those of:
(I) making students more into llikent and perceptive readers, (2) ini-
prOving student writing, (3) developing the abilit y to do independent
research work, (1) developing the ability to think critically, and (5)
developing the ability to think creatively. These all involve complex
behavior and complex mental processes. While we have used a variety
of formal and informal means of evaluating the achievemen't of these
aims, we are not satisfied with the techniques we-have used.

Turning now from our own particular problems, in Portland, I should
like to indicate two major directions in which I believe progress will be
made in improving our understanding of and our ability to measure
complex Mental processes and some examples of worklow being done
in these directions.

One of these directions is that of clarifying our 7Timeeplualizations -of
the complex mental processes so that the tests we develop of these proc-
esses will have greater content validity and will elucidate our wider-
standing of human mental behavior. The other direction is that of
specifying more carefully' the situational factors which relate to the pre-
dictive validity of any particular application of a testing devicean
elaboration or analysis of the multi-determined criteria which are what
we usually have available.

In regard to the first direction, one may observe that much progress
in science has resulted from the clarification of" concepts through the
substitution of more precise terms for certain commonsensical, pc pular
or global terms. Two efforts which seem to me to offer useful possi-
bilities in the development of new concepts and new distinctions are
those reported by Guilford and Bloom.

t7
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Guilford has been directing since 949 a series of studies of aptitudes
of high-level personnel under contract with the Office of Nayal Research.
These studies have had as their starting points four global and common -

sense conceptsreasoning,. creativity, plannini, and evaluation. The
general plan of attack has been, first, to develop hypotheses concerning

more specific abilities which might go into these global concepts. .Then

a variety of tests are developed to measure alternative conceptions of

the various specific abilities. The tests are then administered to large
numbers of individuals and the results-factor analyzed, leading to the

acceptance or rejection of alternative hypotheses, During the eight
years in which -these studies have been going on a number of factors
discovered tryThther investigators have been confirmed and a number
of new ones have been discovered. In all, about fatly factors seem
well established:

Guilford has noted certain. regularitiesju the tests of these factors
and on the'hasis of them has developed-theoretical model of intellect.
This is described in detail in two of his recent publiedtions (2, 3). In
brief, he first divides intellectihtto inenwry and thinking. He further
divides the thinning abilities into three categories 'under the headings

of cognition, production, and evaluation. The cognitive abilities are .6t
defined as those which !Rive to do with the discovery of information;
the productive.,abilities have to do with the use of information; and
the Cvaluative,"abilities have to- do with decisidns as to the goodness,
accuracy, or suitability of information or products, lie further sub-
divides the abilities listed under prodUction- into those involved in
thinking that converges on one right answer and those involved in
thinking that diverges or, goes off in different directions. The 'latter is

most closely related to creative thinkrug.
The tests under all of these classifications are further categorized in

terms of their figural, structural, or conceptual properties, Guilford's

studies have already provided a wide variety of new tests many.of whim

are presently being used by other investigators. The theoretical model

is suggestive or still other tests and abilities and further studies' which'

may clarify our understanding of complex mental processes.
A second effort, which l would like to mention, iti the development

of new concepts and new distinctiogs among complex mental processes

is the work of a committee of college and tiiufvcrsity examiners. The

results of their deliberations have appeared hi a book entitled "A

Taxonomy of Education Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain"

edited by Benjamin S. Bloom (). One of the purposes of the book is

to provide a hierarchical classification of measurable educational ob-

jectives in the cognitive area. Cognitive is used_ to include activities

8
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such as remembening and recalling. knowledge, thinking, problem solving,
and creating. ,

.

The book includes descriptions in terms of changes in studenohehavior
of six major categories Of educational objectives in the; cognitive domain.
The lowest category 'is knittkidge defined as th6 reekillof sp(!eifics and
universals, the recall of methods and processes, or the recall Of a pattern,_
structure, or setting. Parentheticttlly, it is recognized that .this type of
educational objective,is 'the easiest to fnca.sure, iird -therelofe" the one
most often emphasized in current eurticula. The ciategckry at the next
lowest level is called comprehension .which -is defined as ,k4hirling those
objectives, bohaviors,. or:responseswhich repiWient On Understanding
of the literal mhssage cOntained irr a comfmtnication.;The newt.level is
Called -application anal involves the nse of abstractiqns inpor[icuhir and
concrete situations. At diet fourth 1(40 is -a. category -.called onakpis
which involves the 'breakdown of a commimication'hdo its constilquint
elements or parts such'that the rclativc ierti3Oiy,of -ideas is trunk Clear
and the relations between the ideas e e d. are made explicit. They

.pfifth level is called synthesis which is_ tie lire utling together of
elements Mid parts so as to f aornm whole-, sispi level is c:ified
evaluation which involves judginints.nikut. Inc or mahriot ti-ul
methods for given purposes: Each or tlfCr.i. or etitegori(s is divided,
into sub categories on the basis of observable differences in student.
behavior.

The book includes descriptions eif ,sainpV objectives and activities
under each category, also sample lest, ilcros for al tempt log I() measure
each enteg4y and a diseussion of the charaetcristics of test ilemis ap-
propriate to the mensuretneffi of 0,e -, category of objeetiv(!s,

ktnougthe outstanding features ()I' this conceptualization of complex
mental Processes are, first, its emphasis .rile cluingl,s in pupil behavior.
It is hoped that this will exercise a detiirilbk 11111111`11(7e on edncatorsin

, terms of encouraging them to formulate their objectives in more be-
havjoral and measurable terms. :.3econd, it is suggestive of ne research
in analyzing and measuring some of the suggested categories. Third. it
shOntd facilitate eommunica lion mnong (qhwators and Ipsters:

I. shall mention only briefly the second direction' in which I hejtoyl,
progress will be made- in impt/iving our undersionding of the complex.
mental processes,- that is th0 dircit ()I' speoifying more carefillly the
elements in the criterion which may z ect the predictive validil y of
any particular application of a lc ring- device. I 'snally the 'criterion
measures which we have avatlabt¢ are complex in that they reflect

4'many elements.
One example of efforts to de mine the components of e nrrrplex
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criteria is the application of factor -analysis to correlation matrices
zhich include both criterion measures and a./ variety of factored tests.,
The loadings of a criterion 'Measure on the Otarrind factors yield useful-
infommtion concerning the naturefof the critprion_

A smnd ocample of efrortSitcP,determine the components of complex
criteria is found in the work of Stern; Stein and Bloom as elaborated
in their book -Methods in Personality Assessment " '(5). The methodg --
described have implichtions for both the intellective and non-intellective

aspects of personality. I hope that our next speaker will elaborate oh
these methods iurther.
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When I first.. saw the title .nf the talk that was astotgn'ed to /tie
"CrOrla Of;NonintellOttalASpqcts of Porsolcotz," t , SCionted

theprefix."noTP ti the,word "nonintellectual." It rem inded:me qf
okl,folk-tale of holit.the first census was taken. Nrutylong years ago,

,the *ay has it peopkr.loyclune interested in learning how iii my of them
(there were They lined;t1tei-iisolves up, appointed a onsus taker_and he
c'oup,tcd as-followP: "not-two ," "notAhree,"Tgind so on This

,,.curious etuting proAnre obviously had a purpose. Thr people Of the
rwriod were quite superstitious Ind they feared that if they cotiuted iii
ti strilightforward rashion"one," "two," "three," then .frai" devil
would know how many petPlethere were :And- heitwciuld be awat of
how many souls he still had to destroy. Nevetithtle ss, the people watked
to know how many of them there Vey and, to fool the deyil, theyh
counted' "not-one,!' not-tWo," "not-three."

As you might have inferred from the folk-tale, I believe that per:
sonality factor's have not received thr. attention they deserve in the field
of measurement,. Indeed; in soye quyters, they have been relegated to
second-class citizenship betause they are nonintellectual fantods. Some
people shy away from this HIM becausetheAelleillie that it is all con-,
fused. And when I talk to these people often:Wonder- what, their
positions Would have been if they rather qn-in Dine t, hkid been risked
to meakizrZ intelligence..1IcT would theyjni definedifkiligenee? how
wontq they this problem w-1.4-_1 is really Ito more `nor less
complex than the measurement of personality factot. Tlier f are other
people who, have become so iMpressed with the, failures reported in
certain -large-scale assessment studies that, not only are they ready to
thrbw'out,assessment but also the tech ques 041 have been used, even
though the techniques were not really pu to test in these studies.

The field of measn-mtent can no longer a old to hide behind ration-
alizations or behind prorassional bias. Me sure of intellectual functions

...haVe not 'given its all that we desire in terms f understanding and
predicting behavior. If you wish, the devil will lra e his due. It is no
longer a question of whether or not one likes or wants to study per-
sonality factors; They must be stildied. It is no longer a question of
whether the problems in this area are difficult. They are.

21
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In the time allotted me I 'shall assume that we are well agreed
Che im-portatic4 studying'personality factors and I shallilurn to a
con§ideration osome -it/1)43r 'problems_ that are critical! obstacles in the

lay of progtess.

A Criterion

What is Sa criterion? There 'are two major, ways in Which this.trrm
has bgetrt-tised' 'and it is necessary to differentiate be_ en tlicin for
phrposes of our discussion.)

A criterion is a terin kissigned ti! a class of an individual's be-
ittiviolv or respolfses. This I.shall refer to later its "cias criterion.

2. A criterion is dm telln ;isi,,Ited- In a smndard ()I peiformance..
This I Shall iseTer, to later ns= pOrt4ittailei: : .

the - "class critwion," the. primarytanirposis to st ciTate

(1,14isses or groups ofcti' ndividuals and in the second, "perfornizul cri-
terion," the Prittianypiwpose is to study-441e relationship tocene(

basis for separating groups of individnalET and sonic judgment or evalu
ation.- The first is related to construct validity and the second is related
to concurrent and pr.edictive VNlidity. the first, a typicalquestion
is "HOw can one swirate pers,(AA in tvrins or anxiety, ego strength,
need achiaventent. !Ned dominance, ete.r In The second, a typical,

ion is "What is the relationship between- mixicty and good per-
%

ormance in a prObiern-solving situation, good performance as a clinical
yehologist, good performance as aa ()smut ive., 411(1 good performance

a conripany employ v, cte.?" Since some_ (nlic problems involved in
-elms criteria are different from those involved irr peformance criteria,
'Ishall discuss eacIof them sepmitely.

-Class 1.;riterta

o mg over personality tests in terms of etas,. criovia, there are
two types of problems. One type ofproble is ivherent in the difficulty
or the (ask and the ,other type of problem sjins,to be genertibd by
psychologists, themselves and is in the fiatorc of a communication
diflicprty. Both these problems overlap a great deal, as you will obsery0
in the discussion that follows.

O- ne of the biggest problems in the measurement field is that psy-
ologists have not yet agreed upon a taxonomy of personality charac-
istics. (Hopefully,' we might follow lilfsan's work its Dr. Wilson has

suggested.) There aresome who concern themselves with phenotypic
characteristics while others concern themselves with genotypic charge-

.
teristies. One investigator considers "leadership- a personality charac-
teristic while another considers "leadership" the non between an
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.

individttal'sAneeds, etc. and the': specific' situation Iii which he finds"
This is one tape of confusion. Another type of confusion arises

when veral investigatorg usp the same term for a personality factor
but d diffetently. Both McClelland and Edwards have tests in-

!merit is avariable but both investigators define need
-Nnt, ways. Low correlations between the two tests
loner the different teehnicipes that are used to get

l'but Ilso because different types of need achieve-
it.tit A a4 si*.(!sted by Bendig (1)(who'found a correlation

of .11 betyeen Edwards' and McClelland's tests.Ahese are two types
of (?onfusions thlic psyc liolugists themselves are responsible for The

dor.not he in the personzility factors studieftbut in the people
studyinii tlftqfi. Ito eNaggerate the ease a bit psyeyologists have created
their own ToWer of Babel. r t times it'aelpears a*. if what is necessary
is the creation of a technical seminitic stet iety und'tily.!,the auspices of the
American PsyChological Association ortionie-other grtrup that would
be charged _with the riponsibiliry forproviding us with a standard
definition of terths. As each new invistigiitor came along and select edl
an variable for study he would accept the standard definition or else
show good cause why it. should.be altqed.

Develping and accepting a ti xonomy onfilit haraeleristics
would'have an'additiomil naval) It would help make us aware of
the gaps iii our knowledge. It %%out )alert, us to those personality fac
tors that require more study and keep us from being redundant in
our research.

A second type of pro in resides inol'e in the nature of the task but
here too psychologists have added to the confusion_ AssnMing that' an
investigator has selected a personality fortor for study, he is then con-
fronted with a rather large universe oPbehaviors and responses from
which he may wish to select a sample that would' be appropriate to the
selected construct. In the area of anxiety, for example, the inVCStigatOi
is confronted with the following possibilities: physical symptoms, func-
tioning under experimenbd stress, he ii in social situations, defense
mechanisms and the like, For p,(3:--rrrriTirtlii! Murray and Kluekholm
have listed t he following three major areaS. ercept ion and apperception.
httl4leetion and con Lion and the fifteen tib-areasexternal objec-
tivity, internal objectivity. long apperceptive span, concentration (di-
rectionality). c-:cinjunetivity of thought and speech, referentiality of
tliought and speech, will power, conjunctivily of action, resolution of
conflict, selection of impulses, selection of social pressures and in-
fluences, initiative and self-sufliciency, responsibility for collective ac-
tion, adherence to resolutions andl.agreements, and absence of patho-
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logical sympto (2). Confronted with all these possibilities, no single
investigatorigator ean.f at any one time, study each major concept. as thoroughly

, as' it should be studied. Each investigator obviously selects that be=
havioral constellation which interests .him and the'm investigates it as
thorojighly.as,possible. To be surevtoblems are encountered. On a formal

leVel however, they are no more severe than the probleens involved in
achievement testing. achievement testily,. the examiner carves out
a specific urea for Iris study, e.g., 4th grade arithmetic. lie el- of

investigate the child's Mill y in mallaui atics. in the personality area,
however, there, are relatively few instances where a narrow field is

studied. Peasonality people tend In strive for the broader concepts and
the global terms, Here is where psyclurlogists idol to the confusion,

aspect of behavior, they Ile their te tit s with global terms and thereby
14After they have develop test or a to for studying a specific-.

add much surplus meaning. Oicc again consider the problem of an xiity.
There must, be any number of tests that. purport to measure anxiety'
but what, 'nal of anxiety are OK?), nicasuriagi) Are they measuring freeI,.

lIpating'an -lety; bound anxiety, guilt anxiety, shame anxiety; or wat.3
A recruit fa for analysis of the Taylor Seale (3) indicates that iL measurOs

at least five different kinds of anxiety.
This is tie natural course of development with Inns( arty 02st, whether

it concerns itself with cognitive or personality characteristics. /VWr the
originator of the test has presented his results, others help by clarifying
its purpose s and areas of greatest. Abele y. But what also seems to
happen is hat a test gois fixed wit ki its original title and the unsuspect-
ing invest' tor who wants a test of anxiety picks rip the one that is
most 'read ly available or the one that is most featured in the recent
journals a id uses it without investigating the type of anxiety the test

supposedl measures and whether that type of anxiety is relevant to
his purpo es. Indeed. tins is a marketing problem and' we can always
say "Care 1 emplor," but 1 think we ',aye to assume more responsibilit y
than that. The Technical Recommendations of the A. P. A. committee
may help nuneasurably in this rr:gard. The only thing' I would, have to
add to th tse recommendations in the light of what I have just said is
that each test in .the personality areit'bt, entitled by both its class and
sub-class terms. Thus, in the area of atveiet y, no test would be published

simply tun r the heading "Anxiety" but under the heading "Anxiety
Physical ymptonis-; "Anxiety Guilt -'; Anxiety-- Shame." In Lhis
fashion n t only would we clarify what we are talking about but we,
would also curtail some of the confusion that ;-Irises Mien cross-validation

is attemp ed.
A third4type of prob in in the field of personality measurement is
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the ituestion of what type of technique should used in presenting tri
test sfirmili to the subject. At the present time a large variety of tech--
nitines do exist. There are paper'and pencil tests, sentence completiont tests, story tests, ink-blot tests, drawing tests, situational tests, experi

.mental measures, physiological measures, etc. 'Indeed, psychologisis
,

have shown ingenuity in technique development. Since mail is a complex
and multi-facctl orgaliisnLwho Functions on at least two levels, (lin-
$Cioirs andiunconscious such developments are' necessary and no doubt,
valtkible. But the problem is that v do not understiind the relationship
between these techniques and relatively little Ifitiri; and enemy is devoted
to understanding these relationships. Here, I would state the problem
is follows: Since man.- is a complex organism ficiw do the character of
the dath obtained from hith with one method comparwith the character
of the data obtained from him with another Medic-id. In some instances
there may be high positive relationships, zerp relationships, Or even
n47ative relationships. One should not he either encourciged or dis-
couraged by the magnitude of the relationship but rather be curious
about why tlw relationship has occurred at all Typically, however, if a
negative relationship is found between two personality tests it is more
likely' than not that one of the gets thrown out and the reasons for
the negative relationship are not at alWinVestigated To take an extreme
analogy, it is as if the investiimuir wi:re the first person ever to study
the oxygen content of the blood and:after draw log two blood samples--
one from the veins and the other from the iirterieshe throws up his
hands in despair because he has found a negative correlation.

There pre at least two reasons wiry the problem I have posed has not
received the attention it deserves, imd both -of thettotttvt, nothing to
do with We criterion problem. but with psychologists. First, the profes-
siorralism in our field has resulted in the development of specialists.
There are BorschaciCers, TArrers, paper Mal pencil testers and the like.
These specialists even have Hack own societies and they have achieved
a level of trained incapacity so that they find it difficult to communicate
with their colleagues. Cons'cquently, the focus of attentionis no longer
on the problems in the field of onality, but cm techniques-of obtaining
personality test data and scos.

Ar
The second reason why this problem

has not received more attention is that psychologists have tackled the
prediction problem even before they coped with the understanding
problem and, when the predictions failed, they were all too ready to
discard the tests. The Rorschach iind,other projective tests have been
used in a number of predictions and assessment studies and why they
were used with the expectation that they would he excellent predictors
when we really did not have a complete grasp of the factors involved
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in, them, is rather difficult to fathom. After The lirM few experiences,
there should have'beert suffieientuevidein asto the difficulties involved
but the experiences were prtnitted to acennarlate wouldturzgest that
we bring the aoblems back into foculi and the teehniqUes will take care
of. thems'efves or they will be developed as the occasion demands.:.

A fourth problem in this In is the population selested for VtudY.
Let us assume that a regearelier desires to investigate the relationship
between personality factor "x- and something 'else called -y-.11e would
obviously do well to have sonic 0 priori basis for assuming that factor'
'`x" in his population and that it exists With sufficient range
make the study. worthwhile. This seems like obvious proi..edure Jan
there are times when the investigator studies an available 1:)(1)ptilatioir,
usually the tibitinitous college 'sophomore, on the iissumption Olaf
personality factors are normally diS't ributed. Then. when Ore investigates
therel-atiotOtips between factor "x- and "y- he either liras tiegatiVe
results or he does not replicate the work of others. Much tense and effort:
could have been saved wan a priori analysis or even a pilot study had
beery undertaken, Lest you mistindei.sbind, the difficult y here is not one
of experimental design or the value of a pilot - study but, rather, a way_

of thinking:
The limitations of time do not. allow me to do runt than treat in a

1rather cursory fashion one of the issues involved. In inuen personalit y
research we conc,crn ourselves with the relationship bet \Veen 11 Single

peisonft .y,-v aria and some other er variables. The fact of the matter
is that the human organism is not made lip of independent variables
but _of interdependent variables. For example. to takeoa single ease, the
individual who scores high on a test of "onxiel y free floating- and high
on a test of "ego-strength conjunctivity- is different froin one who
scores high on the test of anxietw but low. in ego=strength. If we
ourselves Simply to the moiety, our experimental results Dilly fee quite
limited. Restating this issue in other terms, it may be said that one of
the difficulties in working with non-intellecond factors as well as with
the intellectual ones is that we have not dealt adequately with the

"organismic" and typology problems.. Indeed. these ;ire difficult prob-
lems but these diflu should not deter its from seeking a solution
The fact that we have been dissatisfied %Nit!' preVions at tempts
logical systems has deterred us as has flu; belief that all people are equal

in terms of personality. Probably solution of the problem will be more
feasible now that techniques such as latent structure analysis are avail-
able. But the technique itself can only complement some good theorizing.

The four problems have just discussed are not the only problems in
dealing with class criteriii WI MN afinilsis o: thins
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conclusion that there. is noi"criterion" problem but rather a problem
in developing order out of disorder. This goal will no doubt be achieved
if we declare a moratorium on the internecine conflicts be Veen psy-
chologists and becoMe more problem-oriented.

Performance Critecia---

In the. time that remains. I should like to say a few words about
performance criteria. y.

As psychologists turn to the prediction of behavior in complex social
situations, they are often discouraged,by the fact that some large- scale-
assessment studies have failed. It,is often suggested that these studies
failed-because of difficulties involved ill.the "criterion problem." I would
like to suggest that these studies failed not because of the "criterion
problem" but because the researchers did nut differentiate between a
criterion and a standard of performance. When the assessors tried to
pick the -goOd clinical psycliologi4," the "good ICesearcher,'I or the
",'good pfychotherapist" they overlooked the significance of the word

'.!`good" and the fact that people were making these judgments. In other
words, the assessors were not studying "the good clinician"they We're-
studying men who wer'e'garded as "good'` of by a group of
significant others. The judges, by their decisions, had signified who had
and who had not attained a certain level or competence.Yriese standards
of performance are not psychologaml variables; they are social evalua-

,

Lions. The psychological variables or what I would call the criteria, are
those which the assessors assume to be involved in fulfilling the demands
of the.sildation. It is the assessor's task to "get -behind" the judges'
verbal statements and determine their bases for evaluation. Having
dam this, he may then be able to deide on the psychological-variables
he will investigate and the instruments or techniqUes he will use to
Obtain his, data:

I can perhaps make my point a little more clear by citing an experi7
once during the course of the research that resulted in the book Methods
in Personality Assessment, by Stern, Bloom and myself (4).

We had been asked by the Dean of a school to select the creative
student in his area During the course of some preliminary dikussio
the Dean was asked to describe the creative student. He started by
saying, -He has a crew cut, tweed jacket, flannel trousers and saddle
shoes." The Dean had ranked his ten students in terms of, creativity
and the assessment group studied these students with a variety of
psychological tests. The assessors' rank order of the students matched
perketlY with the rank order ,obtained from' the Dean. The Dean was
overjoyed that he now had a series of techniques on which to base his
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future judgme o be sure, the techniques were available but he did
not have. what has been called the criterion. The criterion, in many
reSpects, was. a very simple one. After the Dean had described the
creative student for us and since there was such a close match between
his description of th'e student and_ own appearance, it became ap-
parent to the assessors that-the creative student for this Dean would
be one who was created in his own imitge and, therefore, one major issue
for the assessors was to determine what kind of a person the Dean was

'and who could get along with him.
This example illustrates what I mean by getti% behind the verbali-

zation of the judges. The problem here is not a simple one, to be sure,

but it can often be resolved if the psychologist spends time In carefully
observing his subjects while, at work or in extended discussions with
the judges. The psychologist's task is also facilitated Hite makes use of
methods and techniques used in the other social sciences. For example,
in my research on creativity, we have found it quite valuable to analyze
the environments of our Fe-Searchers in terms of Mies and for` two of
these, the scientific and .professional Toles, we were able to draw quite
heavily on the-analyses already available from the sociologists.

In Methods of Personality Assessment we have also suggested the value
of developing the Models of personality necessary to fulfill the:environ-
mental demands and we have also indicated sever, approaches for
arriving at and clarifying these models.

Comparing the discussion of class criteria with. the discussion of per-
formance criteria, it is apparent that the role of the psychologist in
both situations may in cerittin respects be quite different. In general,
when dealing with performance criteria, tV classes of subjects are de-
termined for him by the judges and more often than not they are not
psychologists. When dealing with class criteria, the psychologist gener-
ally determines his own classes or works with someone who has beeil
trained in this area. Some psychologists often find it difficult to accept'
the role demands in the assessment situation. That is, alien the psy-
chologist is asked to select the "good -clinician," "good leader," etc.,
he often has ideas of his own as to what, such a person should be and lie
is likely to select these variables for testing. Rut, unless his thoughts
are congruent with those that exist in the minds of the person Making
the judgments, he is likely to fail. In the assessment situation he is best
off if he is quite realistic and determines the requirements of the Held_

before he selects his variables and techniques.
In concluding_this section on the criterion as a standard of p rform-

ance, I can only repeat Lewin's formula BP Behavior is a function

of transactional relationship bit een the person and his envirOn-
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anent.. Although we. still have much to learn about the person, it is
incumbent upOn us also to understand the environment or else our
predictions will fail.

IA summary then I have presented a series of problems that confront
us when we deal with criteria. These problems are essentially not very
different whether *e consider the intellectual or nonintellectual aspects
of personality. While I may have raised more issues than I have an-
swered, I cannot help but feel that they will be resolved as we devote
more tune to analyzing them and to clarifying the basic issues.
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DISCUSSION

Participants: Anne Anastasi, William. E. Coffman, Joshua A Fishman.
i

Leo Nedelsky, Morris I. Stein, 'Robert C. Wilson.
i.

DR. NEI5ELYSKY i Dr. Stein believes that a psychologist's descrip:
Lion of his owir work as a study of anxiety is not precise enough; the
description indicate the type of anxiety studied, e.g., anxiety-

. shame or anxie -guilt. I don't know whether psychology has reached
the stage of development at which mental constructs sad' as anxiety-
shameand I take it that the concept is a merftaI Construct and not a
directly observable phenomenonare so soundly based and firmly
established that- all psychologists must use them as terms of analysis.
In physics, there was a time, a very productive time indeed, when many
key terms and concepts were fluid and equivocal. The seventeentleand
eighteenth century physicists in their search for concepts that are basic
did not agree on the meaning of mass, heat, quantity of motion, force.
Instead, they went their separate ways and used these terms tentatively,
e.g., Huygens used mass and size interchtingeably, and, as tools of
analysis, in a way that seemed most fruitful to each investigator. It was
not till physics was considerably' more advanced. that the meaning of
these concepts was crystallized and set. In contrast, some centuries
earlier,, there was a set of well-agreed on mental constructsthe four
elements: earth, water, air, and fire, of which all things were thought du
be made. -I can imagine' a paper presented at the University of Paris
in the Middle Ages being turned down for "lack of clarity and precision-
because it described a new substance without specifying the proportion
of the four elements of which it was composed.

CHAIRMAN FISHMAN : I wonder if either of the speakers would
care to react to this? t

a-,

DR. STEIN: Dr. Nedelsky has certainly pointed to an iinportant
problem. The scientist's language and his classification system may
stand in the way of progress. Unless the scientist takes time out to
question and test his classification system, he will limit himself only
to those data for which he hag a structure. In my talk, I,tried to make
a plea for order, not constricting order.

D,R.-ANASTASI: I, too, sliduld like to direct a question to Dr. Stein.-
It is my impression that one of the principal objecti of factor
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aualysis is taxonomy I don't meal' to impl that all factor analysts.
have been successful in this regard, but I am wondering how Dr. Stein
feels about that methodology, and how he fe Is about it in comparison
with other methodologies in arriving at taxqnomy.

DR. STEIN: I have high regard for factod analysis. I fear, however,
that we may have permitted our statistical techniques to affect and
direct our thinking beyond what is desirable. I do not object to statis-"
tical techniques but to psychologists who use them instead of thinking.
Rather than sit down and theorize about personality or the personality
factors involved in a research, some psychologists tend to jump to
writing items (because it is easy to do so) and then use statistics to find
out what, they mean. This can result in empirical relationships that may
be difficult if not impossible to explain. I guess that this is a statement
of faith that Vdo believe that the problem or'research should first be
analyzed in terms of the personality factors involved, then the appropri-
ate tests or items should b_ e selected, and filially, the results subjected
to statistical analysis. c-

DR-. COFFMAN: I would like to ask Dr. Wilson a question.
You indicated that in identifying the talented,, you were concerned

with other characteristics than the intelligence as measured by com-
monly used tests: Have you made any study? Have you given any
attention to what I presume is a group of youngsters in this situation
who are not identified /by your various methods of defining talent, but
who. made very' high scores on intelligence tests?

DR. WILSON: Do we have students who score high on intelligduce
eats but do not score high on any of our talent devices? We have not

gled outh students for particular stydy. Most of these talents
that I have entioned are in the various arts. We find that they are
somewhat independent of standardized tests of intelligence in that there
are many students, who are quite talented in these special talents, who

ay- not be very bright.
CHAIRMAN FISHMAN: The question was referring to the everse

situation. Do you want to follow it up a little further?
DR. COFFMAN: Yes, I was just thinking whether ten years from

now somebody might not be wondering whether they had missed a bet
in not paying some attention to these bright, -untalented- youngsters.

DR. WILSON: I don't even know irthere arc such, or what percentage
of the populatiOn they constirlite -I expect a rather small one I didn't
mean to give the impression that we are only interested, in the special
talents: We do, of course, identify students on the basis of tests .of int

lligenee and scholastic aptitude and the major part of our progra
is concerned with making better educational provisions for_surh stu!

1
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dents. .I emphasized the creative areas in this talk since they:/..are the
areas which are less commonly dealt with in programs for the gifted.

CHAIRMAN FISHMAN: This is really a very serious problem from
any point of viewthepointi of view of just humanity, or point of view
of natural resoucesindividuals of very superior ability whose talents
we not discover. Titre is a rather serious area for research.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: QuestiOnfor Dr. Stein.
You were referring to the disappointing results obtained in very

particular studies using the tests against the usual criteria we have,
and you suggested that the reason for this, might be. because we have
too little understanding about the nature of man.

I would like .to suggest for ,your consideration that one of the ways
we have of achieving that is to.get some measure of relationship among
our criteria and reference variables. This is an approach which in the
past has yielded some -usefuj purpose. And Ofgel that while a test whi F

shas-disappointing results against some sort of criteria shoul
necessarily be the reason for sorrow,: neither 6hould it be the r son
for rejoicing.

DR. STEIN:-The point I tried to make was that if we real) arified
our criteria, we might have more occasions for rejoicing. To tegeird
"good student" or "good clinician" as the criterion without under-
standing the psychological factors involved in arriving at the "gooe-
evaluation will certainly limit us in our attempts to make valid pre-
dictions.

CHAIRMAN FISHMAN: Our time draws to a close. I think you
will agree with me that this just scratched the surface of what might
be involved in this area. Certainly, both of our speakers have empha-
sized more the conceptual angle (which might include the semantic and
the various communication prohlems) in refining our thinking in this
area, rather than any of the other possible approaches txi criteria, more
ultimate or more behavioral approaches to what we have in mind with
our tests. But this is the kind of topic we are going to have to return
to many times.
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Remarks of the Chairman
J.-(WAYNE TONE

Although the words vexereise writing' in the title of the secondsession,
tImproving Measurement Through Better Exercise Writing," are some-
what ambiguous, most of us here today, I am sure, realize that exercise
writing is intended to mean the formulation of objective test exercises.
We are thirdiing in much broader terms than in item writing because
we are concerned with the total situation on which the items are based,
as well as the items themselves.

It is our hope that the type of 'exercises that will be discussed at this
session -will, be the kind designed to tap some of the more complex
mental processes rather than recall or recognition of facts alone. More-
over, we hope that student answers, or responses, can be recorded so

-that- scoring will be objective rather than c'ssay examination type
answers, which are frequently associated with the term "exercise
writing," and require more subjective scoring procedures.
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Exeitist-Writing in the Field
of the Humanities

PAUL B. DIEDERICH

m indebted to the next speaker, Lto Nedelsky, a former colleague
the Office- of the University Examiner at the University of Chicago,

for an illustration of a classic type of test-exercise in the humanities.
When he graduated from high school as a refugee from. Russia after the
Revolution, there were only "40,000 such graduates in all Russia; hence
the final examination was quite an occasion. Candidates had to appear

a reiblic, place several' hours a- day for a whole week and answer
any questions that the townspeople wanted to ask. Leo was `almo,st
caught by, the Archbishop of ,the Orthodox- Church, a kindly old man
ken_in_his ninety-third year. After the examination had proceeded for

some time, the Archbishop indicated that he would like' to ask the young
a -es ti -1 "Young man," he said when the soldiers opened

Christ aside the lance, why did both water and blood come forthr
Leo was 4-tuck; he was not 'prepared for this question. But as he put his

head down, and appeared to be thinking furiously, it occurred to him

that the old man was really in his dotage, and if he could °nip-postpone
his reply for about a minute, the Archbishop might forget what he had
asked. He thereftire continued thinking, and after a suitable pause,
raised his head a'd' though inspiration had struck and replied, "Your
Reverence, when the soldiers opened Christ's side with the lance, both

water and blood came 'forthl- "That's right," said the Archhisholi_
'benignly. "A prize pupill- Leo said -that, as he glanced around the
table,, he saw a black-bearded Jesuit gazing intently at him as though
to say, We need that boy in our Order!" It is something to be said for
this form of examination, that altpough Leo might have had theological
objections, that Jesuit was undoubtedly right.

For all its merits, this form of test-exereise has all fitt disappeared
except in the archaic ceremonial of the oral examination for the Ph.D.
Corning down 'closer to bur own time, the sort of test-exercise that is
still most commonly used in the humanities is well illustrated by a story
that my old professor of the Bible at Harvard, Kirsopp Lake, toll in
one of his last lectures. It was the day before our final examination,'and
F think he tried to ease the tension by Baying, "Gentlemen, I had a
remarkable dream ly.st night.- I dreamell that I was sitting onji:cloud
at Judgment Day, watching all the tribes of earth assemble. They all
came together into a great plain and sat (down. Then, alit of the cir-
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-cumambient mist, a great hand arose and ,began writing on a celestial'
blackboard in letters large enough for all the world to read. It wrote out
the Ten Commandrnehts, and thenin typical examination fashion
it added: 'Students choose six.'

These two types of questions pretty well cover the history of exarnin-
ing techniqUes hi- the human itiesdOwn to oui- own time. To' carry on
the story from that point, I obviously have an enormous field to cover in
a very brief time. It usually takes me a semester. With your permission,
therefore, I shall pass over the fields of art and music with only a brief
cpmment on each, chiefly because they require so much testing time per
item before I could make them come alive for you. J should have to
have at least tape recordings and slides, and I prefer a live pianist and
original works of art loaned from some museum. If I had the pianist,
it would not be difficult, but it would take a good deal of time, for her
to play snatches of. twenty very familiar melodies, like "My country,
'tis of thee," and "Old Black Joe." In nbout half' of these excerpts I
should coach her to insert one definite but not too obvious error. You
would mark each excerpt. C if it was correct and E if it contained an
error. If .I wanted to increase the difficulty, I might ask you/to indicate
what was wrong with each excerpt that you marked E: to mark it 1 if
the error was in the melody, 2 if-it was in the harmony, 3 if it was in the
rhythm, and 4 if it was in the expression or emphasisthat is in the
relative loudness or softness of the notes.

If you were too. sophisticated for this simple exercise, I might as
to play the little tune from Haydn on which both Handel and B ahms
wrote variations. I should then ask her to play the basic variation by
each composer, tell you who wrote it and ask you to tell me the ch. f
difference between the two styles out of four or five suggested differ es,
Then I won/ti hale htr play perhaps ten or twelve variations in a- aiont

\prder: some by Handel, some by Brahma, some by neither, and some on
the won" tune. You can see how this sort of thing can get quite complex.
If I started you analyzing fugues and telling me w the different voices
were doing, I should soon have you hanging on ire ropes.

If there is time, as there is in a course,Ailthough not in an examination,
'ike to make a point about any great work it sonata form by playing
a complete sonata, quartet, or symphony and substitutity one move-
ment that does not belong: that comeC'out of a similar work by the
same composer, written at about the samOeriod of his development.
One might think that when a composer writes, a work in four movements,
he writes -one. tune for the first movement, another for the second,
another for the third, and another for the fourthand then puts the Tour
tunes together, with perhaps some relationsh "in key or mood, I am
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convinced that-nothing like this happens; be writes basically the same

tune in loth' different laysalthough sometimes,. I admit, it takes a

, good deal of subtlety to recognize. it as the same tune. What any sensi-
tive musician can do at once, however, is to recognize it if you put in

vrrongininuet, the wrong slow movement, or the wrong finale and

not because-he has any previous acquaintance with the work, but simply
because they don't belong; they won't lit. I have found this so4;of %-.
exercise very good for demons/rating the underlying unity of a classic .

composition in. four movements.
For the visual arts, one of the simplest techniques is to use four

projectors that can throw four slides.at once on a large screen and ask

a series of questions about them that can be answered' with the number

of the correct slide, or with "None of them.- For example, at the
humblest level: which one was a watercolor? Which was an oil? Which

was a_fresco? Which was a wash drawing? If they represent well-marked
historical styles, which was .Italian of the High Renaissance? Which
.was Dutch? Which was eighteenth 'century French? Which was
eighteenth century,Engli§h? All such works, of course, inti.ak be pre-
viously unknown to the students. At a slightly deeper level, one might

show three works by one painter and one by a contemporary in a dif-
ferent style, such as three by Cezanne and one by an Impressionist..
The painting that does not belOng with the others will stick 'out, like

a sore thumb to a sensitive student, but others will see no differen4.

One can ask all sorts of questions about, techniques and about the com-
position: for example, in which is the basic form_ of the composition a

rectangle? a pyramid? a diagonal? an S-curve? Which makes the most

obvious use of contrasting textures? Which one is basically two-dimen-
sional? .W11%1 is organized in a series of planes? There is hardly any
limit to the number of questions one can ask In the form, "Which paint-

ing does A, B, C, and Dr- If the paintings have clear-cut differences,'
and if the questions are perceptive, the ! nswers will reveal a good deal
of sensitivity to what is going on in a ork of art. ...

I should next like to turn to-the fief of history as it relates to the
humanities, hoping to leave a clear field for Max Engelbart to deal with
history as it relates to the social sciences. You will see the difference, I
hope,.in the kind of illustration I will use. The sort of outcome lhave
in mind has no large social significance; it is not a necessary ingredient

of good citizenshi ; it h- ra r a *personal significance, and is an .

ingredient in one Ophy. _ ss pompously it is a part of that
genqtril stock of ideas that a man rries around in-his head that deter-
mineNhat objects and events in everyday life will strike him as' sig-

nificant, or interesting, or puzzling, or dangerous, or good. Among these
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eas I would place a high value on a sense of the past and of its con-
tinuing influence on the present.

For example_, I once read in a book of popular scientific essays the
statement that the average person.must take the existence of a man
like Julius Caesar on faith, or on authority. To a. man educated in the
humanities, that statement is preposterous. I am sure that at le
two-thirds of you have in your pocket or in your purse some tangible
evidence that Julius Caesar exilxkerl and left us something that we use
every day. It is something that you can take out and hold in your hand.
It eventas the na,Te, Julius, printed on it although in an English form
that you may not at First recognize. The place in which his name is
printed is peculiarly appropriate in view of his life history. What i

I could nudge you closer to the answer by writing the names of our
last four months on a blackboard: September, October, November,
December,- Then I would erase the "her," on the ground that it is
nothing but a shiver, and would have left four good Latin words:
septem, ado,' novem, and decem. We have other forms of these same
words in septet, octet, novena, and decimal. What do they mean? Ob-
viously_ stven, eight, nine, ten. But why do we call our ninth month
the seventh, our tentkTonth the eighth, and so on? Did somebody
lose count? That is hardl. likely. We can get a clue as to what probably
happened by writing out the Latin names of the months immediately
preceding these four: Julius and Augustus mensis, our July and August.
Do the names Julius and Augustus _ring's bell? Certainly: Julius and
Augustus Caesar. But how did their names happen to get into our
calendar and displace all the following monthS by two months? At this
point I allow a-little time for tesearch. Someone usually looks up the
encyclopedia' article on "Calendar" and discovers that, when Jthus
Caesar was campai ning in Egypt in 48 and 47 B.C., he was not too

had a much hitter c lender than the Romans. Consequently, wVf he
preoccupied with t charms of Cleopatra to notice that the Egy &lens

*
'returned to Rome in 46, he brought along not only Cleopatra but an
Egyptian astronomer named Sesogines, and with his help worked out
essentially the calendar we use today. IIis successor, Augustus, secured'
its adoption throughout the Roman Empire, and either he or his fol-
lowers.apparently saw to it that the Jnames Julius and Augustus were

'forever enshrined in it, disregarding the protests of the mathjmaticians
that the names of the last: four months would all be two numters of
from their proper numbers. Augustus may have explained that it had :
to be that way because Julius was born during the month we now call
July in_ his hunorand by a surgicid procedure that we still call a
"Caeaareant section."
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If I wanted to make this exerlise just a bit more complicated, I might
ask you why we called this candar the "Julian Calendar" down to
about the time of George Washington in tngli'sh-speaking countries,

and still later in countries dominated by the Greek Orthodox Church,
lint-thenlhifted over' to a slightly modified calendar that we call the
"Gregorian Calendar.- One of the chief differences between there is

that our present dates are eleven days of the corresponding Julian
dates. If you look in old history books, you will see that George Wash-

ington was born on February 11 (Old Style) or on February 22 (New
Style), obviously the Julian and Gregorian dates. One ,:of the best
exercises in semantics I know is to have a class argue about the date
on- which he was "really" born. If we accepted the. Julian date, it would
make quite a difference in the time of thennnbutl meeting' of the American

Associatiorkik School Administratrs. -Why.:clicHwe change? What was

done toprevent losing eleven days again?" Did it work?

A still more complicated problem is that all our names for the months
are Roman, while all our names for the days are Anglo-Saxon, yet e
of our days corresponds planet for planet with the Roman names. S
dies and, lance' dies, day of the sun and day of the moon, Stinday and'
Monday, are obvious exnmples. Wednesday, which is Woden's day, is
less' obvion4, but his planet was Mercury, as you can see in the Latin
Hercuri dies or the French illercredi. Thursday is obviously Thou:3-

day; he was the thunderer," as you Call see in the German name for
this day, Dourterslag. But so was Jupi terr the thunderer: hence this any

was Avis dies, the day. of Jove, in Latiti,.or ,Jeudc in French. All the

ter day names are Anglo-Saxon rciltitialents of the gods or planets

for whom the Romans named their days:,When do,you think the A uglo-

SaX0D8 had a chance to pick up the um munelfor, the tlays and then

translate them into their own language? They did not iiVyade England

until the Roman Occupation had ended, and they htyl little if any con-

tact with the Romans on the continent. And why they translate

the months?
IT.:yon are wondering how I would put problems like these into
Ultiple-choice form,--the truth is that I wouldr0 ,hother. I'd give my

classes spate ling-talkie:data, some historical dat't a little time for re-
earch', 'ask them a series of questions, and let tliem answer in essay

oral, perhaps after some preliminary discusgikni.- kou may be dis-
appointed because you know that the, grading of El.-4116e ,essay is un-

Tel able as. tr test qtr.. xarnination. But I am not talking ahout a test;
I am talking about exercises for a course; and after I get sixteen to twenty
such_exercisesnyer'p period of a year and grade them thLway I grade

them, the reliability of the cumulative total score can easily exceed .9.

.f! 40
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Please- note that the program &ea. not require Me- to tn]ki xchisiy"
bout multiple-eholee tests: the topie is Exercise
I migh-e- carry this satwijine of tihilliing Arevdiait different.

outeome of the humanities that I call a Sense, of the, irilvtconneiotion of
jdeas,r'especiaily- anitas languages and culturpi, FOr. eiamplef when
learned-art the new4ranquili iing drugs had been giVciithe:pgly,,ilaMe.
alarasies, .I greeted it as' an old frient,It-wai th ringing.;battle7ery.of
my 'fighting days in ctIllege,-tbe watchword of the picirreans, A larricria,
which may be translated. '"ljoncrt. tie distuified!'" Why,: it, had .such

. .

appeal 'or young men 1 have never figured =ouS:0113.6t I fcihnd the saint'
idea egPriessed in Horace's.rnotto t Nil adthirari,'-'.vvhidli -mat be trans;
eatecl, be swept off your feet!" There is even' a ichlt or Kip the
Biblical, !I:Take no thought for the lnorrow,". but thotis t
idea: means trusti4in Ood not in your own inner' resOlired.,Blit

, f. -'
later on the, same idea, is picked up in Castiglione s',ideal for ri,C.Ourtier
Viiiehi.yie; Called Spscezz, alara,- and in'. the seventeenth ,century- Irene

idea44 the hone le homnie. Coming down to our own tit re, I ,,thilik we
haVelhe same idea on a somewhat differeat-plunein'Oxford reserve,
Harvard indifference. It may be something 'basic in the .code 4 th
gentleman that has peren r appeal for 'youth. Our young idea in one

,

of their moods Seem' to be groping for '.'the still, -point of the-;,turriing
world:"

.
Here, again, I would not attempt to put such an exercise into objective

form unless I had smile compellinkreason, such as having to give a test.
.

reason,
50,000 candidates. For a class it would be better just to give a list

of these slogans, perhapA with translations, and .ask wha0 they had in
common, why they have such an :appeal for youth, and which orte is
farthest out of line with the others, as I [believe the Biblical passage to be

But I had better give some attention to abjectixe exercises, and for.
, , 4,_thatt-Orpose I shall choose a poem' because nowhere else can I find soiriluchineaning in such compact, for . this one is called Spring and Fall,

and was Written Tay- Gerard Manley lOPkins. I t appears ja,be addressed,
by a mature, mail to a youpg girl, ad hence the title, m'is'fit be taken to
refer to youth and age. I hope to cii,rute yoa:hel4e we are through
that this is an error. -Sprit may well refer to youth, but fall
in this title'has rimuch itiore siniste , ning than "pge." It is a moot
point wh ther one can risk object CMS about a poem Nvilhout
laceratin it I believe that one can e,li a`very sensitive reading, of a
poem ..b tiVe questions. In fact, e anyone asks'me whether I
reallYun nd.,ts very difficult poem, one of Eliot ii Quartets,
.I_ have 0, ardswer, ' -I don t know: I haren't yet gotfardu to making
up a test
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might be better to begin by reading the poem straight through,
bnt it is rather puzzling and would not "get across" at. first reading.
Hence,we shall take it by pairs of lines and ask somewhat abbreviated
objectiye questions about them.

"Margaret, are you grieving
Over Goldengrove.unleaving?-

Here are two puzzles. What is`fiadeaving? StaYing?,Failing,to prnduce
leaves? Unfolding leaves front buds? Or shedding leaVes? The only one
of these tbat,might cause a yoting child to grieve is shedding leavesin
autumn. Hence Goldengrove can hardly be a particular flower or shrub
but just a patch of woods in autumn, with its characteristic golden

color.
"Leaves, like the things. of man, you
With your fresh thoughts care for, can you?".

Here the syntax is a bit tangled for the sake of the rhyme, but it
obviously means, Can you with your fresh thoug41:41 care for leaves,
like the things of man?"- We should get at the ability tFi unravel the
syntax by a grammatical question. What would be the ofiposiie of Abe
things of man"? The things of woman? The things of children,? Abstract
ideas? Probably it is. "the things of nature," because what she 4scafing
for at this time is the falling leaves, and the poet expresses some sn'rpriSe

that site can [ore for these things, which are eertainly things of nature,
just as she caw' s for the things of man.

"Ah, as the heart grows older
It will come to such sights colder
By and by, nor spare a sigh
Though worldg of wanwood leanneal lie."

The puzzle here is the interesting formation, "leafineal," which I
have never seen anywhere eke. We have to figure it out by analogy. Is
it like oatmeal, cbrnmeal, last. meal, or piecemeal? The firsathree would
be ridiculous but the last suggests a clue. "Piecemeal" means "piece by
piece." Can leaftneal" then mean "leaf by leaf?" It certainly makes

sense, for that is the way. the leaves would flying. The word -"ci/aktwood"

is not m any dictionary, British American, which is stni:a.enough to
he on my desk, and His hardly worth tracking anwn in anything larger
or more specialized since it obviouSly b to be some kind nf dead
foliage which is lying in great quantities, leaf by leaf, upon Ow ground.
As Margaret grows older, she will not spare a sigh at such a sight.

"And yet you will weep and know why."
As the poem is usually panted, the-poet has indicated a strong stress

on will and on and by accent.marks. This is a first-rate puzzIc;, since the
poet has just said that she will coact to such sights colder amid will not '-
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spare them so much as a sigh. If she then breaks down and weeps, with
no reason given for the change in mood, there is a flat contradiction.

The only way out of it that I can see is that she is weeping now, 4Aver
the falling of leaves; the poet has tried comfort her by telling. her
that by and by she won't care; but she refuses to be comforted: she goes
right on weeping and wants to know why she is weeping. This is the
volitional use pf wil/As in 'He will do it no matter what you say." It
might be translated, "In spite of what..1 have been saying, you insist
on weeping and on knowing why," I can't see any waT in which it could
be weeping in the future, for he'has just said.that in the future she not
only won't weep.; she won't even sigh. Now he-begins to tell her why_ .

"Now no matter, child, the name:
Sorrow's springs are the same."

He doesn't want to tell her Just the name of what she is weeping for,
since now it would probably mean nothing to her; and anyway_ , the
ultimate source of all sorrow is the same ("sorrow's springs").

"Nor mouth had, no, nor mind, expressed
What heart heard of, ghost guessed:"

We have to do a bit of translating here,. "Your heart heard of, and
your spirit guessed, what hadnot been stated in words or even formulated
as an idea." I should simply ask, "Which of the following is the best
reading of tines 12-13r

"It is the blight man w s born for,
It is Margaret you mo rn for."

Here is the ultimate answer to the estion of why the young girl is
weeping. In the falling of the leaves she ins unconsciously, glimpsed a
symbol of her own death, far off in the future: "the blight man was born
for It is really not the falling leaves she mourns for but for herself,
even though it is only what her heart told her and her spirit guessed; it
had never been explained to her in words, nor even entered her mind as
an idea. That is why sorrow's springs are the-;"same, for the ultimate
source of all sorrow is death. 1 t is also why the 'name is no matter, now,
for it would mean nothing to her, but in her heart, she has already
guessed it.

If anyone now wants to interpretbtliri title, "Spring' and Fall," as
"Youth arid Age, he must have a sentimen(tril aversion to the obvious,
interpretation, once we have 1-m4AMit '6111.,' which is "Youth and
Death" the latter symbolized by% thrilailing leaves. There are very
few interpretations of a cryptic poem that one can absolutely rule out
as untenable, but I believe "age" in the title of this poem is one of
them. 'there is no clear reference to old age anywhere in the -poem.
True, as her heart, grows older. she will no longer weep at the falling of

12
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leaves, put that could well occur by the age of twelve. Thopoet is repre-
sented as somewhat older than the girl, but there is no reason to suppose
that he is very old: he might be a man of thirty. The girl is certainly
not weeping about his age: It is the blight man was born forlIt is
Margaret you mourn for." That seems to me an unmistakable reference

to death.
I have now used up my-allotted, number of pages and have discussed

only five topics: a few techniques for getting at sensitivity to what is
going op,in a musical composition or ri ,vork of art; a few informal ways
of revealing understandings that are peculiarly -characteristic of the
humanities: namely, a sense of the past, and a sense of the interconnec-
tion of ideas; and, finally, some objective means of eliciting a sensitive
response tb a philosophical poem_ I would use the same tykes of
items to reveal more than a superficial grasp of any prose passage,
literary, philosophical, or historical, -I hope that in some way or other
I have touched upon the chief fields usually associated with the humani-

ties. To atterript,a comprehensive coverage of such a vast domain, so
differently con6eived and differently taught in different, institutions,
would obviously be absurd in a brief talk. I can only hope that I have
left you with a few testing ideas that are fairly representative of the
spirit of this great domain.



Exercise Writing in the
Natural Sciences

NEDEI,SKY

This paper is concerned with general principles to be used in writing
test exercises, especially objective test exercises, in natural sciences.
Most examples will be drawn from physics, the field in which the author
feels most at home; the geaeralizations which these examples are to
illustrate, however, should be applicable to any of the natural sciences.

Exercise Variety

In these relatively enlightened times it may be safe to assume that
the test writer has before him a list of clearly stated objectives, i.e., a
description of the kinds of knowledge and abilities the test is to measure.
It is well however, to look into the,prigin of the list. The most important
function of a science test, perhaps its only defensible function, is to
predict the student's behavior when faced with a situation in which an
understanding of science is useful and important. Such a situation,
which we shall call a criterion- situation, may occur in the student's
academic career, his life as a citizen, or his work as a scientist.

One way to test the student's criterion competepce, i.e., competence
to deal with a criterion situation, is to present the student with realistic
problems, i.e., with situations that closely resemble those lie is likely to
face 41 the future. A test of this "synthetic" sort is quite valid but also
almost prohibitively cumbersome and expensive, for genuine problems
facing a scientist or a citizen are usually very complex and not of the
paper-and-pencil type. Further disadvantages of such a test lie in the
difficulty of assembling an adequate sample of problems and of com-
municating about the precise nature of the test and students' "scores."

Another way, is first to analyze the complex competence to solve
genuine problems into its constituents and then to test for the more
important but still tractable of these. Such an "analytic" test has all
the usual shortcomings of an analytic representation of complex and
incompletely understood phenomena: neither are all the constituents
known nor do they add up to the whole. In addition, some of the more
important constituents, such as habits of thought and attitudes, cannot
be conveniently or accurately measured. Those shortcomings of an analy-
tic test which result from the unavailability of a complete analysis of
a complex competence are probably best alleviated by including in
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the test exercises that, in the aggregate, evoke in the student a great
variety of mental processes in varied patterns.

We are here concerned with theanalytic type of test. The list of
objectives is the list or presumed constituents of the criterion COn
petence. As has been suggested in the last paragraph, the test writer

4 the criterion competence by varying test exercises as widely as the
n in some respects transcend statements of objectives and come 'closer

limits of the formally stated objective permit. Thus, e.g., in testing for
the ability to interpret phySics dat t the following variations are possible.
The data may be graphical, numerical, or verbal in form; the content
may be, e.g., mechanics or heat; the student may be asked to draw
possible conclusions, to assess the accuracy or consistency of the data
within themselves or with other data, or to .estirnate the cogency of the
data as- evidence for a generalization. The form of the test may alsodata
vary: essay dr objective.

Exercise, Writer's Preparation

If tile variety of exercises described in the preceding paragraph is
not to be merely haphazard, the exercise writer should not only know
the subject matter tested but also have some understanding of whet is
involved in solving a genuine scientific problem at a level of sop! 'ca-
tion higher than that of Ow students. As will be shown below, h
also know the exte t and the range of the students knowledge, abil
and general intelligfrice. He must ever know their method of preparation,
enough at least to be able to judge the degree of novelty a particular test
exercise will have for them. Filially, the exercise writer must have some
notion of the more common methods used by the students in solving

. various exercises.

Ob Function of he Exercise and of the Students

Having described the prerequisites for writing an exercise we shall
skip the actual technique of producing its first version and deal instead
with the general methods of criticizing an already written exercise. The
key question is of course what a particular exercise measures. This
question we shall assume to be equivalent to the following one: If i he

exercise is sueceessfully performed by a group of students and unsuccess
fully by another group, what. is the main difference in the abilities of
the.two groups? It seems clear at the outset that the answer depends on
the choice of the whole group. We shall nevertheless labor the point at
some length because of the prevalent misconcrtion that the ability
measured by a test is a function of the test alone. Some test makers
seem to think, for example, that a test designed to pick, out promising
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college material from among the students of an eastern ...preparatory
school can do the same job effectively when given to the students of a
rural school in the South. We shall illustrate our point by an example.
. A group of students is presented with, the following exercise:

It is possible to hear the sound of a fountain behind a brick garden
wall although the fountain cannot be seen. This phenomenon
Acan
B cannot
be explained on basis that long waves are diffracted more than short
waves. ..,,r,

The group will be divided into two subgroups: those who pass by
choosing the right response, A, an those,awho fail. In what respect do
these subgroup differ? That is, wbat relative ability or knowledge does
the exercise test for? If the group consists of graduate students of physics
of a Spanish University, it seems clear that the two subgroups will differ
in their ability to read English, for it may be safely assumed that all
members of this group possess the requisite mastery of physics but that
only some know English. Next, let us suppose that the group consists
of students thoroughly trained in the theory of wake motion, and ac-
customed to using the terms bending and spreading in place of the terrn
diffraction. The two subgroups are most likely to differ in 'their knowl-
edge of terminology. Let our next group consist of students who have had
a year of physics, a good discussion of diffraction of both light and
sound, but no treatment of ON relevant similarities between 'them. Let
us assume that most of these students know that sound waves are longer
than those of light. The two subgroups are most likely to differ in their

'ability to snailNo that the principles of diffraction are applicable to the
situation described in the exercise, an ability which may -e considered
a part of the more generaLabitity to relate generalizatio is to specific
'situations. Let our last group consist of sttu ' is to whom the particular

est situationsound of a fountain' behin wall was explained in
'cigars Jook. The ability to recall the situation may be influenced
by a variety of factors, especially if the explanation was not emphasized.
The main difference between the',1AVo subgroups is hard to determine
and may not depend on anything educationally significant. An exercise
writer who uses situations very similar to those in the textbook even
in a test of pure information is on slippery ground.

It is sometimes argued that every pair of subgroups discussed in the
preceding paragraphs exhibits the same important difference the pass-
ing group knows the answer to the question while the failing group does
not and that, in measuring the general mastery of physics, it is a matter
of secondary importance how the various students arrive at the correct
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answer; It seems that this argument is based on at least two qiitstionable
assumptions. One of these is the assumption that it is important, to know
the answer to the question of the exercise. Surely, unless the student is

going to be a landscape gardener or fountain builder, we are, interested
in his ability to answer not this particular question but this kind or class
of question, the basis_ of the classification being the objective to he
measured. Let us assume, however, that it is important for the student
to know,the answer to some particular question, for of course there arc
such questions in science. Granted this, the second false assumptionsin
the arguMent which we are criticizing is that it is important that the
student know the answer on the date of the examination. For if we are
interested in the retention of knowledge, in the student's, ability to
answer the question some months after the examination date, such
ability will depend crucially on how the student was able to arrive at
the correct answer in the first place.

We freely admit that to make our point clear we have chosen groups
,that are extreme in their differenceS. It is nevertheless quite generally
true 'that a given test will measure different abilities if used with dif-
ferent groups. It is the examiner's responsibility reliably to determine
what the differences are and consequently what conclusions from test
results are justified. The specifications given to the exercise writer must
include a description of the group or groups that will take the test.

Necessary and Sufficient Abilities

We have argued above that, in general, the relative scores of the
members of a group will depend only on the factors with respect to
which the group is heteageneous. For example, our group number one
was homogeneous at the requisite level of mastery, of physics, but, pre-
sumably heterogeneous with respect to the .ability to read English, If
it is desired to know the relatiVe standing of the members of a group
with respect to an ability, the principal ability of the exercise, this
ability should clearly be a necessary one for doing the exercise, and the
group should be fairly homogeneous with respect to all other auxiliary
necessary abilities. The homogeneity of the group relative to auxiliary
abilities, that. an exercise requires, is best attained by writing the
exercise in such a way that the level of the required auxiliary abilities
is quite low, i.e., below that of the great. majority of the group. If a
single grade is'to be assigned on an achievement test, it, may be sufficient

to keep the required auxiliary abilities below the barely passing level.
In all cases,lowever, it is not enough to assert that the students ought
to possess the auxiliary abilities; it is necessary to ascertain that the
great majority of them in fact do.
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In the exercise under consideration the necessary abilities are English,
terminology, certain knowledge of sound and light and diffraction, and,

, finally, the ability to relate this knowledge to a particular ,4_ituation, Let
us now assume that the latter is the ability we want to measure, and
that we have a realistic group consisting of students who have had one
year of college physics, including the study of diffraction, but who are
not likely to have discussed the particular test situation in class. If it
seems likely that a sizable fraction of the group, say one-fourth, does not
know what diffraction means,?the term may be explained or omitted
from the exercise. Either of .these emendations will make the group
properly homogeneous relative to the auxiliary ability of the. knowledge
of terminology but will make the exercise either longer or less clear to
those who do know the term. For such a group it may be better to
write anbaltogether different exercise. The most effective compromise
between a reliable measure of an ability and a list of a practical length
is determined by the group for which the Lest is designed.

Besides being necessary, the principal ability of the exercise also ought
to be sufficient for dealing with the exercise. The following simple
example will clarify the meaning of necessity zind sufficiency. The
student is asked,: "What is the' product of 3 and 7i)" The ability to
multiply is not here necessary because the problem can be solved by
addition. Nor is it sufficient, for the terra "product" must be under-
stood. It should be clear that it is, to make the principal ability sufficient
or effectively sufficient that tr)(1"ailxiliafy abilities Must be kept at a low
level, If the principal ability:!is;necessary but not sufficient, those who
can do the exercise have the ability andAthose who can't may or may
not have it If the ability is sufficient hut not necessary, those who can't 1
do the exercise don't possess the ability and those who can may or may
not have it In achievement test both the necessity and sufficiency
conditions must be strived for; Iiiit often one has to be satisffiA with

more modest claim that the -r: ihly =tested for is likely to be, yery
helpful in,derf ng with the ex.ep

Students' Mental icrecesses and Validity

There are statistical methods t
an exercise measures. inv(
and a test whose validity is know-n
available, however, foil,htlinioreati.ek

exercise writer trtyStAstill'mainly
mental activieahi, k:workiti
identifying t_ i s irtod
If, for example, twa

ff-

lUilp us rind out just what ability
6:correlations between the exercise

Such tests are not usually
educational object ives, and -the
on his surmise of the students' ,

eise. One of the guides toward
fOriindianalysis of the test exercise..

the -term "data' seems to be au-
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'Amble to the information given the student, and if the responses among
which he is to choose can be legitimately characterized as "interpreta-
tions" of the data, it is usually assumq that-the exercise measures the
ability to interpret data. Studies at Chicago (1) indicate, however, that
stn ents vary a great deal in the method of arriving at the right response.
So _e of them read the stemin our case, the data and the question
arrive at some interpretation, and look among the prepared responses
for!a similar one. Others test each response in turn against the data and
reject the inconsistent ones. If the inconsistencies can be established by
inspecting parts of data only, the right response can be chosen without
understanding even the general trend of the data. Not only in this
example but generally, the abilities required in going from the question
to the responses and vice-versa are quite different. It is in general
impossible, ,for example, to use 'objective exercises for a reliable and
consistent differentiation between the old standbys, "Ability tonterpret
data" and "Ability to apply principles." It is therefore better to ,use a
classification of objectives that depends on the nature of the situation
as defined by both the question and the responses and to use "in-
terpretation of data and "application of principles" exercise1S only
to insure variety (2).

/
Homogeneity of Responses

Although there are many ways in which students attack objective
exercises, in almost all of them the rejectiw of wrong responses seems
to play an important role. If, therefore,' the exercise is to measure a
specific ability, this ability must be the key one not only ill recognizing
the right response but also in rejeeting the wrong ones.,This requires
a certain Itornggenelly among the responses. Thus, e.g., if the exercise
is to meastire the ability to estimate the cogency of facts as evidence
for a theory, the responses should all be correctly stated facts and differ
among themselves only in their value as evidence. If, on the contrary,
the wrong re-spouses contain data that are factually false but that, if

true, would have been good evidence, the exercise may or may not
measure straight knowledge, but itsreliability of measuring the principal
ability is reduced. -

The "ability-homogeneity" of responses has other values that may
transcend that of insuring the purity of the ability measured. We
believe that the main advantage of objective, test .exercises is their
ability to define the problem for the student with a precision that is
entirely out of reach of essay exercises. The definitiOn must start with
the Stem, i.e., the part that precedes the responses.- The stem must be

so suggestive or directive that iL guides thd student's thinking into proper
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channels and-even enables him to anticipate the general form of the
responses. Stems like "Which of the f011owing is truer Amy, produce
tension and start some speculations in the student's mindperhaps iu
connection with the preceding itemthat are merely distracting. The
very first response must further define the problem or, in many ,cases,,
even complete its definition. After reading it, the better students siniidd
be able to formulate a response that resembles closely in form niid sub-
stance the right response--!it may of course be the first one. AWwhen
the student, who has the relevant ability, conies upon the right response,
lie should recognize it as such and give only casual attention to the
following responses. To this end in particular and to increase the general
directiveness of the stem, the stem may well include hints _as to the
nature of the responses. For example, "All .of the following responses
are factually correct. Choose the one that contains the most convincing
(or best established, or

below
precise) evidence for the theory," Or,

"None of the responses below is strictly correct. Choose the one that
deviates from the correct responseithrOugh being too general (or too
specific, or quantitatively Inaccurate), The problem of communication
is a thorny one; every part of the exercise must contribute to the stu-
dent's understanding of what the problem is and what kind of answer,
as to form, content, precision, etc. is expected of him. The argument in
this paragraph shOuld make it clear why we have avoided using the
term "distracter," a term that applies with such damning accuracy to
many wrong responses in the existing tests.

Homogeneity of responses also contributes to economy of effort and
time. Time allowance for objective items is usually indecently short.
Yet it is patently impossible to test the student's thinking ability with-
out allowing,him to think. if the student's problem'is to evaluate the
cogency of evidence, he should be allowed to concentrate On that
problem without' being sidetracked into estimating the reliability of
data or otheilonatters, Nor should he be on the lookout for verbal traps.
The "onlys,"t "[levers," and other words so frequently used to dif--
ferentiate betweeththe right and wrong responses should be prominently
displayed, If underlining such words ruins the exercise, chances are it
was not very good to begin will].

Homogeneity of responses relative to the ;ability measured helps
define the problem, concentrates the student's attention on it, and
reduces his tension. A y in the form of the right and the wrong
responses, i.e., in their length, presence of qualifying words and phrases,
the degree ofleclicality, and in other essentially, superficial respects,
should help prevent successful guessing based on the auxiliary ability
of test-sophistication. Ideally, responses should differ in nothing but as
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single quality; in the above extample this quality is their cogency ris
evidence for the theory.

The.Best and the Correct Response
. .-

In natural science, as in other disciplines, it is nearly''iMpossible to
give a strictly correct answer to any but the most trivial, question h
less than a page. In order to decide how correct. the best response should
be we must again recall that the main function_ of an exercise isfto divide
the students into two groups that differ in a particular ability. The
response marked right should:then have appeal to those who have thig
ability. It is therefore at best.useless to increase the accuracy of the
best response by adding qualifications whose absence would not be
noticed by the great majority of the students, say by B ± students and
those bel4 For an obvious example, the relativistic and quantum

2hanical corrections or qualifications are out of place in a test over
a One-year physics course. IL is of course true that the absence of certain
qualifications may disturb an exceptionally well-informed student. This
is to be preferred, however, to changing the exercise so as to lower its
discriminating power for the rest of the class. For, as qualifying phrases
are' added to make the best response More nearly correct, two difficulties
arise. First, a large number of students become puzzled by the presence

of the over-refined qualifications, and second, making the formal at-
tractiveness df wrong responses approximately equal that of the best
response becomes more difficult. The optimum correctness of the best
response must of course vary with the caliber of the students. We are
thus reminded once more that the really effective test is tailor -made
to lit a particular population. .

In some exercises it is preferable not to have the best response correct

even in the modest sense of the preceding paragraph. It is then of course
usually desirable to warn the students of this fact. By using as the right
response one that is not correct but. is merely the best of those available,
it, may be possible to force the student to do more profound thinking.
For example, the best response in the following exercise is A.
Exercise: Which of the following is the be4 definition of Potentilit
Energy? (None of the definitions is strictly correct)
AThe energy which a body possesses because of its position.

-BThe energy which a body at rest possesses because of its position.
( The maxinium energy which a body can acquire.

I thThe energy which a body possesses before it starts doing work.
E The energy which enables a body' to do work.

If ,the right response were made more correct by including elastic
piitlp ial energy, its form might easily become so like that in textbooks,
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that the exercise:could be worked by'-rote-Inemoryr AS it stands, the
exercise is likely to discriminate between those who understand the.
term, potential energy, and those who don't. It may be remarked in
passing that the responses of this exercise lack in formal homogeheit3.
becausie two of them, A and B, are "paired," i.e., have a close similarity,
whil0:1,be:roK of the responses are not Studen'ts soon learn that paired
reSPOttises hreLmore likely to contain the right (pie. ..

.'';Teachers are almost, invariably unhappy about incorrect answers even
if.thOr:Ate shown good statistical evidence that the exercise correlates ,

bfghlY:'41th the teachers' own choice of good students. Their arguments
4gainit!incorrect best responses .vary from good to bad, .the,bad' oyes

),being more. frequent: An exartple, of a good argument' wis that since. e
have -tto, accurate knowledge of the Mental procesSes: involved in the
criterion situation, i.e., in resolving a genuine scientific problem, or
thosd used in the test situation, we should hold .firmly to the few simi-
larities between the two situations that are:under our control. Thus in
a criterion situutibn of almost any sort it' Is aistatement of the correct
definition or law that is , useful; therefoni tiiiiiiiiirly correct statements
should; be used in test situations. Therre is a good deal of truth in this
analysis, although it should-be Aioted that the choice of...thelest ap-
proximation concernsrthe stnentiSt and the citizen more often Atm the

'choice between the efirrep-and the wrong. A less good argument, based
on the uncontestable tut:M:1/.04a tests are valuable tools of instruction,
claims that therefore they Sitnuld contain nothing but ithe. riiith. What
the student is likely to learn from i test, however; is no ,an isolated,
fact or generalization, for the test is mem-pas:Al in a few pages and a ;,.

few hours as compared to the hundreds of pages of the text studied over
a period of months. The most effective role of the test as a teaching
instrument is rather to letitiai student knotA in ail emphatic manner
what the objectives of thAotirse arc. Another questionable argument
runs as follows: "I told toy students that. 'the energy which a body--,
possesses because of its position' is not a correct definition of potential
energy. It is not fair to ask them to accept: it," Our reply to this teacher
would be that the only physialAest that is fair to the students
is the one that reliably identifies those of diem who understand physics.
The question is rather whether the exercise in question is fair or kind
to the teacher. On this point we would say first, that fallibility of
teachers and texts is not a bad thing for students to learn, and second,
that the teacher should have given his class a deeper criticism of the
quoted definition than merely calling it wrong. Whatever the worth of
the arguments against exercises with incorrect best responses, it should
be clear that writing such exercises does require a steady hand.
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The Wrong Responses

The prevalent criterion for. a wrong resoonse seems to be that it
`Should be wrong and yet plausible. As we have indicated before, 'this
requirement, although necessary, is not enough.,If the student is asked

to choose among conclusions from some' data, the wrong responses:',
should be wronk only in their relation to the data Of course even ifr,
the wrong, responses are homogeneous in this respect, there are still
degrees and kinds of wrongness that are possilge,. The degree of wrong-

ness determines the difficulty of the itTil and sets-the maiadiscrirnina-
tion line, e.g., between A and B or between D oriel F students. The kind
of wrongness determines the auxiliary abilities that are helpful in finding
the right response. Thus, e.g., if the wrongness in tire preceding example

is that of goint beyond data, students who have such a weakness will
be more attracted to the wrong responses than, say, students who have
the weakness of being over - cautious. Besides these two, there are many
other weaknesses that make wrong responses and sometimes the right f.

response, unequally attractive to students who possess the principal
ability in an equal degree. Two COrilln011 ones are distrust of theory and

over reliance .m1 quantitative data. A play oh various students' weak-
_

..messes tq,make wrung responses attractive to then). is often justified and

ill fact, canSeldont,be avoided. It is necessary, however ,that Iliepreya=
F.lent i;veakiteSseSba sainplecl fuirjy: Such sampling is con trolled:primaribr'

by the nature the,Wiottg responses and to a smaller degre'r;of the right.

reSponse if it d6viates, as it Usually must, from the strictly anted, one':

: Although it is difficult, and unnecessary, to linv'e a single- exer'cise

discriminate at several levels of ability, it is quite easy and useful to
make it discriminate at two levels by making one or two of the wrOng,

responses so wrong that only failing students should be attracted by it.
Let us call such a response an F-response ,''and the right response,
It- response.. Let the member of F-responses a student chooses be called
his F- score, and similarly for B.. It will almost always be found that the

fl- minus -F scores are more reliable than the R-scores; F-scores May
discriminate more reliably between F-students and !rest than any
other scores. It should be noted that for stuckitts'AU'aiake a try at
every exercise, the reliability of the usual rightlmittas'4rong scores is

entical with that of the B-scores. F-scores,arealso useful for establish-
;0.bsolute standards for passing performance .0)

Sponlaneily

If the strongest argument for objective tests is that they make it
possible to make it clear to the studttit what p,eXpected of him, the
strongest argument for the essay testwe are not here considering the
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ability to express,oheAelf---is that it calls for a spontaneously produced
.

answer. Since all criterion
.
situations 611 for,greater spontaneity than

required in the usual objective test, the latter, if not suPplemented
by an essay teSt, -must be rnodified to decrease such discrepancy in
some of -the exercises: Art objective exercise tIlt comes closest to this

. , .required-tent. is one lie Ivhickt. the student reads the statement of the
obletn,-deCides on'the'right answer, and then searches for it among.._.. ,

thellrepared responses. Such a procedure can never be enforced but it _.

n be made more profitable than any other. To this end the stein must,
be very directive and the responses non-diretive or even non-evocative,
i.e., non-suggestive. . .

The folldwing exercise has non-evocative responseS. The student is
asked to solve two simultaneous equations: 3x-F2y 17, and xy .9.
If the responses were pairs of values of x and y, some students would
find it easier not to solve the equations but rather to substitute the pairs
of values into the equations. If on the .other hand, the correct response
is given as x-Fy .5, and the wrong ones Similarly, a solution of two
imultaneous equations is the only way to the. right answer, and solving

the given two is by far the quickest way.
Numerical science problems lend themselves well to the technique of

nOtievocative responses. For example, each response may list just the
second digit of a numerical answer. Or the studeiit may .b0,-askedto
compute two quantities, or Lwo formulas, and asked to choose among
responses that are ratios of the. twit. In 'qualitative exercises; a similar
result, may kv achieved by making the analysis of each response, withont
first gbh:ring:I:be problem 01.1he e:iercise, as much of a chore as solving
thn problem`.., following exercige; in which, to save space, we show?c,
only two re§ onges,may serve as au illustriltion.

. ..

..-,
Ezrcise..- .This 'exercise involves. two steps. First, decide witat law of
nature is most directly useful in est-if:lifting Lh following lact: A brick
can be pulled along ti fairly smooth surface by`: means of a string; the
string would break,,InAvever, if jerked slizirphy..,Seeoild, choose that one
of the following .phenoinena for which this 111W of nature provides an
explanation.
'A A glass tube dr ped, from a heightbf.10 feet breaks if it falls on a
concrete sidewalk but will not break if it falls oil a soft ground.
BIt is impossible. to:lift o'neself by pulling up on one's own hair.

Most students will:find that the most eflicient way to deal with th-
above exercise is L6 follow''-the directiOns4hich suggest giving a .spnn-
taneous answer to the first question. Directions to the stud) its,must of
course aNvays be scrupulotilly honest in the sense of indicating the;
easiest path to the right response. We note that the second part of the

KA
\..,
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4 . . Thissin in the above,exercise is not at all directive: This is the.usual price
,- . . into

. . .
-wc-'111fit pay 11311. introducing spontaneity into onjective exercises. A

.
More: elabOrate biit also easjer method to combine the more advan-

,

of !.)2 objective_ exeie_essts is described in

another article (4).
Summary

An effective test must be tailor-made for n:particiilar population..
The degree and range of the students" abilitieSidetermine: the opti-
mum correctness of the best response; the degree 4nd kind of mirong-

ness' of the. wrdn'g responses; the level_of the auxiliary abilities necessary
for working thl exkise. This level should be below that of the great
ma ority Of the students'

e definition- of the ability measured by au exercise should hold
e for all the prevalent methOds of solution used by stu the

method of eliminating wrong responses.
he principal ability of the exercise should be both ac ssary -and

sufficient for working the exercise.:
Test exercises measuring a particular ability should exhibitnk gr

variety as is consonant with the definition of the ability. They can vafy
in content, form, type of analysis required, difficulty. and auxiliary
abilities. _

The situation on which an exercise, is'based slfoul
the textbook ones.

Abilitiesouxiliary to a group of items should be sampled fairly by these.
The stem of an exercise should'. contain a. clear, statement of the

problem' and even suggest the desired kind of, solution.
Responses should be homogeneous ri)la iv c, to the principal ability

and irr their farm.
The technique of using incorrect bese,,asponses is useful but difficult.
It is easy and-desirable to include among wrong responses sonic that

tie irtrsctive to (ailing students only.
ft is possible to make an objective ere rci ,voke in the q4tudents

nearly spontaneous answers by making this -prc (',ti the most economical

one for dealing- with t he exercise;

tit F
.Pru lem-soleing Proeesses of College, Sbutents, b nr,, Iblit AND

is .1. BlIODElt. UlliVerhity of Chiengu Press July 0
ennilation of Objectives of Teaching, in 'he Physical 1,1:1)

NEDELNKY, American Journal of Physics. 17. p 345, September 1191e4t.9s:

3. See the author's articles in Educational and Psychological Measurement:- Absolute
Grading Standarda for Objective Tests," Spring, 1954, p, 3 and -Ability- to
Avoid Gross.Erroi as a Measure cit Achievement,- Autnam, 1954,

I
-Evaluation of Essays by ObjecTive _jests." h' 1,Eo NrnAsv :Marna/ of
General 'Education. VII.. p. 209, April 1053.



In discussing the art of exercise writing in the social sciences, it seems
to limit the discussiOn to exercises useful in evaluating certain im-

rtant objectives of a college level general coursie in social science.
'Many of the suggestions made also have application to more specialized.

Science field on both the high school and collegC
levels. Before considering the writing of exercises, it is desirable to
Characterize briefly, what constitute, in my. judgment, desirable instruc'
tional objectives, methods of instruction, and subject-matter content of

Weis! science general course,

tractional Objecliees in Social ,Science

As in other ,subjects, the instructional objectives "of such a course
may be!elassified under the headings of (1) knowledge, (2) intellectual
skills, acid (3) ideals, attitudes, interests, and appreciations. Under the
first heading can be listed kixorv.,ledge or understanding of specific facts,
terminology; and principles. We may also include knowledge of the
methods of inquiry in social science and how social science can contribute
to the making of choices betwden values, without determining, as science,
which value$ to choose.

9

Under-intellectual skills, we may include the skills required in making
discriminations and comparisons and in organizing knoWlellge in ways
which contribute to understanding of relationships. We May include
the skills requ&d in reading discussions of .social problems or issues
with comprehension and with sensitivity to the logic, or lack of logic.
of what is read, (presuming that these.discussits are of varying points
of §iew, or are based on, evidence of varying relevance, and dependa-
bility. Under intellectual skills we may include the ability to analyze a
social problem, to recognize assumptions and to propose hypotheses, to
obtain releyant data from 'appropriate sources and to arrive at war-
ranted conclusions. Especially important is the acquisition of the

,ability to predict and to compare the consequences of different courses
of action. 'Thig. objective is fundamental to the critical evaluatidh, of
social policies ,essential to effective citizenship.
--There are, of coarse, no sharp boundaries between the levels of
objectives jusconentioned This is also true of the classification of
objectives in 'aid Taxonomy of. Educational Objectives by Bloom and
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otheit,(2)* Furthermore, an ekereise may evaluate the attainment of

01 different specific Objectives' given different .learning experience&

We shall not here be concerned with the formulatingof essay questions
Is ttitud interestsMnd appreciations.

In the bibliogrdohy of this paper the speaker has listed the provocative

article elf V. M. Sims Willed "The Essay Question is a Projective
ctinique" aid. John Stalnakees 'scholarly. chapter on essay examina-

tions in INindquist, et al.,, Educational Measurement. (10) 'A compre-
hensbe program' 49,f measurement in a social science general course
4hould inchilusome amount of essay testing, the writing of papers on

soul prOb ems, and the evaluation of change in attitudes and
eliefs. Levi's (lateral gducalidntin the Social Studies (8) is one source

of infogrn n with respect to such evaluation. ) *

TheefflUe nt and Methods of Social Science Instruction

Where teaching is restricted to the imparting of the content of a
in* faitcoess to the ,students, evaluation should be restricted to

measurement of disinformation they have thus obtained. On the other
hand instruction whiCh justifies the use of exercises measuring intel-

lectual skills shqnld prdvide for the development of such skills. In addi-

tion to the explicit recognition of these skills as objectives, instruction
should giVe students numerous opportunities to acquire and practice
them. In ciao discussion and in written-Assignments, thought-provoking
problems should frequently be presented.. The instructor should
constructively critical of the thinking done by students whether in
recitation or in written work. While much time must be devoted to the

imparting of knowledge,by an instructor and to its acquisition by
students, instruction can include development of understanding of the

nature of assumptions and hypotheses, and of the elements of logical'

'reasoning. Students should be expected to use terms with precision and

to support their answers with evidence. Problems and issues should-be

analyzed.in class'so that students may be trained in identifying problems

or issues, in recognizing assumptions, in determining what kinds of data

are :needed to support or disprove hypotheses, and what methods are

useful in Collecting and in interpreting the data. From tin* AO time

Instruction SliOuld include the comparing add contrasting of facts,
ideas, princiOes, And generaliiations earlierfrlearned. with those being

learned so that the student is able to organize his knowledge in ways

which will prove helpful in soiving,new problems.

*The numbers in parentheses refer tai the numbered itr'nisln the refs enees at
end of the paper,
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Wlile' there are numerous sources of information concerning the
methodology of social science instruction, reference will be made only
to two recent and challenging booksTheory and Practice of the Social
Studies by. Earl Johnson' (6) and Teachi h School Social Studies

tint an ence etc atter s o
equal interest to teachers of the social studies on the college level. It
is unique in, its applications of field psychology to learning in social
science. It strongly advocates the use of content relevant to areas of
conflict and of contradictory beliefs both within persons and between
persons such as social class; race and minority group relations; sex,
courtship, and marriage; and religion and morality. Whether or not these
particular areas are included, the content of the social science general
course should include areas in which there are important controversial
problems and issues. Contemporary Social Issues by Lee, Burkhart, and
Shaw, (7) and Basic Issues of American Democracy by Bishop and
Hendel (1) are examples of sources in which students may read selections
presenting opposing points of view on numerous problems and issues.
Society and Man by Weinberg and Shebat (11) is unique in that its
authors have shortened and rewritten, in language understandable to
students, but acceptable to the original authors, research studies and
basic writings of noted authorities in the social science field.

Unless the students have had previous instruction relevant to funda-
mental concetitiand principles of sociology, economics, and government,
it is possibly to base a general course on such a "problems" text
alone. There may be, however, concurr ,iit use of a systematic text and
a problems text. While instruction an class discussion should be con-
cerned with problems and issues, it is 1 ore effective to deal intensively
with a relatively few problems or issues in relation to more systematic
content and in relation to social science methods of inquiry, than to
deal with numerous problems or issues superficially. With all of the
preceding as introduction, let us turn to the art of exercise writing in
the social sciences.

The Role of the ocher In Exercise Writing

While it would seem logical to insist that exercise writing begin with
a carefully formulated and detailed list of specific objectives and a
detailed analysis of the subject matter content to be covered, it, is my
experience that such a formal approach is seldom effective with a group
of teachers. It should be emphasized, however, that a less formal ap-
proach with the underlying goal of gradual development toward ade-
quate definition of objectives and representative sampling of content
can lead, after a number of semesters, to the production of exercises
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compatible with a wide range of objectives. There will be an increasing
emphasis on intellectual skills'or critical thinking in the social science
field both in instruction and in evaluation of the goals of instruction.

After numerous exercises have been written by the various teachers
of a group, its men) ere ou t critics Ti'xriliiate each other's work
When -different instructors key exercises independently, discussion of
disagreethents with respect to correct answers can stimulate improve-
ment of the-content and phraseology of the exercises. Group evaluation
of exercises- may, result in the elimination of exercises relevant to trivial
content or to content uniquely taught by one of the teachers. Group
evaluation may also result in the organization of an examination repre-
.sentative of the content of the course and of the objectives it is desired to
evaluate. After the examination has been given and subjected to item

. analysis, the item difficulties, expressed as per cents of correct response,
make it possible for each teacher to evaluate achievement in terms of
specific objectives. The item difficulties and the item -test correlations

are also of great help to teachers in revising series of exercises for future

use. It is especially true of social science exercises that knowledge of
the per cents of response to each answer, both correct Emil incor-
rect, contributes significantly to the imprevement of faulty exercises.

The Writing of Multiple-Choice Exercises

As in other fields the writer of intiltiple-coiee exercises in social
science should observe a number of piecautions. '--Ilic introductory part ,
of each exercise, the "item stein" should present the prtiblem of the
exercise. This promotes both clearer understanding of the problem of
the exercise and the use of briefer answers, whic often may be no more
than single1words or phrases. Such exercises are more economical of
testing time and since more exercises can be used the total test may be

\\more
valid and reliable. Unless the exercise begins with a question, each

.)
answer should complete the item stem grammatically. One of the
answers should be definitely correct and the other answers should be
plausible although incorrect. (In exercises of the best-answer type,one
of the answers should definitely be..the best.) Frequently incorrect
answers, or "distractors" can be true in themselves, but not relevant
to the problem set by the item stem. Often an exercise writer can produce
good distractors by anticipating the kinds of answers-stedents are likely

Lb select when applying the wrong information or the wrong kind of
thinking to ,the problem. Precision in the use of English and the ability
to express complex ideas in brief and sit-41e phraseology are desirable
attributes of an exercise writer. Some of the suggestions just made may
be illustrated by quoting two multiple- ehpice exercises.
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I..Authorities on marriage deplore the American "idealistic belief in
romantic love." k young couple characterized by this belief will
be more likely to have a successful and happy,.marriage if also
characterized by
A. a ifehef in. the double standard of morality.
B. a willingness io take risks.
C. emotional maturity and adaptability.
D. a belief in the contractual concept'of marriage.
E. physical attractiveness.

2. Ailarge increase in total spending by consumers, business, industry,
andzovernment will probably not cause inflation,if
A. government bonds are sold only to individuals.
B. interest rates on loans are reduced.
C. production of goods increases in proportion to spending.
D. less money is saved by individuals.'
E. money is placed in circulation as needed for spending.

Classification or Key-1,i1 Ercrcise

While many and sometimes all of the exercises in a social science
examination may be of the multiple-choice type and "self-contained"
in the sense that a given exercise is ,not a member of a series of related
exercises, it is frequently effective to use series of items of the classifica-
tion or key-list types. In my judgmnt, items of these types can be
useful in evaluating understanding of relationships and ability to make
comparisons and discriminations. The expectation of such series of
items, ranging more widely over content than self-contained multiple-
choice exercises, can motivate students to organize their knowledge, an
advantage sometimes claimed for essay testing by persons critical of
objective tests,

Suppose, for example, that in a social science course, instruction has
been concerned with the characteristics of liberal democracy, com-
munism, and fascism, and that the instruction has included some
discussion involving the contrasting and comparing of these ideologies.
Then a series of exercises such as the following is appropriate.

After each item number on the answer sheet, blacken one lettered
space to designate that the item is characteristic of the theory of

A liberal democracy.
B Communism.
C Fascism.
D both Communism and Fascism.
E both liberal democracy and CoMmunism.
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There should be respect for individual persogality in Both the ends
and means of government.

2. Freedom and equality are meaningftil only in a classless society.
3. A tem Vary dictatorship may precede the establishment of a

"stateless society.
4. The ultimate goal is freedom and equality for all in a democratic

society.
Recall of the comparisons made during instruction may enable many

students to classify such items correctly. Something more than mere
recall is needed, however, if the items are not in the same words used by
the instructor and if the student has to'select the ideas that are relevant
from a wide range of information. In writing suciexercises a number of
precautions should be observed. The categories should be related, but
mutually exclusive. lf, for example, the categories pertaining to' liberal
democracy, communism, and fascism had included socialism it would be
difficult to classify such an item as "Ailvocates collective ownership of
ttte means of production." Careful wording of the categories is extremely
Iniportant.. The xord "theory- was included in the directions since it
wei'eyidenkto the writer of this series that the students could become
coidused ii'lithey.thotikht of practices rather than theories. The items

not, be` long, invelved, and qualified complex sentences.
thinking -critically about some controversial problem or issue in

the 49cgitiaelpi, students' need to become alert to arguments that a,

protagraist,tione side of the issue will use to support his side and the

arguments he will against"the other'side. Consider in this con-
nection the following 'key list 'eategriries and a few of the items to be
classified in accordance with them.'

Imagine two persons debating the relative merits and limitations of
presidential and parliamentary governments. After each item number

on the answer sheet, blacken one lettered space to designate that the
item is an argument adiranced

A in support of presidential government.
B in opposition to presidential government.
C in support of parliamentary government.
D in opposition to parliamentary government.

I. Such a government is especially designed to prevent a dangerous
concentration of power.

2. Such a government should respond more quickly to the expressed
will of the people.

3. Experience shows that a govern ent which permits the executive
and the legislative to become rivals for power retards govern-
mental action.
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4, Such a government is especiall .ine
political parties.

Exercises Relevaa

re several

In evaluating intellectual skills, tt is elFoetivc 4Onseseriqs of multiple-
choice exercises or key-list items .1190/ant,: tri/ljtief; sCicetions ,mated
within the examination itself, or Eis.signql to ttitd its fofCritical reading
prior to the examination. Selectiatir Ore*.titinirliftpieliti prints of view
or advocating different courses:or.40.y,,,..tIrc--Par*tiliiiiy useful. On
occasion, exercises following u br:.ief.;:selection:.May,Call for student
=alp& ofits content in relation 0`tflii'efOne.-or:iiiore 'other selections
earlier assigned. In a recent, eiarriiiiitiorij g lapt4i001-1: from Amerkan
Community pehavior by Jessie Bernard attributes - minority group con-
flict, to competition for jobs- am

housing. Three of the multiplcliirii
expect the etudent to compare its
minority grcmp,relations expfc.ss
and Gunnar Myrdal in seleptiOv
follcms:

I. In his American DileMrq
in that Myrdal :

A. opposes racial diierir*a
B. explains discrimination L in ,terfuS, of , inconsistent social
C. ignores the rolo of c;cUtfOrnic fadtbrA in causing racial prejudice.

inner including
ollOwing this paragraph

he points of view on
Itgbert RCdfield, T. V. Smith,
r d p;One of the exercises

ith the above writer

D. ftivdrs*a. certain di: rqe as beirig 'sopially healthy::
Each answer the' toll(*ipo,eie,reiselAtIoted frbinA pitragraph from

Jefferson's first iriautirar addresdpresided above the exercisair

In view of flamiltOn'akbelirfs. witirrespeot to our govera
is likely that he Watild.cortSider 'least desirable

.Rqual and ,exact.jtistice,t6 all 'men."
suppOrt tif.the-stat6-40yeritritents in all their rights..

-The- suptehiai*.d:the-.cryil: yire.r the military authority..
.

"`The hone5t pityrrietit-,4: oar de$ts."
When two or three.brief'sele ctiOns,adyocating contrastin i

view" or differing eciu6eS'Of-atiok.are quoted within an examina
they may be followed-by itiii4iple-elioke exercises or by key-list its
For'example, one seleotion ma k be- a quotation from Edinand Burke
'Address to the abothii3Of.,Bristor .While the other r ray be a paragraph
-bjr:Speskey.Raybarik.°Li -tlic_ieriportanee t a legislator of respecting the
Wishes °ibis eOnStitnentS. A cries of items may follow such directions as:
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For each of the following items, blacken one lettered space if the item

As one with which
A Burke would agree.

Ilaybium-wouktafgee
C both would agree.
D neither would agree.

Certain things need to be considered -ice 'alfor quotation
within a social science examination. In addition to relevance to instruc-

tion and elements of novelty, the quoted material should not be of un-
reasonable length. It should say much in little space. In some cases it
is necessary to adapt rather than to quote literally. Often it is desirable

to substitute words or phrases more readily understood by studenis.
On one occasion, "the architectural drying of a, benevolent welfare
state" was changed to "the idea of a welfare state." Fr uently, modi-

fication of the quotation may be guided by the exercise written. Sen

tees which do not- Contribute to the solution of any e ercisea may bid

omitted if this does not impair the major thought the, selection.

Sometimes an exercise can be keyed more readily if a word or phrase is
modified. When It quotation has been changed as described above the
citation of ite.seii-ke`Ahaila begin "Adapted from . . '

Some of .tne exerciies pertaining to quoted seleeti6ns may evaluate
"background" knowledge of facts, terminology, principles, or con-
ditions relevant to the quoted material, but not defined or explained
therein. While certain of the exercises may be written to evaluate kHowl-
edge, other exercises may be written to evaluate the acquisition of the
intellectual skills characteristic of critical thinking. For example, an
exercise May- call for the identification of a central issue or problem:

I The basiCProblein '6f ill government involved, eft the situation
described above is

-

A. free enterprise v.s.,soeialisiti.
B. democracy vs. dikatorship.'
C. individual freedom vs. the welfare of society.
D. government by an elite vs. government by the rnasSes.

Another exercise may have to do with the identification ofaii assume-

tion or an hypothesis. For example:

I. The above paragraph describes how interviewers collect data to
be used in predicting which party will win an election. The bask
assumption made is that
A: the Persons interviewed have sound reasons for voting as they

plan to do.
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13. the potions interviewed are well informed with respect to the
merits of the Candidates.

C. all age'groups in the population are represented.
D. the interviewed are re ± resentative o all theioterami_.-

election

Examples are given below of exercises calling for the identification
in a quoted selection of bias, prejudice, and propaganda devices; of in
consistencies in an argument;iand of-limitations in the data presented;
or in the techniques used in collecting them.

1 In describing Mr. Brown's.' ent, orie can justifiably say that
A. 'he was consistently faCtial
B. he was logical and precise.
C. he used, protsiganda devices.
D. he *nailed both sides of the issue.,

2. Although) Mr. Brown is for "free entgrprise," he is inconsistent.
. in asking for

A. an elimination of the 'excess profits tax.
B. reduction of government expenditures.
C elimination of subsidies for farmers.
D. government insurance of home Van* ruade by private agencies.

. The data reported in the table shdw. that '4!grefiter:ProPoiliimi of
children from broken homes become delinquent than other Aildren.
The importance of this factor could be better evaluated if Ivelnew
A. the comparative intelligence of delinquent and non-delinquent

children.
B. the economic status of the homes of both types of children:.
C. the educational opportunities of both types of Children.
D. all of the abnie.'

4. The author of the experiment summarized above concludes that
children learn more efficiently when motivated by praise rather
than reproof. We would'he more confident of the results of this
experiment had the experimenter
A. had the pupils altertiatelpraised and repri'med during uc-

,

Lion.
B. used a control group of pupils of equivalent initial ability sub-

jected to reproof.
C.' used an equivalent control group neither praised nor . eproved.
D. tested ddifferent hypothesis.

ertain exercises may require discrimination between expressions of
opinion, or value judgments:
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Instead of stating a fact, the Intence in the paragraph which 'ex-
presses a belief or opinion begins
A. The price of agricultural product
B. The governMent should . . .

C. he sure us o ea
D. Last year, exports of wheat .

Other exercises may call for identification of infereiices supported or
eontraotted by data in a table, a graph, or summarized in a paragraph:

I

1. The data given in, the graph could be used to argue
A. industrial profits are too high.
B. price controls should have been retained- Lon after the close

of World War II.
C. the supply of consumer goods has decreased in recent years,

hence, prices aro high.
D, a depression is inevitable.

2. Judging frOm the figtres reported in the article, it is correct to

conclude that
A. consumers are buying more goods, but at lo
B. consumers are buying lesgoods.'
C. manufactiireis intend to increase their sales el
D. one-fourth of the Tanufacturers are decrea§ing

customers are plentiful.

An exercise may evaluate the ability to recciie the need for addi-

lone] evidence or.of the effect of new evidence it accepting or rejecting

some conclusion' stated in the quotation:

I. One could more justifiably accept the conclusion that slum children

are less intelligent than children from more privileged environments,

if we knew that the investigator had
A, tested larger samples of both types of children.
B. used a test that is fair for both types of children.

C. done both of the above.
. D. done neither of the above.

2. We coul most justifiably accept the author's conclusion that the
Taft-I4 rtley Act has served to "enslave" workers if we knew that

A. leaders in genevil oppose this Act.
B. pillions of plant Managers were obtained.
C. the status-of workers had actually declined since its adoption.
D. a survey was made of, the opifiions of a representative sample

of workers.
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Frequently, ari exercise should call for the identification of
qua:ices-Am effects of given courses of action. For example:

1. If the sales tax advocated by the author pf the above quotation
were adopted, w _.ch of the kollowi- uld

appen
A. Less money would be collected by means of he inco
B. People4with.lazge i comes would suffer more than pe

spell incomes.
. C. People with small in canes would suffer more the

large incomes.
D. The burdep of the tax, would IA proportionate

Conclusion

A 'Variety of types of objective exercises have been disCushed
illustrated and numerous suggestions have been made concerning the
art of writing them. An effort also hasibeen made to emphasize relation-
ships between social science instruction and evaluation. The question
may be raised as to how we know that'such exercises measure more than
recall information. It is evident from study of the exercises_that knowl-

gels an important *ter in.thekiniution. IL seems tct me that it is
legitiinate, tr.; infer that many' of the intellectual skills functioning

lr 'tidal thinking are also eyshlated, assuming that social science
= inatuction has been of the character described.
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Participants :. Eugene D.' Carstitter, Max Martin Kostick Leo Nedelsky,

Arthur. E. Traxler, J. 'Wayne Wrightstone.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHTSTONE: We have a few minutes for ques-

tions, and although I am basically a friendly person, I have been advised

that I shall have to; prompt you if you do not speak loudly enough so

that you can be heard by the stenotypist. I shall carry foyward this

assignment, and prompt you if you do not speak loudly enough.
DR. KOSTICK: This is for D. Nedelsky.
You suggested that an erroneous choice that is too sweeping is not'

good in so far as it penalizes a particular group of students. We might

say the group that is penalized subscribes to sweeping statements while

group that is too conservative would have an advantage on- such

item. Now another example would be a choice that would not be

broad enough or sweeping, enough. This type of item would penalize

tie group that thinits too broadly.
"My question is, how do you feel about using a five choice item in

which there is one best choice; the our Other choices penalize four groups

that ar,ehiasecl in different directions?
DR. NEDELSKY: I definitely agree that would be a proper solution.

You can do it if you are ingenious enough to have it in one item. But

it is perfectly all right to,penalize one group in one item, and another

one in another..
DR. CARSTATER: I Vats'struck by the aptness of the story of Dr.

Nedelsky's treatment of the archbishop's question. On being pierced,

each of the speakers gave forth two substances. These illustrate the

nter-disciplinary approach that has prevailed in these treatments.

Di h was to talk on the hurnanities,.and a large part of his state

ment to do with social sciences. I couldn't help observing that

Nedelsky was getting into semantics, which seems to me to be a part

Of the humanities. And amlarge part of Engelhart's presentation had to

do with the scientific asriect of the social studies. I think this is quite

desirable ; that there should be this interplay.
One other thing about the aptness of the illustration, however; the

bishop asked, "Wby;- And I am a little bit concerned with the
sibility that we are now using the term "exercise" without too much look

6 7



DISCUSSION

ire we sing the exercises to do. It seems" to me that the ap-
,

priateness'of :inanypf. the canons,: or pseudocanons, With regard to
to write exercises or how to wiite test items, depends, ©n what you

end to do .with the results. The how': depends on -what,- and

OtIAIRIVIA14,,WR,IGATiSTONE:- Does any member o the4.panel
to respond- to this statement?

NEDELSKY:',What he said was true.
._CHAIRMAN WI IGHTSTONE: We accept the truth of this state-

ment. f

I want to express my own thanks to the panel rpember who have
repented an excellent review of exercise.writing in humanities, in science,

and in the social studies. When you see these papers printed in the pro-
I am sure that yliu will be ableato study them much' more

carefully than is possible in an oral presentation,. I have had the oppor-
tunity to see them,, arleakt in mimeograph form, before the meeting. I
want to thank each of the speakers personally, and on behalf of the
roup for :his presentation'`
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Piedictinn Ldudational and
Vocational.Succe'ss Through

inteie$t.,_ Measurement

EDWARD K. STRONG,- a.
4, 4

t Wilk is success? What are interests? flow are they related?
In the*days when tests were just beginning to be iSecr EdWard

Thorrdike preaches hat "if a thing exists, it can bo measured :17 Today
when there are tests galore, he would probably '§ay, be sure you now '
what you are trying to measure and then use only the test wh
specifically design# a meMure thak characteristic. ,5

Your assignment calls upon me to discuss the use of a test which ws

not designed to measure success. Consequently the Conelusiouffis what
should be expected-varnely,- interest tests do not correlate to ,@ny ,

,_ practical degree with measures of success. But I am convinced that
KJ

interests have a real relationship with satisfaction. ,, -
*wing answered the asfignineut given me I might b it"rstified if 4

sat dowit but I ant afraid your, prolgram commit* would not feel that
I had earned mfluncheon. Inslead I am going to utilize this opportunity
to outline some of the things we know about success 91nd iteirests and
to hint at some of the things we do not knoN. We can't survey the
whole situation for we don't know enough to c * prebend the,;,:tptal
situation. Th re are hundreds of pieces- n our ji saw puzzlepieces
mentioned in hundreds of articles boo sIi941 there are tindlubtedly

ti

many pieces that are missing. But Maybe we can obtain some glimmering
of the complete picture wilich -will be disclosed some day when allAhe-
pieces have been assembled. Since my time is limitcd_ only those pieces

escan be mentioned which pertain to succs, inters sis awl I tie relationship
between the two. And the pieces that are mentioned must he described

in a few words without reference to all the ifs:ntids, and buts that*Ight
to be recognized.

ess Saa,faction

What= tileant by success? Success is an Aimition by one or more
judges as to how well sonic activity is performed in terms of ,a standard

or criterion. There are thousands of activities. One may be a success in

one activity and mat in another. For each activity there are one or more
recognized standnrds by which success is measured. These standards
range from very definite objective measures to very vague subjentive
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measures*Becade several standards are recognized, an author, for
xamylg, may be judged successful in trims of income,' judgment of

critics, or Nobel Award milarly a freshman may be called a success
irhe h'as an A grade arage or even if he has merely passed the course.
Fulthermore, men are rates successful or not in terms of a given
p- -ulation; thus n athlete be rtited the best high jumper in high
se opLifi collj e, (Ai the Pacific Coast, or in the orld,

claimed as successful and will emillnue to be so designated,
everyday, e.But the basi§,,for sucIttawards will vary from very'

objective to subjectivestandtfds and will differ apprcciably,
,arnoug. different obSery s . In any &ireful investigation there, should be
substituted for the \rag rat of success a definite statement as to what
specific. Eivtivity is heing:64onsidered, how well it is performed in terms-
of specific standard:ot criterion; who are the judges, and within what
Apecific population the contestants belong

There is anfaher ceirnpliNition thartnuddics up our thinking, Every
man is influenced to sonic degree by the evaluation of Ws behavior by

.?,

others. But ?to a large degree his kehavior is determined by his own
evalpattuns. These- twa systems of evaluation lu3d, respectively, to
success or satisf44_,tion. Winit-theInt is satisfaction? S:it isblet ion is q mode
'f consciousness accompanying activitd.s by which one attains his own
personal goals. Sweep is based on smite statuhird recognizrd by others,,,

4' ic .
action is ones own appreciation that he hay reached his goal or

dvancing tivvard his goal: Failure in tlysLt respects arouses dissatis-
1. oion. Allbehavior whether conte.mplated or overt brings some degree

of satisfaction-dissat4faction. But only a few activities are successful
,,_it) the Ores of others. There iS. s(J1111' IViillimislitip between sailscaction

and sat ees,s, but huw int4is-findetcrtni led If one's goal is to win the
hail' Ore then success is ayeessary fol4?-1.1tisfa'ution. However a v:Ist...
nuittber of activities are carnet' on tlmt= musts be judge( as far 0'0111

.,
successful in, the eyes of otherAllt that 111.VITIlieless brite satisfaction,
I, for examphR.likolishi0 golf lord garliening but 1 have never won a
priza, I simply enjoy them, oblaiYsat ,,fact ion thereby, liraylield and
Crockett (2) report verPlittle"iq.lalionship bettpeen employee perform-
ance ati*Ckfttployee satisftAon, as expressed by :Mit ode surveys. Im-..
proved procedures ma Luse t le in (Jan Ititions sonicwhat. ft is doubt-

-,,
ful'however, i(lhere is ?it high litionship since only a niudicum of
success is necessarYr to ha most jobs. lt, Inustbreeognizedlthat many

.5.,

stUdents and emphres do not Strive lot great success in the classroCan
.kiebf on tixe job. They'don't want to' +yolk Iltal hold. list ore Horne other

... ---,4 i..

,

they may expend great, deal of ell in and eitergy. They want,
oy life with their hunilies in [hed. homes, lo have leisure Lime and

44
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enjoy it in a iribiltitude of ways. Iltother words, their interests help
determine the amount of energy they, are willing to ptit forth and how
hard they are, willing to work, and sometimes these interests find no
outlet on the job. After all only a very few 'can be rated as real successes

in the classroom or on the job but all may obtain satisfaction elsewhere.
How is success achieved? Success is achieved through the use of abilities

and motivations. Many different capabilities are utilized in perforfning

any specific activity. Motivation is complex, involving ambition, willing-

ness to work, willingness-to forego present pleasures for future gain, liking

to engage in the necessary Parts of' the WO activity, rewards of all
sorts, etc. But if the competition is tr keen or one dislikes what has to
be done and finds too little satisfaction in it, one quits and looks fear

a Situation where there is less competition or for other activities more
to one's liking. All through life everyone is faced with the problem of
which way to go, in which directiop one can reach his goals With the

least effort and w,ith the most satisfaction.
W hal are the eritecia of success? In the busitiess world men receive

preferment, increase in pay, acid promotion at the hands of their super-

visors. Many believe that supervisor's judgments are largely subjective,
usually biased, sometimes unfair. Such opinions, or ratings, are criticised

because they do not truly reflect amount of work performed since it is
assumtd by the worker that vocational success is a matter of produe-

It i quite possible, however, that many so called biased. opinions

reflect. a tter estimate of the man's usefulness than does his available
production ecord. There is probably no more troublesome problem than

the determi ation of adequate criteria of success in ipanagerial positions

and other c mplex jobs, such as selling. It is doubtful if there is a single

case w r xperts have unanimouslyagreed upon the standards in terms

of whic success is to be appraised. In the case of 'many jobs in the
office and shop the amount of work is determined, as 6n an assembly
line Willingness to do the monotonous task must be far more important
than ability to do the work. As long as we think of success as amount of
production we correlate test scores with some sort of production record

and say we are measuring success. .
l3o we really know the criteria of scholastic success? The typical

`,..answer is mastery of'knowledge' . The instructor's job is to impart certain
knowledge and to determine how well his students have acquired that
knowledge. And it is the student's job to acquire 'this knowledge.

Acquired knowledge is measured by grades. Then we claim that grades
masure success and acclaim students as successes, or failures on the

t basis of their grades without much concern .as to the lack of agreement
between so- called success in school and so-called .success in later life.
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Hair valid grades are is still a burning question. The validity must
greatly among instructors and among educational institutions.

But the problem of what are the proper criteria of scholastic success
goes far beyond such considerations. Here is involved the question:
What is the purpose of education? Should the emphasis be upon acquired
knowledge, or proficiency in Its use? Knowing something does not

, guarantee it will be used. Or should the, emphasis be upon appreciation,.
enjoyment throughout life? It is often said, that the purpose of educa-
tion is to ,teach students/to think. Do instructors know whether students
have inwased their capacity to think? Does anyone know how to meas-
ure increase in capacity to think? Do we not want students to do more
than to think; do we not want them to become orcited, to bubble over
with enthusiasm, and to imagine possibilities of using the material in
unheard of ways? How much of our instruction is designed to propel
the student out beyond ' he frontier of our own' knowledge? And how in
the world could an examination be constructed to test , the students'
newly aroused imagination? It has been said that the country needs
more leaders. But we must not,confine the meaning of this term to
leaders along the accepted trails, we need those who will seek out and
blaze new trails in science, philosophy and the like, creative leaders
as well as executives.

When emphasis is put upon grades as the measure of success then
almost inevitably emphasis 's put upon the students who get good
grades and little or no co_ rn is shown about the students who are
initially rejected for admission or later on flunked out. Should not the
emphasis 'be directed toward preparing all men as far as possible for
positions where they will, be reasonably successful and satisfied? Here
there is need to consider specific abilities, interests, motives, aspirations,
goalsin fact, the whole area of values. When all this is appreciated it
is apparent that there cannot be one standard or measure of success
but many definitions of success appropriate to all the diverse people
who carry on the myriad activities that our country must have per-
formed.

What has been.said so far might be summarized as follows. First, a
man i successful according as society values his behavior; he is satisfied
accorl "ng as he litimself values his own behavior, Second, each man
seeks varying degrees of both success and sat-Vactiott, constantly asking
himself the questions: "Am I doing the right thing? Should I change?
What should I do next?" The primary objective of education should be
the orientation of each student rather than the acquisition of knowledge.
But I do not want to give the impression that I am belittling the ac-
quisition of knowledgcertain knowledge is essential for success and
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satisfaction in each activity. Third, we have no clean cut, unanimously
agreed upon, criteria of scholwie or vocational success.

Interests

et us now inquire as to the nature of interests and what possible
relationships may exist between them and success.

Interests pertain to the liking-disliking of activities. Pleasantness,
liking, belief, ,satisfaction are affective states of mind indicative of

.-acceptanee."-ljupleasaatness, disliking, disbelief, dissatisfaction are in-
dicative of rejection. The terms .pleasantness,thliing and satisfactio
are not clearly distinguished in every day usage. Our working definition
is to use pleasantness-unpleasantness with reference to sensations,

,liking-disliking with reference to activities, belief-disbelief with reference
to attitudes, and satisfaction-dissatisfaction with reference to feelings

fe;
and ethotions related to the apprdach to or armsl at goals. Interest is
an aspect of consciousness similar to satisfaction but riot as thorough-
going an affective state as satisfaction.

What interests are posseSsed can only be ascertained by noting the
activities that die liked or disliked. To say a man has musical
interest merely means that he likes more activities relating to music
than activities relating to other groupings of activities.

To some degree interests are indicators.of abilities, not as indic tors
of amount of abilities but of which abilities are preferred. Thus a boy
who is-poorer in linguistic activities than in mathematics will seek an
environment where he can use matheinatids rather than English;
Similarly he seeks a college major and later on an occupation which.'
involve more activities he likes than he

How are interests measured? No one lasso far derived a method of
measuring amount of interest. I am very doubtful if there is such a
thing, as amount of musical, or mechanical, or camping-out interest,
except in die sense that amount .means the number of liked activities
which are classified under some rubric. Instead, scores on interest in-
ventories give the differences in interests between this and that.

Three methods of measuring such differences in interests may be men-
tioned. Ruder has grouped interests into certain classes or rubrics, such
as scientific, musical and t offiputational. The ti stce must select which
one among three rubrics in a triad he prefers. If he prefers one rubric
to all. the rest he can obtain a very high, score but if his interests are
more widespread he must necessarily obtlii lower scores on each of
his preferred rubrics. The Kuder die's ra;t, then ,measure abSolute Amount
of interest in each rubric but relatiVe amount among rubrics.

A second Method of measuring interests is that used with the occ-upa-
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tional interest scores on my inventory. Here the interests of the average
member of an occupation are contrasted With the interests of the
average man. .

The third method of measuring interests is employed with the interest
maturity, masculinity-femininity and occupational level scales where
the interests of men are differentiated from the interests of hoYs simi-
larly the interests di men are differentiated from the interests of
women. Scales of this type Aaye been constructed in which the interest,
of the best students pie contrasted with the interests of the poorest
students and similarly the interests of superior employees witl the
interests of inferior employees.

Measures of success can be appropriately compared. with scores of
superior-inferior interest scales providing the two purport to rnessur
related abilities and interests. But measures of success cannot be ap-
propriately compared with scores on the Kuder or My occupational
interest scales since these do not .purport to express differences in in-
terests between superior,shd, inferior persons.

It is a mistake to assume that scores on occupational scales measure
amount of interest. Such scores 'indicate extent of agreement of the
man's interests with the interests of the occupational group in contrast
to the interests of men in gerielql: Figuratively, Ale scores indicate
`direction to go. The higher the score the greater is the certainty that the
individual should go in that direCtiou. Direction to go is Well portrayed
by our Interest Global Chart wher6 Jawycrs are located at the north
pole, carpenters at the south pole, ministers far to the east and preSidenfs
of a manufacturing concern far to trie west. Interest scores indicate
direction to go, toward lawyer not carpenter toward thiniater not
president. Interest tests are not precise instruments like a cOmpails.
They can ord indicate general direction. It is a serious matter if2nman
plans to ome an engineer when his interests are those of a minister
or social science teacher, for here the directi4;na are hirgely reversed
seems i redible that a man ShOilld so, misunderstand himself. Bu

rhave mys counselled. people who were intent on careers not in harmon
with their 1 records, their interests or at times plain common sfn

t.1

Use of Interests Tests
ti

L is repeat t at no relationship can ever be deters ned between
inter and sue because suress is a mete abstraction. 'All that can
be correlate interest scores with measures of some criterion
in _emus of which an, activity is judged. Consider first th relationahito

rarest scotes and grades. since grades. are us a ccept
es of scholastic s
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Ability and aptitude tests are useful in predicting what men can do,
or better what they cannot do, but they are not very useful in predicting
what activities a man will select. I still remember the college girl who
majored in physics with a straight A record who refuseti every induct
ment to continue in gaduate school. No she wanted to marry and hw
ti family interest tests function in reverse manner. They do not pr
measures of intelligence, grades and achievement but they do p
the tion men Will go.

The are some exceptions to this sweeping, over-all summary.
example, significant coefficients in the thirties usually result when se
on the psychologist interest scale are correlated with intelligence
scores and with scholastic grades. Such correlations are proo(that
are,interest items which so function. It is possible that if enough
items were utilized a scale might he develope-d, which would co
substantially with such measures. This is all the more possible,
test scores expressed interest in some restricted area of knowl
were correlated with scholarship in courses milady restrict
area.

possib& that there is actually a higher relationshi
interest and achievement scores than so far reported. One r ason
such a statement is that in many eases appropriate interest

datly restricted in range yielding low.:rarrelations There
xample, mapy-students with high engineer interest

hem- studied engineeringtut there are #ew student& with low engineer
interest scores whorhalliftaken morn than one engineering course'

fit evs.ct higher & t-relations among students in required.coufs
ere studgts 4u -not possess interests appropriate to thikp?urik2

neritiich 'invesVgatigconcerned'stiidets who were or,de
arms try fake.a pcso Intl-psychology course which m s
nbtwant:(-1y. Here the data showed that interests cur ighly
WitItcourse-gradcst as did intelligence test scores."

AbAt the same relittionShip lioldsi between interests 'a pational
success as between interests Kkiltvademic success. Most. yhe research,

fis been, concerned' with ft unto, salesmen, produchm and sales
managers, ,and research engineers.cCorrekitions betw6eit some criterion
orsueess art- mere st seori,,,s have heenfor the most part

1,negligible, is one strut Scores .the life insurance,
real6r, and s+lea ma9ager scales have correbited sly toaptly with sales

production negatively with turnoviT among s 4oups of sales-

', cont is quite ,possible that thus rel9tiouship %von d hold for other
skitt's if thfre' w r scales which more,itrritly represe their sales

B. The y of these s;1 1(.'sineli-scales may possrltl explained
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on the premise that salesmen must be really interested in their work if
they are to succeed. It is possible that other occupational scales might
correlate significantly with measures of success if adequate measures
of success were available.

Occupational interest scales were not designed to predict success. -If
it is desired to predict success then interest scales should be developed
contrasting the interests of the best employees with those of the poorest
men. Research with small samples suggest the feasibility of such an

,approach. But actually, it is difficult to obtain large samples of inferior
men. Although secondary school administrators complain about un-
satisfactory teachers, a serious effort by Gilbert Wrenn and myself to
obtain the names of such teachers made clear that high school principals
in California would or could not supply more than 62 names. It is to be
hoped that the Life Insurance Agency Management Association may
attempt such a scale. They, if anyone, can secure the names of many
unsuccessful salesmen.

A more feasible program would be to contrast the upper twenty - five,
pey cent of an occupational group with men in general on the assumption

he average man is no more fitted to be a success in that occupation
an those who have been found wanting 'after a tryolt. This would he

equivalent to occupational scales based not on the average member of
an occupation but on the superior members of the occupation. Such an,
innovation :night be more useftil in selection but it is doubtful if it is
desirable for guidance.

Turn now from the reintionsfrip be.t.weer interests and success to the
relationship between interests and orientation of students and employees.

There is no question but that occupational interest scales differentiate
occupational groups. But do occupational interest scales appropriately
differentiate students and what validity (14;:scores on these Scales possess
in the sense of predicting the occupations in %vhih students will eventu-

. ally engage?
Although my test was rnrt designed to differentiate between college

curricula or majors, Berdie (I) reports that interest scores predict such
--,choices better than either aptitude or achievement tests, This must be

because men ,choose curricula which they deem appropriate to their
occupational choices, or vice versa._

7 'Graduate medical and business students at Stanford are very clearly
differentiated by physician interest scores. Seventy-three per cent of
medical students obtained an A rating in contrast to one per cent of busi-
ness students and only one per cent of medical students had a C rating in
contrast to 03 percent of business students. IL is doubtful if these two
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groups could have been differentiated to any practical degree on the
basis of aptitude test scores and undergraduate scholarship records.

Occupational interest scores not only differentiate occupational groups
but they-predict the occupations men will be engaged in later on. Thee,
data from an 18-year follow-up of Stanford Students show that if a
student had an A rating on any one of 16 scales the chances were 78 to
22 he would actually be engaged in that specific occupation 18 years
later and that if he had a C rating the chances were 83'to 17 he would
not be so employed (5). The expectancies are really better than the
above figures indicate since all men employed in a closely related occu-
pation were counted as misses. Thus all men with an A rating on the
accountant scale who were engaged in office, credit or purchasing work
or even as CPA's were not considered to be accountants. So far nu
satisfactory method has been discovered whereby credit can be given
to those who entered occupations closely related to the occupation in
which they were tested. This is unfortunate since high scores on an
occupational scale should always tie interpreted as favorable to related
occupations.

Occupational interest scales have bleu devised primarily to di&
ferentiate between gross occupationali groupings, as, for example,
chemists, engineers, physicists and matheniatieians. Recently it has
been demonstrated that sub-groups'of engineers, ofipSychologists and
of medical men can be similarly differentiated on the basis of interests.
Several hundred medical students have been scored on the four medical
specialty scales and a ten -year follow-up is planned in order to determine
how well such fine discriminations predict the specialties in which

medical students eventually engage (6).
There are many orientation problems facing young people. Interests

must play a role in many of them. Which students should enter the
unskilled trades, which the genorbl run of business activities, and which

pursue graduate work are not questions pertaining, merely to ability.
Many competent high school graduates do not go to college because
they don't want to many college men enter occupations of lower status
than their IQ would predict.

There are certainly many men who really 'enjoy their work and they
are to be found in possibly eVery-occupation. 1 once employed a gardener
withan IQ of not over 80, whose eyes would light up with pleasure when

asked him to spade a tough area or to dig up an old stump. We do't
'chow, however, whether all men are so constituted that they can enjoy
appropriate work ; also whether the number and variety of jobs are pro-
portional to the number of men with corresponding occupational
interests.
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We don't know l o ty adults read books for pleasure who never
to high school; we don't know how much high school and college

his creased reading for Pleasure, or even decreased such enjoYment.
And ,,we, don't. know whether those who read for pl6sure differ in
abilitiesbeidterests or both from those who don't read books. Further-
more, we don't {know to what extent English can be taught so that
people will read for pleasure and whether such instructioncan influence all
students or only a few, and if but a few, how they differ front the rest.

Several law and medical faculties are worried about certain alumni
who are interested in making money, or are engaged in non-ethical
.practices. They want to know how such future alumni can be identified-
and eliminated.- It is doubtful if intelligence tests and grades would
differentiate Such students to any worthwhile degree,

These examples-are only samples of many problems regarding the
differentiation of young -people, of aiding all young people .to- find a
career in which they can be reasonably successful and echo liedi

It is generally assumed that people with high IQ can succeed in any
career; consequently it is of:minor importance what career they espouse.
This is largely true, such people can so perform; but should they? A
considerable number of men in their forties and fifties, have sought my
counsel. They had ccane to realize that their work was work, dreary
work, and they were tired of it; and had discovered that sortie of their
friends found their work ,interesting, exciting. They .reminded me of
driving an auto with the hand brake pulled back, when one is wasting,
gasoline and wearing out the engine and brakes. These men were tired,
bewildered and one'was on the verge of ti serious mental breakdown:
They all scored low on interest scales appropriate to their work. The
objective of my research during 33 years has been not merely to direct
young people into work they will enjoy but to prevent older people
from wearing themselves out: doing work they don't like and being
forced to continue therein because in most cases it is now too late for
them to enter a new career. The present dad interest in retirement and
the appalling number of mental cases in our hospitals appear to be to
some degree the resultant of people forced to work at that which is
foreign to their interests.

May we repeat in summary that success is obtained by skill, knowledge
and drive. One's'interests are not particularly related to how much skill
or knowledge one is capable acquiring but they are closely related to
the drive that stimulates _e to make use of all of his :capacities. It is
in the orientation of stn eats and employees toward their most pfo-
ductive activity that int rests play a most important role.
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Test Users' Problems as Guides
to Better Measurement
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ARTHUR E. TRA

,

Ever since the be inning of the use of standardize tests specialists
in the field of meaWvment ave had a good deal of free advice for tek ,

Eusers. They have admonished users, to choose tests which are designed
kimeasure _ major educational objectives of the schools, to administer
these tests with faithful attention to the standard directions, to employ,
scoring-procedures that will assure accuracy in the scores, and to
terpret' thethe results in the light of statistical data on the reliability and
validity of the measures. Much has been said and written concerning
the -education of schools in the ineaning and use of test results."

At the same time test specialists have in recent years in-
easingly aware of the need for communication between producers and

consumers of standardized tests to be 'a mutually ifictive process. They
have learned' that- teachers, counselors, and school administrators have
much to contribute' to test production. Many of them liave, in fact,..'
come to recognize that school personnel must take.a leading place in: -.-
determining the objeotiVes, scope, and content of the tests which are.'
used with students. So the current trend is toward the development or
new tests as a team effort by administrators, teacherg, counselors, and
test specialists working in close cooperation.

This afternoon's session is in line with the modern desire of test
specialists to learn about measurement needs,from test consumers. First,
we shalthear from an administrative officer of a large ity school system
who has himself made numerous contributions to nicasiiremeut and re-
search. Later, a national aiithority in the guiclaneet field will present- a
cotinselor's view of measurement needs. Elie!' paper will he discussed
by a leader in the field _of educational rneaslirenient,- While the papers
are being presented, members of the anther!' ,' to note any
questions or comments for use in genera :stbit -near tIle end of

_.., .

the session.
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The.S614601 Administrator s
Probi6ins..for Testers

Tests and testing are of continuing concern to school administrators.
This afteinoon I propose first to review the uses of tests from the point
of view of the school administrqtor, and second to express some of the
problems in the field of testing as seen by the school administrator, in
the hope that specialists in testing may be able to help meet these
problems more adequatbly, _

The School Administrator's View as to the Uses-. of Tests.

. A general funct'on of school administration is to provide the facilities

and means whe y instruction can be carried on. Tests constitute one
such means. Pi bablY the primary use of tests, fro the 'point of view
of the school administrator, is to help teachers know and ,understand
children and their needs better. In the last twenty-five yearskIthere has
been a growing emphasis on theimportance of having twchers not only
know-what there is to 'know about child growth and development in
general, but also have control of procedures by which they can become
better acquainted with &let child's capacity, interests, anirkeomplisb: ..,
meats in every major field with which the school is concerifed. In the
Detroit school system last year with a total membership of 2. 5,000,

about 96,000 intelligene tests and 1,300,000 printed achievement tests
of one sort or another werf used. Of the total number of such achieve-
ment testa, approximately 1,240,000, nr 96 per, e it, making upwhat we
call the optional testing program, were .mac available to teacher at
their request for use in their classrooms at thine and in the way they
Wished. N'o reports of the results of these teas were made centrally. The
tests were provided solely to gnable teachers to compile information
about each pupil's status in relation to sane instructional goal. The

other base of achievement testing is the guidance and counseling
program. This consistsof the Iowa Multi-Level Test of Basic

Skills and a locally developed inventory ',of experiences and interests
which are administered in grade.s Low 4, Low 6, and Low 8. i'

A second use of tests, from the point of view of the school tidminis-
tratoro is to enable teachers to evaluate helki the accomplishment of
pupils in particular courses. This has reference especially .to the secondary,

'level, where .rodlotion takes place usually bie subject rather than by
.:,
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entire grade. In most cities,, I believe are rare y if v r used
as the sole criterion for satisfactory cspltion of secondary school
courses, but standardilltd tests can be and are 'being used to afford
additional information to teachers as to the progress madeaby
it particular courses. This use of tt sts is even spore impartantAvilien

ruAtion is given by spec meanepsuch as corresponrj.ence or televi-
sto

A thin important use of tests is to help in the counseling ark"
of ihridierfond particularly in classifying them for instructionIlVurposes.
Tests both of capacity and achievement are, needed for this purpose. Let
me refer again to our Detroit experience. The results of intelligence tests
and the achievement test battery provide information Which is helpful
to counselors in the junior and senior high schools in guiding students
into programs best suited for them. Such use is a major reason certain

sts are given just before the end of the child's experience in the- ele-
mentary and the junior ,high school..
1 Test results are used extensively in the classification of pupils b h

for assignment to particular courses and classes and for ability grouping
in a particular class. 'For example, the decision as-to whether a
-grade student takes college preparatory algebra, general mathe-

matics, or arithmetic review depends \Try largely on the results of the
tests that have beerri administered in the eighth grade. Likewise,
the sub-groups iir a second7grade &is; iii react-11g or an eighth-grade
class in civics or a twelfth-grade class in English may be based on test
results.

A significant phase of the guidance use of tests is as a resource in
conferences with parents. The school that has a good background of
testing data for pupils is prepared to evikk objectively to parents the
reasons for proposing partffular courses of action. In this connection,
the Detroit achievelnent profiles of children at the fourth-, sixth -, and
eighth-grade levels give considerable information.

A fourth use ortestg, from the administrator's standpoint, Isla answer
the question of how well the schiiol or school system is doing in instruction
generally, (Azad to aid in the redirection of emphasis in the instructional
program. Members of boards of educaVon and citizens' advisory com-
mittees continually ask how the test Allis in the local school system
compare with those in other school systems. This is a very real question;,
and one that is exceedingly difficult to answer% fully and accurately.
Truly comparable data are difficult to secure. Pupil populations
different school systems vary'. widely, grade for grade, in general ca'-

. --pacity in home environment, in- age, in time allotments, and indeed.:,
in every factor that' affects academic success. Interpretation of dil-

1

8
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ferences in test results between two school. systems calls for great care.
Furth&.more, when the comparisons are unfavorable to the local schoo

system, there is a tendency' to withhold this Inforrpation from
J'general public, The difficulties in dealing with the question, however,
do not mgce it any the less important. Tire superintendent of schools who ,

is charged with the getter I overseeing of the entire school program neOs

information regularly to the attainment at the various grade level

in comparison with attainment in conipaiiible schools elsewhere.
Knoivledge of the comparative results infarious fields of instructibn',

.,
can aid the administrator materially iV redirecting emphasis on an in-

telligent basis. For example, if the test results inslipte Pat at the end

of th ementary school period the school system is accomplishing good

results parison with other school systems in the fields of reading

and spelling ut.not in arithmetid or skills in 'social studies such as map. ,

reading, a sh t of emphasis may be indiptedeither by a change
the time allowance nr in the selection of materials, or by some other

mectris. The problem of reliable and, truly representative norms is of

great importance in this use of tests.
A fifth use of tests is to answer the question of how the results being

secured now compare with the results secured fire or twenty. or fifty, years

ago. This pullet, is raised periodically by people in the cornirmuify. often

the assumption is that children do not learn as much as they did X years

ago. Whether or not this is so is a'question which every school ad-

Ministrator would like to be able to answer satisfactorily. Practically,

hoviever, this is a'n exceedingly difficult question to answer, because
test results of the past usually,are not available. Or, if such information

itt available, the presumably comparable tests of today have changed

content and may not be truly comparable. Or emphases in insttuction

have changed; no tests were given at an earlier period to measure
dttaidinent of now,considered impArtant no, antPcisnsequently-

coinparisons are incomplete. Thus, it seems that test makers would do

a great service to school administrators by providing the results of then-

and-now tests, where these are determined in school systems able to

carry out such studies: But car must be exercised to insure that the
pupil populations then and tow have similar characteristics in terms

of general social and .intellekual "bevel.. Comparisons between sub-

stantially changed pupil populations may renderia disservice to the

profession generally.
A sixth use of, tests.,ki school syStems is to help in the selection and

promotion of leachers and other school employees. This is a relatively

recent but rapidly growing development in many c hool systems, in-

cluding Detroit, Tests.hav e .orne an important ele n in perAotinc
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,administration. I Detioi t we now use e as a part of the process in
the initial selection oitedehers, and in omotions to department head,
counselor, and assistant principal. Tests ar used in the selection and pro-
motion of a wide variety of non-teaching edplo-yees, including svimg-
rapher, clerk, bookkeeper, janitor, cleaner, and 'lunchroom worker.
There is need for more valid and predictive instruments in all these

Problems in the Testing'Field.

Perhaps the central problem in the fierd of testing, from the ad-
minitstrator'S viewpoint, is the reluctance of many teachers to use tests

full ag their value would appear to warrant. What are the reasons
tha aiiry teachers, and some administrators have for not using tests

ively and _, as fruitfully as seems desirableP .

group of problems centers around the time effort, money, and
e involved in using. tests. Teaclers and administrators alike

(pats which will result in maximum information with the minimum
exkuliture of time and effort and with the least inconvenience to school
stair; end school program. In this connection, one oNn-expressed need -
is for tests that' can be handled in one or more normal class periods.
Having an uninte ed test that requires over 40 minutes imposes a .

problem at the or and senior high school level because the tra-
ditional length q ss period is only 615 minutes. Tests are needed
which can be administers , in their entirety or in part§, in time units
of no more than 40 minu es. i , .

1

Another point made by t: achers is that tests should be provided in
formats which can be used co fottably on the. smallest_ working surface
usually` provided, since ma4 classrooms are equped with tablet-arm
chairs rather the older type of desks with largorsurfaees. Tea ers

that -test booklets are more usable in such situatiotar;ther age
.

e turned ol led nder thus .taking. up a minimum of ork
at lave many pages, some type of;ring

-9_
or spiral

rators `alike prefer edit ons with sephrate
e setadp it of economy, both in initial cost of

the test answer sheets and in time and clot of scoring. . 4'
rAdaptability to machine scoring is another point to be co idered in

insuring more extensive use in the schools. A year ago th j Detroit
schools adopted as the major test in their guidance and coun cling test

g ram the Iowa Multi-Level Test of Basic Skills because, among
I-ter reasons, mechanical scoring was availa,ble at reasonable :cost and
ith fast service. Tvio times last year, answer sheets to the number. of- .

ce
di:

_Teacher
answer

.A9
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nearly ,thirty thousand were sent from De
with results Within three or four weeks. The f
of these very long tests did not needto be done
figured greatly in the teachers' willingness:
'results as fully as Possible.

'he use of ttie same test boolaets d numbei
construction and materials to resist to a
wear an tear o ten or ITTWI-1 Sdini-ffigtrettie

Another suggestion often made by teache
the author should offer extended suggestions for inter' and use

of the test results. Too often, from the..hegit ding of the testing move-
ment in education; there has been.a tendency to give a test, look at the
results, and then file them with little if any onsequent action. Today

the situation is tnuct--i roved in this regar but the test/tinker still
has an important respons ility to reporVtO rospective test vers what
other testtest users have found helpful in utili iii 1g test rdults t greatest
advantage. Such suggestions may be included in the test manual or lit
special supplementary bulletins devotefl exclusively to NV a4of following*

.. t
A second major prciblem that atninistratntg see with regard to tests

is the need for units that are cornparable frotnlield to field and from grad
to grade. This prdblem is not a new one to the specialists in testing. you
have wrestled with it for many years. You Fowl. test results in grade;

lens, in various kitids of so-Called standard scores, in pereenti,ts, k

in other ways. It is obvious, of course,fhat whatev4 unitais used has
meaning only in termslif the atkquacy of the sietkie ofaihe population
on which the norms are based. The question to whalv ti$i isle to nddres
attention here, heweverr is the selectioroof the unit itself. I think school
administrators would be glad go have all achieviment test results in the
elementary and see4dary schotfis expressed in the salve units, so that
comparisons rnaST be in'hde from test tottest Mr puffcular oiiildren at
one time and foosuceessive administra,tions from grade to grade. I urge
continued attention to this probfkn of finding the unit that meets best
the varied requirement of a good unit fi, whicw to express test results.

A third proem that .concerns school administrators is the, need for

norms Ant are based wt adequate andikhenresentWire data for various types

of popgation. For example, two different reading tests are administered
to High 7 pupils. Even though tie tests appar, at least superficially,
to measure the saute grouplpf reaging abilities in substantially the same
waf, the results 2n one test, may indicate that, the pupils area half-year
below the norm, while olp the other test they rnayftindicate that they are

Ft half-yjeaer above the normSituations of thijs type give rise to grave

eating Problems

scored, and returned
et that the actubl scoring
by-the individual teachers
to use the tests and the

of time i$ calls for durable
inturn gree the normal

s is that

up and using the test "results.
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s in the Minds of teachers and sehooladministr tors. This in Aura
hinders the wider use of tests by ;3cho o 1 personnel and the fuller develop-
mentiof the testing movement in school.systems.

Theht are problems also in the aderfuacy of norms in the case of some
tests. Several years ago in Detroit we teited seven thousand students
in a high school' subject wiathe only test commercially available that
seer d suited to our need. But the norms offeteed db: the author *
based on a ulation of fewer thaOmr_hu dr Stud

this connection I should note also that schi)ol Et

welcome differential norms for idifferent typeS of school popula
Again, let me refer to our experience in Detroit, Ours is a 'highly in-
dustrial city, with a changing population. iVe would Re to have norm'
available fiy,,thitests we use which would represent average achievement."
in cities similar to Detroit, and possibly even for type iireaawithin large

rather than averages for states with predominantly 'rural Popula-
bons or &ties characteristic's maikedly rom hof
Detroit. To refoe , we need norms for every t truly repre-
sentative ot'varions types of populations

The fourth problem to which I want to direct at
43 (Leh/even-Writ tests for every major course d especIly a

level. This year, fin example, Detroit is particip
project, sponsore4 by the fund for the Advanceme
designed to evaluate.the teaching of large classes by me
We are coiliductifig the experiment in six subjects a
levels. One of tMee is American literature in the se'
per instructional research staff checked carefully
find a standard Ltost-that was judged to be satisf±ac
in .comparing re,sults in classes in American literature
vision course and ihoselkonducted in fi,he usual manner. There i

levels of matucify.
In Detroit we have been
Mimetic, and spelling for forty ye

used:different tests in the social studies
of home economics and industrial ar
that we have only rarely used tests
physical education, or science, ali,ho
part, of the nurri,culuin s 1
relatively few standard En
studididthough thes instru
the inifruc tiondl time. here
one is, that we, at leadt, been

.

need forle,sts in every'rnajor field of at each of tli

ve use of tests in
time to .time we ha

in sh,oand in soine.phasis.
r4hy or note,41owever,

ealth 4.dutration,
Ath onettt4te:alarge

eat yep s hive used
prsi n n the social
take eubs ial share of

varied reasons for this,
locate tests that se.
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serve
in t

The
le

ed for more, Vid more adequa

b1113 I.'want to mention is the .need for is ts--orgroyps
Brill' measure more comprehensively (he ieverrt erit. ofF

pupal; 'toward the outcomes teachers seek through the irieduo of the

subject :11felk let h. Let me refer again to the 'situation in the thaching
4and testing of American literature. The'Ieacher of Anrican literaturp

a number of objectives in mind. 'These include aNivintance with
and writings, creation.of thedesire to read Artier iii

and -development of taste and discrimination in literolyre.4°A. truly
adequate, test of pupil growth in American?' would ever ate
11Qt'oply the knowledge pupils have acquired abouP,Arnerican- w era

an their writings, but also the degree.to which they haVe;developed
and discrimination in. American ',literature. Ideally.. su aJegi
,Provide some indication of the likOhood-of the stustents fated`'.-

continue reading Ameriean literature after' the come cdmpleted.,

This is what Lmean ):)y a testori'grpup of teststhat .maastire.rnuw 2
comprehensively 'the: .attainment, of 'papils toward' the echool4 tatkP

'group obJeOtives-:
:4

One final problem -I .want to.present to you. TI4
todard=testi to the Marks that teachers assign pupils Jot their work, .

.sehOol. siOjecte. Pupil marks, and report cards, arethe,sabjeet;
ntiniiirig debate practically everywhere in this country. Pareats g

ally
t

are 41011 tool well -satisfied with the marking systems N. are
'nay in use.; Neither are teachers. The pupil's mark may pyres

'VA of iibifit-Y :some. absolute scale, or his ability -iii-relairo

grade as a Whole, or his ability la relation to the particulardas
achiCvernent iii relation to his capacty or effort----or some comb i

of all of these criteria.
it possible. for the tasters to come ,up with pr 16

: a3hictive test scores may be used to help make
ningfUl? Can the test scores' be expressed in a f

parents better -.idea of pap aqhievement? Is there perliaps

Modern. adaptatiori of the old ccel yiplislinient quotient which _ay bets

_ used toAtipplement the absolute level of achievenient reveal biitile
standard test and thua give some estimate of the student's a ritplish9,

ment kitelution to his capacity to achi,eeither his al aeity 9

or his specific capacity in a particular area? Certainly a. pruvm is
.

8, real one_ all school systems. I state it here in the hope that the
specialists in educational testing may be able to offer some helm

area to school,administrators.
You will note that I have said nothing here about validity
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nival r e cif forms. School administrators rarely talk specifically.
t th echnical characteristics of good tests. My omission of iefer-

o however; does = not betoken any lack of regard for their
in a col Certainly the good teL must be valid, and must be reliable;
a rms.milst be . equivalent. I have, rather attempted to 'give

is s pnato ideas that t elitve are uppermoit in the minds of school
fatois as they :der testing in relation- to the schools in

F

v

hey -wok.
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Sohciot Achni.:7iiistratok7s Prbbralt

"
Dr, Rankin we of the test-making fraternity are in' ed to you for

helping us. to,:see, through the eyes o the scWI ra the
funefions which our instruments serve in the schools, and for your
thoughtful recommendations as th ways in witiel we may make these
instruments' more useful. The problems which yo'u have outlined for'
our consideration here this afternoon are,.I know, by no means peculiar

to Detroit, but reflect experiences common to school administrators
across the country. I trust. that I shall be able to reflect the reactions
of the test producers as faithfully as you have reported the feelings of

achdol administrators.
I am immediately impressed by the fact that t l 11problems to whichie

Dr. Rankin invites our attention as test-makers are not new rfroblems,
but rather, ones that have been persistent matters of concern for at
least as many years as nave been associated with the testing field
now more than twenty. Can it be, I have asked myself, that the test-

makers have been so unresponsive to the needs of test users that no
substantial headway has been made in dealing with these matters?
How valid ire the reasons which we have traditionally advanced for
being unable to' comply more fully with such requests as Dr. Rankin
makes of us? What are the prospects that we shall, in the near or more
remote future, be able to give Dr. Rankin and his fellow school ad-
ministrators some of the help he has here asked for?

Time, Effort, Money

Dr. Rankin fu.st called for Improvement with respect to what we
may term the engineering aspects of tests physical characteristics,
tune _requirements, simplicity of handling, machine scorability, and the
like. Test makers would claim, ,I -am sure, that they have been acutely
conscious of such considerations; that they have made notable strides
during the past twenty years in the directions Pr. fta deems desir-

able; and that ff some tests now being produced Tall-sh rt what the

consumer would consider ideal with respect to these c eristics,

is not because publishers underestimate the& importance, but

of the many other factors which must also play a part in t
Let me be specific. There has been a itecided effort-,
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work units of them, to the 40-minute limit r. 'Rankin proposes. But
considerations of reliability and validity me s argue for a longer
test, whereupon a practical decision eeds to b made as to the 'best
compromise between administmtiv onvenicnce and adequate measure-
ment. What is the teat-maker to do when he discovers that to produce'
an acceptably reliable Measure in a given area requires a test of some
50 or 55 minutes duration? The ,cons ientious test-imaker will not

nor does he want to extend the test from 50 to 70 or 80 minutes merely
for the sake of filling:two class periods. The time required for a test is,
after all, largely a function of the complexity and scope of the ability
or abilities being measured, and is not entirely to be set at the discretion
of the test maker.

As to format, it is not happenstance that so many tests are printed
as 83i 111 booklets. Considerations of effective utilization of page area
atiractivegas and clarity of page layout, and size of skeet which can
be handlecreconomically on available presses, favor the 8i x 11 page'
size, orpne fairly close to it. When a booklet of this page size is used
with an answer sheet, whether of the IBM or Iowa variety, the total
area covered by booklet and;answer sheet necessarily exceeds that of
the tablet-ann chair of which Dr. Rankin speaks. The cumbersomeness
of, materials appears to be an inconvenience thnt most students, at
least at the high school and college level, quickly learn to cope with.

s of Separate Answer :Sheets

The matter of adaptability of tests to machine scoring, tlyough use
a separate answer sheets, continues to be deserving of the most careful
scrutiny, from, the standpoints of economy, administrative convenience,
implications for Validity and effective utilization of results, and impact
on the economies of test publishing.

I should comment first that our experience is not in accord with Dr.
Rankin's report that "teachers and administrators alike prefer tests
which may be used with separate answer sheets." In the case of those
tests which World Book Company makes available in toth versions
with and without separate answer sheetsthere is no single instance
in which the separate-answer-sheet edition is the. niore popular. In fact,
them is fairly general resistance on the part of teachers and school ad-
rninistrators to the use of separate answer sheets at the lower grade
levels (up to the fourth or fifth grade) because orthe materials handling
problems that these present to very young children. /Ct.the upper grade
levels we find, too, some lack of syinpathy with use of separate answer
sheets on the part or teachers w 9 prefer to have the actual record of
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the child's work before them rather than just an answer slieet, wIlich is
ill-suited to instructional or diagnostic application.

The matters of relative economy, accuracy, and specil of hand vs.
machine-seoring, and the effect on test-construction and utilization
practices of use of_ separate answer sheets have been ably discussed
.elsewhere; and I shall not comment on these issues here other than to

r machinerscortible, separate-answer-sheet tests
not in every instance as overpowering as br. Rankin seems to be

saying. I must not however, neglect ,to call your attention to certain
commie problems implicit in the growing Use of separate answer sheets.

It is obvious that use of a separate answer sheet, costing a fraction of
what a test booklet costs, coupled_, with repeated use ofi'a test booklet,

means a considerably smaller return, to 'test publisher and author per
student. tested.You can readily imagine the dismay with which I
listened'io Pr. Rankin's plea for test materials that will withstand the

westr and tear of "tenor fifteen administrations.- if this trend is to con-
tinue, theta we must ask where the funds are to come from for produe-

.tion of tests of the quality that school people are coming to demand.
I suspect that few test users -realize'the magnitude of the costs in-

volved in Jest development. The production of a major achievement
battery, for example, calls for extended eurricuktr research and text-
book analysis before a single item is W ritten then for the writing and
experimental tryout of perhaps as many as [5,000 items, and for nation-
wide standardization, not to mention the associatedyesearch under-
takings, such as investigationsof reliability, equivalence of forms, and

the, likecalling for ,an investment -well into six figures. How many
tests will have sufficient sales to sustain stiell developmental costs if
the per-examinee return is of the order represented by the itv'erage price

of an answer sheet or two plus a tenth or fifteenth of the price of a

booklet?
We understand the schoolman's d onomy, but we feel that

it is necessary to view the matter of expe for test Materials in
proper perspective. As nearly as onr publishing i °: stry figures reveal,

average -expenditure per elementary and secondary . it

testing materials is in the neighborhood of.20 centscertainly not more
thWt 25 cents. Imagine! We spend $300, $400, even $600 a year to
eduCate a child and then worry about saving a few tents on test materi.
als. What other expenditure yields commensurate benefits to teacher,
counselor, administrator and pupil? I say to you, not entirely face-

..tiously, that what is good for the test-publishing industry is good for

the test user. Exaggecratedstriving for economy in test materials can
only dry up the sources of new and better inEitrunwas.
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Comparable Units
4

Thfoecond
are comparable
tendon to'bndil
a good unit in
the variety

the desire for si
near of a Pa
nature of the a
made of the sco
of age or grade
would have littl
variety, or any
tiesphich rend
others. The abi
of our tests are
as Er will-of-the-

oblefdraiaed by Dr. ,Rankin is the need for units that
om field to field %from grade to grade. He urges at=

g "the unit tlylt ts'best the varied requirements of
hich to express test results.'We can readily agree that
aye in which, is iscores are interpreted s sometmes

inistraturrand-we syvathivithe
p cation and uniformity. However, th apPropriate-
r unit in which to expreds scores depends on (1) the

ility or function being measured; and (2) the use to'he
es. For certain functions, pression of scores in terms
ales is natural and meaningful; for others, such units
if.any value. Pere&Itiles, standard scores of whatever_

ther type of Unit of which I am aware, possess proper-
them suitable for certain,types of tests, unsuited for
'es we measure are, so. diverse, and the uses we make

varied, that I regard the universal, all-purpose unit'
p, pursuit of which is foredoomed to failure.

Ar equate and Representative Normative Data

Dr. Rankin c l_ ied, entirely properly, for provision of normative data
based on adequa e and representative samples of various types-of popu-
lations. I am sur that thereis no test fowhich Uormative.data adequate
for all purposes c available, but _manifestly' progress has been rnade4
this respect, and certainly, there are now availdtle tests and batteries of
tests with quite espectakle bodies of normative data.

.

Dr. Rankin -c ted the Vexing problem ()I' systematic differences be-
een results of tests purporting to measure tliiame function; pre-

sumably attribli able to the fact that, their normIroups are not.com-
parable. This is admittedly an unfortunate state of affairs. It is an
unintended eon hence of our independent, s- rent imes competitive,
system of test d velopment, and of the fact it tests are standardized
at different time and on differedt populeons. T ere are sane grounds
for hoping. that this situation 4cv-11 iinprovcd. First, -I would cite
improvetnents it norming technoitirdy; there is for example, a growing
body Tif informa ion on community and oehool system characteristics
related to test p rformance that will help us in the selection and more
precise definitim of norm groups. Secondly, and more specifically/, the
major test publi hers are low engaged in a joint enterprise, under
aegis of the Co 'Me Tests of the American TeXtbook Publishers
Institute, which ooks to develivment of an. apuchor test" or series
of tests, to be in lulled in standardization programs for all our re

4
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spective tests, d _to serve as a coion defining instrument for their
various norm I

Meanwhile, many of the publishers do ovrde data. op the com-
parability of results of 4rtainOf-their tests, for example,School and
College Ability Test VtrAmerrcan Council Psychological, old and new
editions of California Achievement Test, and Metropolitan Achievement

Ly_s anford LULlevement Testa It is well to mention, however,
that. comparability" or convertibility; is not an absolute property of

scores; scores which are found to be comparable, or equivalent, in
otle population will not necessarily be so in anotherand hence the
need, ideally, for local determinations of comparability. And I need.
not remind you that differences in norm groups are not the onlry sources

of rack of comparability 'between tests.

Desirability of illany More Tests

Dr. Rankin calls for production of achievement tests for every major'
course, especially at the secondary level, and for tests or groups of tests.

to measure more comprehensively the achievement of pupils toward
all' the outcomes teachers seek.- The question of what ests will be
developed and published is largely an economic one- a entirely
so as far as the commercial test publishers are conceri and not
negligibly so even for our "non-profit" associates. YOU may a sure that
test publishers will be vying with one another to produce tests in any
field in which the demand is of a magnitude sufficient to make the
Venture commercially worthwhile incleedl it is true of test publishing
us a whole that it goes well beyond the publication of items that eon7
servative business ,practice might suggest. I wonder how many
eators realize that the very existence of the test-publishing :industry
depends upon the sales of not more than thirty teSts'or series of tests

..fc and that these tests, in* effect, carry the hundreds of other test pub-
"' heat ions?

As,rapidly 'as school people demonstrate that they buy tests in
given areas, those tests will get 'published. If hbwever, author and,
publisier must contemplate on the one Viand substantial investments
of time and money to develop tests to meet)ever more exactingstansisrds;

.
and on the other hand rewarts that are vonimized through use of sepa-
rate `answerisheets, /ielding a meager return pep extunillee, you must
not We surprised if many desirable tests lyre left and un-,'
published. .

I trust, Dr, Rankin, at my red 'omit°. your comments have not
appeared excessively ive and that:I have not appeared dismiss
lightly.any of your pro o al.4. We publishers know that our efontinuing
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sueeess' de e on meeting satisfactorily 'the needs of you" and your
felloWeducators, and believe me when I say that we listen with utnirust
attention to all your recommendations. It was. Winston Churchill who
remarked, "I have'derived continued benefit from criticism at all periods
of my life, and. I do not remember any One when I was ever short of
1." Dr. Rankin, I know that your remarks to us test makers have been
intended in, no; ritical sense; but I am certain they have been of benefit

tly4 the-befiefits-ivill-in heal. adnanis-
.trators whose test-using problems you pr ented so well.



The Guidance irector's Problems
and Suggegions for the Test Specialist

DW A-II_ _D_LA.2.11LY

I
Perhaps the best way to .answer the question impicit in the title.of

this talk is first to state the problems which confit. the guidance,
director as he goes about his job on a day-to-day or year-to-year basis.Y

Then we can ask ourselves the question as to wliether the solution of
these problems can be helped through the use of tests. If the answer is
"yes," as I believe it is in much of our'work, then we have to ask our-
selves in what ways present tests are inadequ4,te and what can or ought

to be done to reduce this inadequacy_ .

Let us take a look then at some of the common tasks or problems
confronting the guidance director. (Obviously not every guidance di-

, rector will be faced with all of these problems. Some of the problems
may be the responsibility of other personnel in a particular school
system.) We can begin at the beginning with a policy for school entrance
age to kindergarten or grade one. Should all children be admitted on

a_ rigid chronological age basis or should .we try to take account of indi-

vidual differences and have a flexible entrance age policy? Let us assume
that, for a variety of reasons, we adopt a flexible school entrance age
Policy. We are still left with the question as to how we can determine
whether a given child is ready to enter school. 'Peter may be ready but
not Charlie. How can we tell?

Obviously we cannot tell ,by simply looking at the child or even by
obtaining a fairly complete history on Iiim.We need some measures
which will enable us to discover strengths and weaknesses in the child's
ability to learn, in his learning achievement to date, in his desire to learn
and in his social maturity. In other words we need measuring instruments
which will enable us to engage in a diagnostic appraisal of this child as
a 'candidate for school entrance and thus be able to predict whether or
nit he is It good risk for admission.

Me there any measures available to do this job? At present I know
of no single measure or test which will provide'an answer to this problem.

Nor do I know of any combination of measures the results of which can

be compared objectively with a later criterion of success. We do have
measures which can be administered by a clinical psychologist. These
can be combined in a clinical rudgmen t with other data to indicate
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strengths and weaknesses_ and to make rrprediction as to potential
ccesa. But this is i'very- expensive process and-as a practical matter

is out of the question for most school systems. Can the test experts
develop some reliable and valid instruments which do not need- clinical
graining to ad 'ster and interpret:and which Will be useful i this
problem .

Let-us move along in the educational stream whose headwaters we
Nave just taken a peep at Here is Susan in Grade who is not doing

well as the rest of her classmates. A reading test indicates that she
is reading on a low second grade level and the teacher's judgment ag-ees
with this estimate:, Mother has become very anxious' about Susan's
learning and iihas; quite rightly; brought considerable pressure to bear
upon the school to do something about the problem. Why is Susan not
learning well? Here again we havt a problem in diagnosis. Is it because
there are gaps in previous learning which are now handicapping her and
which can be corrected by some good remedial teaching? Fortunately in
the field of reading there are tests which do provide us with substantial
clues as to lacks in skills and knowledge.. Unfortunately this is not

,.true of other areas of learning, except possibly for some of the simpler
skills in arithmetic.

Let as-assume that the particular gap_ s in Susan's learning are dis-
covered and remedial teaching is tried to overcome them. Let us further
assume that Susan continues to have difficulty. Jfere we have a problem;
of attempting to assess Susan's capacity for learning. Here tests are
useful if they can tell us that Susan is or is not capable of learningany
better than she is. We also need to know this as specifically as possible.
Ib Susan's difficulty with learning to read the result of a language dis-
ability which interferes with "whole word" learning, thus making it
necessary to use a detailed and rigorous phonetic approach? Or is too
much anxiety/the disabling factor? We need to know also whether
Susan is willing to learn or, to Olt it differently, has resistances which
interfere with the desired learning.

This type of problem applies all through the grades. More and more
in our schools the counselor is expected to help pupils who have learning
difficulties. Very often we are not sure as to whether the learning dif-
ficulty is due to lack of motivation or resistance to learning or whether
there are some specific difficulties in learning which act as blocks to
further learning. Tutorial or remedial techniques would apply in one
instance and psychological counseling in another or boar may be needed..
I would guess that currently there is a terrific waste of remedial or
counseling time which at best is being used to find out that an alternative
technique should be employed. Under ideal conditions at yresent this
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is'being done by .clinieaqy trained psychologias but obviausl
pensive an* impossible for most School 'systems.

gain can, instruments be develop©d which do not need the clinically
ned pertin to administer and which can do the twin jobs of diagnosis:

an prediction? hasten to add that eVen the clinically trained psy
, chblogist has IT,WdifficuIties as 4e11 ifiiil would arato-nbt-etlly-weleome more

reliable anti valid instruments.
SO far. we have offered examples of initial entrance into school and of

lehriiiing difficulty:Let us proceed our journey to grade eight. This is

air irnportant,place to pause and consider one very crucial stage in edu-

pation. It is usually-, in grade 'sight that pupils (and their pircnts) are

asIted to niake a very important decision abOut a caurriculuni choice for

grade nifie. Here again we are concerned with diagnosis and prediction.

We need'to know what would be the bist curriculum for the pupil to

pursue in the immediate futuregrades nine through tivelre. We need

also to-Mtve some indication of goals tgitr e for beyond high school.

Good counseling needs to take4into account both the 'Triune Trite and

ultimate goals to strive toward./Choice-making which proce only on

the theory of year-to-year *vision making, with next yea - choices.

determined by this year's performance, .can be a very waste al process.
We are somewhat handicapped here as'yet- by an inadequa theory of

vocational development----although I hasten to add that milo interest-

ing and useful work has been done recently in this lima by Roe, Super,

and Tiedeman.
Recognizing the laci'as yet of a fully acceptable theory of vocationat

development it seems to me, as a practitioner, flint in order to help'a
grade eight pupil tnake his decision we ought to have reliable and valid

measury crf his achievement, aptitudes, interests, ,and nattivatitin for

learning what we have to offer. Here, too, the problem of,c4parability
enters. It is not enough to have a battery of tests, measuring different

traits standardized in the same population. This is of eohrse, superior

to single tests standardized on different populations. But if two batteries

published' by diffeient companies and parportile, to oteasure silb--

stantially the same, traits give different result:, what should the practic-

ing counselor think? Is it sullieiently'clear that the so-called traits are

artificial labels Applied to mathematical artifacts? Which battery is
really measuring the traits named? Both may have high coefficients of

internal consistency.
What do we have in the way of achievement tests for our eighth grade

boy which will be helpful to us for purposes of diagnosis and'precliction?

If we want to estimate the real quality of this boy's ability inwriting,
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*e have to fall back largely on teacher jud merit: Some bright pupils
with highVocabtilary, reading, and. English usage scores do not seem 'to
be Able.to expreis ideas clearly. Is this a matter of etpotional bldcking?,
Is it-lack of experience? Yet othge with similar ability and schooling
do Vale_ welt: Which of our social studies .tests really test develoPed,
power, in historica th ng? What of tests of developed abilify art;
ancl:Muiic? What of-tests of developed mechanical ability?

The dev _oprnent of multi-factor tests of aptitu a hopeful step
towards rn 'etirig the need for appraising aptitudes. But much obviously
remains to e'done as Dr. Super's reviews of existing multr-faqOr tests
in VOluree V of the Peosonnel and Guidance Journal clearly indicate.

ere the; chief-ceine,Krt is chiefly with validity and I recognize that,- the _
burden of prof cannot rest wholly with the test authors.

It is unrefistmable,to expect that tests can be developed in al
which will have universal validity for all possible situations. The
user must have sufficient sophistication to realize that a given test even
with A low validity coefficient may be very .valuable for some kinds of
use Also the test user mpst share the responsibility. for determining
validity for the particular use to which he wishes to put .;the test. Perhaps
here the test specialist can help the practitioner devise relatively simple
Methods to help determine.validity. Sonic of this has been-done by some
publishers.

All of us recognize the .hradeouticyfif interest tests for the eighth
grade pupil. Perhaps it is following .1'will-of-the-wisp to expect that we
can ever develop valid interest tests for this age group: I have a hunch
that when we have a mature theory of vocational development that
will not find this task Ps itnpossible as it seems now At any rate. I
present it as a problem to lace test specialist.

And the most difficult problem of all has to do with this eighth grade,
,boy's motivation for learning. Can test be- developpd which measure
motivation for different kinds of learning? Can the "staying power" of
a pupil be measured? If a bright' boy not learning well in grade eight,
is`this a temporary matter? Or is his blockiag sufficiently serious so that
there is grave doubt as to whether any real desire to (16 systematic book
learning can ever be developed?

Wehave much advice on all sides today gabout the responSLbility of
guidance personnel to encourage intellectually able pupils to go on with
further education. Thinking only of the, individual pupil, and not of-
society's needs, hbw do we know we really ought to do this with a par-
ticular pupil? Aside from the very tricky problem of freedom of choice,

is a real concern for counselors, how do we knob, iiis bright pupil
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can have, deyeloped a real de'sire for the pursuit of
learning? Perhaps this is
but I present it to yiu pe_plexing ones.

minin -further ational and vocational choice-
making, it is.apparent e dcifi--61,o lielp-thecomisclor

as he tries to help a pupil -.
a for success in a giyen college

or in, a particular job. Colleg ssified in a variety of way

size, location, natuie of stuclen , and estimate' of in c

ndards. Mei of collegef u lisped (similar to the effiSit.

to establish dies of occupations iction with a fair degree. of
accuracy cou en probably be a

I alien& understand that C. U.
Pace (1) aid others have already don irk in this direction. This
is a prOblem which, An particular, the large' suburban' high
school whose graduatesgczo

,

over the country. It is becom
ing increasingly a problet ndent school as well.

There are other sues process which could be used
..

to illustrate problems 1 cationaIansl .edtkcatiore hoice-making, but

let us exafriine till another indof -problem which confronts counselors.;
Here is a I6-year old girl who 1.1- 'ast been released-front a reform school /

and placed on Tarok. She may cork or return to high schoo): SheP
chooses to returilido school. Shod e admit her? How stable is S116 10

I Tier ciffen'Se for commirment had been that of stabbing, a y ,Will s

be dangerous a other pupils? WIT. too._ is an extreni di

'problem. :

P

I
What of lit 16-year old b iy wilL iii been ling unman.

better to let him leave scItoolit What can ing do

and hey technology of testing

this problem?

Up to this point I presented cxanipils IiiJ f rghting.the
I 'majorprobl Aconfi outing guidance peJSOnile today. ht se have to

do with "matters of personality difficulties. k truing dill ltu vs, and cdu-.

cationalv,ocational choice-making. 1 tun not implyiug that these are
threeNeparate and discret6 areas but have given examples whichaTocUssed

in one area or thq other for (Purpose0if illustration.

It is apparent by now that I con ideri;dequate diagnosis and predle-
tion necessary in the work of the counselor and that tests.can be useful`
tools for these purposes. The gui atiec officer. therefore, needs to kilos
,how to select and use test's. The'inost useful information in lielpkig him

r,
.

select and use tests is that concerned with reliabilitY, validity, and
comparability. Let us examine eaclivof these areal from the viewpoint
of practicing guidance people. Whitt 1 have to.say now aboui them is

10 I 1. ) /
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based mpart on he results 'of a ques unindire which'
of ,guidance directors and on my own personal experience.

Reliability and COMpatability

would NO, tliak_ateatisnot_tisefu1
en e say'this wen:inst. also add something about the kind of reliabil-

y we mean and its extent` we must tOie into-aecount the particular
purpose for .whioibNwe are using the test. Related to this probl9m of

habilitY, as tests are used in schools, is the 'problem of comparability:
Reliability and comparability '''are particularly crucial for Jests of

mental ability, iri,telligcnee, or scholastic, aptitude,. Try as -We will, to
,develop restraint aboutl;the value of a score obtained from a grOu
too often teachers ladinuustrators, and parents (if they can find out
what the result is) treat the score of on ineligence test as an immutable
assessment' handed down from on high.

To :'illustrate 'these iprobleins of reliability and comparability allow
me to give you a somewhat_ extreme example but one that is not rare by
any Means. The father of a third grade boy inanother town came It
my office late in the spring to saytthat he was,moving into our city that
summer and would,our.office test his boy for acadetnic aptitude as he
felt th; boy's ability' had been misjudged. One of our psychologists (a
trained clinical psychologist) administered a Bina-end obtained nu
I.Q. of1-42 which she said she felt was minimal and that if she had really
wanted to 'push the pay.lie probably would have gone higher. A group
test was administered to this boy the next. fall and an 1.Q, of 102 was
obtained. In the sixth grade the next, higher le41 of the same test was
adminiatered and an 1.Q. of 128' Nvas obtained. In grade 8 a different
group test was administered and an 1.Q. of 119 resultedAn grade 9
another form of this same test was given and-. the I.Q. score was 130.
Fortunately w,e give group tests of intelligence at periodic intervals and
also occasionally administer individual tests when we feel it necessary.
If the individual test and the 8th grade test had never been given we
would still have had I,Q.'s of 102 for grade 4, 128 for grade 6, and 130
for grade 9. Obviously there was something completely out of line on

''f he questionnaire mak sent to the members of the !('renter Boston 'Guidance
Club (consisting for the most port of guidance dirticthrss in East-Ccgtral Massa-
chusetts),.and a few guidance directors and counselors about the country whom I
knew personally. Returns were received from 32 guidance workers in Fast Central
Massachusetts. Of these 32. T. e, re from cities of ovoir 100,000, 14 from cities of
24.000-100,000 and 16 from cities or towns under 25,000. The socio-economic struc-tures of these 32 communities vary considerably as do thelackgrounds in experienceand training of the respondents. Returns were obtained from 3 large cities, 3 medium-

zed cities. and 1 small city elsewhere about the country. In addition, 1 state director.Of 'Vetational guidance and 2 county directors answered and returned the ques-tionnaires.
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the grade &score end -a reasonably eatition ounselor _ it su

roughly, a probable score of 130. Iluspeetlii oy's true potential is

closer to 150. What does this mean' n terms of expectation, prediction,

counselin for this boy? ,

All of the tests used in t e i usUritio-nalkive-have-high-coefficien

of internal consistency. According tc the publishers Oft also correlate

highly with"one anothek One might argue that this was an unstable boy

and the differences were caused by instability within the boy: To thetest

of my knowledge, however, taking into account ill we know- about him,

this boy would hejt4ed as a normal, well;adjAted and stablh young

What help can,-the test expert provide counselors for problems of

kind which, I xepeat, are not rare? "
As guidance practitioners many of us are troubled about the matters

of reliability and comparability. If we give a third grade child an'I.Q.

test we,want to be ,iire that we will rel. the sante,' LW in grade six, or ifwill

-a different one, flirt the, difference IS a true difference. We want to be

sure that the eighth g ade boy Avi l be in the same position on an I.Q.

test relative to other pupils when he reaches,the twelfth grade. However,

follow4 retesting gives -wide deviations for too filmy individuals in

spite of publishers' claims to high reliability which are Mostly based on

the degree of internal consiptency. nisi may actuallyi.be more of 9 prob-

%ern of comparability rather than reliability since tturade six I.Q. test

even though constructed-by the Same- anchor muir of neclissify have

different'dontent than the grade three one in order to test a higher level of

mental ability. Follow-up retesting with alternate forms also gives wide

deviations fot many individuals, as does retesting with the sante instru-

ment several months later. , .

Would it be possible to ,provide test retest correlation codfficientk

(coefficients of stability)? This is of course, a difficult technical prob-

lera. A true test- retest "r" avould 1)q based on giving exactly the same

test under exactly the same conditions and to`exactly the same pupils.

Assuming a -negligible amount- of learning obtained simply by taking

the Est, or a large amount of forgetting Of the specific items on the test,

we cannot avoid change in learning or power caused by the sheer passing

Of time I would suggest, that the test-retest.".r" is more cutely needed', -i

with, tests which purport to measure powe a given ,%rait or group-of .

traitsmore specifically tests Which are elled as m6%1 ability, kn-

telligence, 'or scholastipcaptitude and o lher so-called. aptitude tests.

Here the passage of time is fli t so imp ant, as relative -positions of

pupils ought not to be seriously affected.
r

Perhaps this is 'largely a problem of providing 'ir s a

e oonsurnerswith

tore irifor aticai so tha,t, they could choose and use tests more Intel-,

1W



ligently.Pureliability. coefficients.va from oilesample to another and,
if so, how do the samples differ? Is t linulardizatioiirgroup likely to
be more beterouneous than the group whfch the guidance director is
testing? How will, this ijifluenct xeliability? How does teacher adminis-
tration affect reliabilitP Were original -CP' obtained with clas;room
leachers as test administrate If, not, should this be dearly slated and

7-
the need for traiped administrators stressed if the users wish to obtain

_reliability comparable to that obtained by tht publisher? The increasing
tendency to provide 'instructions for recording results in terms of a,
range,vithi which a given score might fluctuate, is all to.the good and-
shdild be accelerated This will certainly holp in riore intelligent use
of the test results.

In my jadgmepithis...inatter, of reliability and comparability needs
much_further itittention.' Much of the published data on reliability co-
efficients create too optimistic an imp,tession. And a test- pub her
obviously has no responsibility for reporting the comparalillity o
test and that of a rival publishe The, result is that the con umer rriay
unwittingly be the victirii not o ly of the error variance of i particular

but also Of that variance to the lack of comparab lity of-two
gists of the stale mennal function.

Iii the validity there semis to be need fur clearer and better
.

mentcs leltliii, to more use of tests by the consumer. Too
statements oo validity arc dio general and seemingly remote from

the day-to-da business of the school or arc too in the !lattice of a
sal pitch. The type of validity (content, concurrent, predictive, or
construct) needs Jo he clarified.

We need to know underwharvialWons and for what kind' of sam e
the validity data were obtained. Fore iniple is the test of little 9-r
use w4.6..pupils who have readin- iciencies?

Afore detailed information is rrcdcd as to whit riteria were rid to
etermine the validity of achieve t-nt tests. Which textfor curriculum
ere- used The guidance direr vants toknow whether they ar.
me as or similar to tliNsetin his ,e1100 lest we fall

trap of tests determining curriculuqf rather than the reverse.
The problem of overlappini..1 levels of/achievenient test,batteries is one

4`,that needs examining. This one probafily incUides reliability, comPara-
,bifity; validity and the -rood sense of the teachers and diuselors. Un-
fortunately the habit:ha created of meririug"achievenient terms

V

irif

_rents
(encouraged by sonic of:the hysterical litfrat ore attacking public school

.
I 07
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upation) demanding to know exatt,grade accomplishment of their
children . The Eixth grade teacher thus eagerly seizes' upon kr*.t-:.hieve-
naent.tistIatiery which the Pithlishers Tell hbr can gi:re her cqurValent

e--radtVkarnentglor-' fier ptipils:She-prpPerlY-dministers-lev#Iii_which
is designed for grades 5 and 6 She isArerycpleased-because marry of her

: children get seventh, ei th, and ninth grade equivalenci6s and reports

eritttjunior high schoo there, in October of the seventh grade, the next
this' fact, happily to kill parents of those pupils. The same, pupils then .

higher form (level C) of the same achteVement battery is admi ered.
What happens? Eqt ival nt grade, scores six ntonths to a year less than;

i thoseobtained in grade 6"are the result. I e school system is iti;-:.ky it

can confine the resulting dispute to the .p ncip of the elernentavy and

junior high schools. f the parents get ,wi --d of 1 'is difference then their -
_

suspicions about so. tb education in the elementary' schapl are'confintred.

f Is it the responsibility of the test users,notito use, scot ;methods Whiclis:

, are open all kinds of misinterpretation, or is it Mat of the specialist

t,i) sugge only those _methods of scoring which are the least Susceptible

to plisint rpretation?
Ityould be helpful t have iii re precise statements of possible use.

For example: "Thik test which`w have called mechanical aplitUde sloes

not, itself predict marks in high school industrial arts courses-1r well'
as a test of Verbal aptitude, but it can be used to improve predictions

over those based on verbal aptitude tea scores alone Thiskekam

illustrates the need for emphAizing caution iikateepting titles (ie tes

anti names of "factors'4and in the use ofiprofile sheets for making com-
parisons. Item analysis.studies 9i,i one grovl of pupils may be itialid
for another due to locarphraseology and thlss distort test result!. for

-example, in one reading lest the phrase "falling fast" occurs and the
fripiAple choice gives rain and, storm among other words. Hain.' the
correct resp_onse Bin!) somelocalities row of us think of rain us mg

"fast"rain falls Mardi.' A storm inigh: fall fast. As a result although .i'.
1--

it is one of the earlier andreasier questiols, in one locality it was misse

by 56.per pent of the pupils.
Our previous discussions on educational-vocational clio ice-makini,.

illustrate the need for continuing king-range validity studig_ pi-i'd to ,
relate test-results more and more c -sely to such patters as su ss on

the,joh 'and In college. As I hnye n- icated before, however, tic test
user must share some of the burden of deteimining validit

Administrative Problems

Allow me too pause a moment here to comment on administrative
aspects of tern' g. By this I mean g'vrng tests, scoring them, rucording
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/
esults, costs, and such matters as format, and prinling.,I am doing thit4

simply because these items have been given a great deal of attention
both by practitioners and test specialists. This is riot to disparage their
importance but me tysuri'ilieclear that,in_m_y judgment,-they-do-not,ilti
represent the niost, i i3Otanit, or primary issues which face the guidance
director in the use of tests.; All test experts are aware ofilhose problems.
and much attention has been given to them, The less Well the tests do
what are claimed for them the more ithportant these secondary problems 4
be&me. I have a hunch that if tests were constructed which really
pro-vided answers to fundamental ymestions, guidance directors, coun-
selors, teachers, and principals might be willing. to expend a-good deal
9f time and energy tttget flick. answers, It i-girwhen the tests are pf
minor value or when there is considerable uncertainty 'us to what the
test scores really do-mean, that the tests lilld better be cheap; easy to
administer core, acid record if anyone is to use them. I IrkIsten too-add
that if we can get testsithielireallS" provide atiswersnd are also easy
to score, -efe., then life would be wonderful.13ut, speaking very much as
an amateur to experts, I have a sneaking notion that there may be an
insoluble problem here. It just may not be possible to get the right
kinds of answers the eawy way. Ad perhaps we had better stress much
more the problem of getting.the right kinds of ansATA and worry a bit
less about ease of adminiuration. .. -

III
The preceding discussion-Iron reliability, coMparability, and validity

stressed the'need tor more intelligent use of tests. The booklet's Technical
Recommendations for Psychologitral Tests and Diagnostic Techniques (2)
and .Technical Recommendations for itchiell'inencTests (3) spemsor'ed in
coNmon by .A.P.A., A.E.R.A., and N.C.M.U.E. are very helpful for
this purpo4e. Some of the respoirsibility for bringing this about, howl '
ever, is directly tha / of the test specialist in producing better tests, more
clearly defined, and ,;Ith aim!! explicit instruc.tions as to their !Unita-
tionNaa well as uses. How can this be brought about?

If there were inI,need for publishers-to concentrate on tests salable
to large market4, there would be flinch benefit in focusing on specific;
well-defined populations in specific and well-defined situations, If a test
did not Vve to fit potehtially every pupil, even in selected schools, but
could be irnited in its applicability to pupils with specified character-
istics, it would gain considerably in usefulness, At present, too many,
school people, expecting oo much of tests that have been "oversold,"
may feel disillusioned d-about the ,usefulness 'of testing in general. The
test.publishers whQ claim directly or by implication, more than a test in
many instances can/ deliver, are doing themselves a long-range dfs-
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some ofservice. That the test can deli e
:prevent alienation of others:

Subject matter specialists are co salted to help 'improve content.

alidity-o__ no committees Alf guidancespeople be used

to try to help determine the kinds of ,predietions that.are most tiSMil

for them? The test publishers could then direct their research to the

contribution of test data td such predictions.
Fotexarnple, we need very badly to have measures of motivation for

specific. areas of learning. All counselors have. had ,experience with the

ti bright pupil/who is not doing well in a part :killer subject. I recallOne

very bright boy, in pirticular, with whom I counseled a few 'years ago.

,
He was failing in Etiglish.: It was obviousfie had an extensive vocabulary

and he spoke in car fully structured sentences such that one could hear

the punctuation mark`' dropping into place. He performed very well on

objective, standardize 7ts in English but was faildg largely because

he would not hand in an compositions. He protested to me that he was .

interested in writing, 'bit just somehow couldn't bring himself to sit

_ down and Write. His father is A successful free-lance writer and-this

blocking may have been the result of involved relationships with him.

Was there any value in attempting to work with this boy on a supportive

level, encouraging Wire to write? Was this a problem of a profound re-

sistance which could be, unraveled, if at all, only by psychotherapy?

Or was there simply no interest in writing which was:a:function of this

boy's normal' develkmental growth and not the by-product of some

patholod? ,.

Counselors are concerned also about obtaiiting reliable and valid tests

to iteasture persottality traits such as cooperation, initiative, reSponsi-

,
bility. They would likeio have a l'test of values' suitable for secondary

school pupils. They want to know, if we Can really measure study babits

and attitudes,
These are samples of questions and problemswirich a consulting'

4committee of guidance people might pose to the test spet_7ialist to help

the test specialist better meet the iieeds.,bf guidancq personnel.

One other appro- s r the separzUe publishir15 houses to have1--

available field con' _ultants who know measurement:and have had con-

siderablesiderable practica rienc
Another solution migld he totornt au independent Btirean e the

merits Used in Schools to act in an advisory mid selective capacity for

the public schools. Such a Bureau ootilti also help in educating parents

and the eneral public as to the function and limitations of tests in an

educatio_ al pyogram, It could engage iniauciies .of comparability, not

for the sake of finding fault, but for providing, useful data for the coon-
/.

he customers does'not,
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selor;The Bureau could search for existing probleih-and needs, perhaps
* through the device ((the Advisory Committee. as suggested: above, and

. - . , .

act as a -elearing house for relaying this informationja test speelahsts
;and 'publishers. :

Itig.my conviction that wt are followin a will-of-tht0Wisp if as so
: 41many:practitioners semi-' to feeIdesirab19, we thilde 'woven moVe,towards

greater simplicity in this mutter of testing., Tht,.yery uses ,'or which
guidario people :want tests are cum- plea andibeeptning more complex,
Tci provide the kinds of tests which will really hellikpartieularguidance

. person in a particular community do his lob well will rewire an in-
..creashily complek' teehnology:,If the Weal guidance people are to -be

the determiners of which tests they should use, then the already wide
gap which' exists bet:veal) the test specialists and the test user will con-
tinue to widen As the technology increases in complexity or p4haps

. even changes in some important fundamentals, it will ,become intiieas- --,

ingly difficult for the test use to chOosewisely and to use well.
Is the answer 1,orhe found in local school systems hiring specfalists.

in measurement? If so, Will they determitLe which tests are to bei:iused
for guidance purposes or vial they act in a consulting capacity 16 the
guidance director? Can in4ervice training provide the answer? This is
certainly necessary in one form or another, if teaohers aird counselors
arelo use tests intelligently in their respective rolls. If we-are -tofiave

.--'r

any io-service training which will have any real impact on the,tetichers
and/counklors we !lad better do scankhing about devising all appropri-

(ate (raining pro rare. Most of our training programs in tsureentcnt
are devised to produce the expet:i. in me4isuremeill (. Weneed ki consumer's
training programptliat is something else than i w(ttered down version
or the. Program for the prospective evert..

If we really could develop a knowleilgealile and. sophisticated group
of users, the questions posed woukl lend eventually to be solved. Mean-
while there rests 11- kirge ethical responsibility upon the test specialists
to make sure that the relatively tmsophistieuted test users arq,heiped

.

to moose tests wisely and ,to use Ilnotli well,

1. I'Acr, C. It. -TN ri,ll,gf and it, relationship to the pre( iction of
college MIICCVNS-.. Paper rend at the Ana riciin P;2chological Assoriation
vontion, Ito 't ork, Septolvilwr
Technical lleeoninienilations for Psychological Tests mut Techniques.
(Prepared by a joint commit! r I: Itcc II. the A N,C.N1.11.11) The

Psychological Association, 13:41 Sixteenth Street. NAV., NVashington

Itecanimeralutidins for Arhir rement Tests, Wil.pareil 'by the Comiifitte6s
onjcst Standarils of A.E,1,A, and N,(:. E. and eltdors..d by the It:P.k)
American Educational liesearch As.sociation 1201 Si x tisenth Street, N.W.,
Vcrishington 6, D.C.
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The Consumer 6nd.the Producer
DONALD E. SUPER .

A generation ago, A.f.S. Otis ,achieved immortality tbS, inventing the
self-administering test; you all know, l_ ant sure that bit of measure-
ment folklore which` has it that, anNious to avoid the,-titne-consurning
work of individual test administration, he devised the first group test
with seif-administering directions, Test technology then introduced a

.second labor-saving device; the 4;1f-scoring test, and the names of Clapp
and Young be me household or rirther, sclloollmuse'words nut-'
chines virtually ditplaced the self with machine scoring. Recognizing
the -need, fOr local menus, test, publishers nexi made available special

'lb forms to assist test.conStiners in developing Urn, own norms, and the
selfLnorming test came into being.' Oddly empugh, no test4distributor
with merchandising propensities -has attempted to capitalize on that
term and no test constructor has achieved immortality by associating,
his name ,with s so-called self-norming test. Arid now, Dr. Lat.idy points
out a fourth road to fame, fortune, ttid Tthefitture tWaits the test con-
structor who first devises and markets an instrument which will solve
the problem of specific validity, that is, the first self-validating test.

'Such test would meet the consumer's need for data on the predictive
value. of tests for coursA in his school, foricolleges to which his students.

Or jobs in companies which hire his students. Dr. Landy has recog-
nized that publishers cannot accumulate and make thek local validity
data available to every school which needs themit is difficult enough
to validate'for mcire general types of prediction. flee implication: con-
sumers ne0d also tote producers, not of tests, but of test data. Of which
more my Aosing paragraph's.

The Need for Diagnostic Tesis

regularly than the topic of validity, the need for diagnostic
tests comes up time and again in Dr. Landy's talk. Rut the diagnostic
tests which our speaker asks for are not, the types of diagnostic tests
with which we are familiar, they are something,much inure complex.

-We are. used to thinking of diagnostic tests of two types: those which
assess strengths and weaknesses in a skill subject such as reading or
arithmetic, and those which diagnose the mode of personal adjustment.
In the former type of test we seek to determine, for example, the arith-
metic processes which a pupil has failed to master, so that he may be
,given the understanding of process or drilled in the use of the process
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whicll has given him trouble. In the latter type, we analyze modes of
reaction in order to get an understanding of behavior .dynarniCs, so as
to use this to guide counseling, psychotherapy, or placement.

But we have heard a request for tests whin" will diagnose more
complex forms of behavior, tests which will tell a counselor whether
aptitude, skill, or emotion is the reason for poor performance: The re-
quest stems from a better understanding of lehavior on the part of
guidance workers, from a recognition of the fact .that poor achievement
may be due to Jack of skill in the use of a, tool, to lack of aptitude for
learning to lisp .the tool. ot to emotion which inhibits the student from
learning to use or from making use of the tool.

Typically, of course, these complex diagnostic and treatncent decisions
have been made by the use of a number of different devices which in,
'elude individuAl intelligence tests, achievement tests, observations of the
pupil at work, personality inventories, projective techniques, add inter-
views. The use or such metads, as Dr. Lowly points out, calls for
considerable training on the part of the user and considerable time in
which to use them with the student. Current trends in the training of
school. psychologists, upgrading them from mere givers of individual
intelligence tests or processors of group test data td clinicians trained
at the doctoral level, reflect the recognition of this fact, eveAhough no
comparable upgrading is evident among school counselors. But ac-
cornpanying this recognition in the case of school psychologists is the
awareness of the face that the number of pupils is increagfig more
rapidly than the number of school psychologists, that time for more

. intensive work with More pupils simply is not available. Teachers need
treatment suggestions more often and more rapidly than school psy-
chologists can make them.

The cry for a new type of diagnostic test, which will identify the
relative rotes of aptitude, skill, and emotion, arises from the fact that
mass production 'machines are often developed as substitute§ for man-
power, to do the missing craftsman's job. Counselors are insufficiently
trained in psychology to do a clinician's work and they have workloads
which prohibit doing such work even whe as in some notable instances,
they acquire the knowledge and skill. But hey do have the psychological
sophistication to recognize that behavior, even in doing arithmetic or
in reading, is complex, and they want tools which will enable them to
give teachers the help that teachers want and need.

ft probably seems unreasonable to expect a test, or even a test battery,
to make a clinical diagnosis. The task seems much too complex far a
device or a gadget, appears to call for a human diagnostician. But there
was a time when appraising intelligence, or judging mastery of English,
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or assessing personality, seemed to be the kind of complex clinical task

which only human judgment could perform; there ivas a time 'when

predicting performance seemed also to be something for men, not for

machines, to do. But we are all familiar with the fact that tests genera

make. these evaluations-of intelligence, achievement, and personality

better than individual judges, We all know that, as Meehl's review

showed, they predict success better than judges. Perhaps it is not such

a wild idea, after all, to ask for a test, a battery, or formula which

will do a better ora faster job of diagnosing the causes of poor perform-

ance than can be done by a psychologist.

The Need for Teams of Psychologists and Technicians

someone invents a truly diagnostic test battery and formula,

such as Dr. Dandy has asked for, we roust rely on people. But properly

trained people, he has pointed out, are too costly to do the job on the

scale on. which it must be done, The American Psychological Association

acquires about 1,500 new,members each year, but only a anw of them

are fully trained school, clinical, or counseling psychologists, and the

recently retooled university training programs will not produce a greatly

increased number. School counselors are therefore asked to do the job

with the currently available tests. With only one year of training in

guidance, and generally not more than Iwo courses in measurement, they

have generally had the good sense to recognize their inadequacies as

diagnosticians.
What is the answer when the tools of mass production are lacking,

when masler craftsmen are too few, and journeymen do not have the

necessary Skills? It consists, of course, iii building teams of masters and

journeymen, in which the journeymen enable the master craftsman to

multiply his services by working with and through them. The qualified

psychohigist can do less testing, less interviewing, himself, lie can rely

more on testing done by persons wit lryess extensive and intensive train-

ing than his, supervised by him atutispecializing in the use of certain

types of tools. One does not have to be a Ph. I). in order to be able to

give a Biacta technician can do that, The real skill is in the interpre-

tation. A team of psycho-technicians %vorking with one psychologist

could do more work, and do it better, than the same number of coun-

selors and psychologists working singly.
It is true that, inn the last 15 years, clinical psychology has been

unwilling to consider this type of professional structure? it has insisted

OR the doctorate or nothing. The specialties of school psychology and

counseling psychology, on the other hand, have thought in terms of

training at both the doctoral and sob-doctoral levels. But theyv have not

1 If
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applied the team concept, long used and abused by medicine, to their
own field. Since abuse of an idea does not necessarily invalidate'it, the
team concept might well be tried in diagnosis in the educational setting.

Other Neu) Tests.

Dr. Landy has asked for sonic other new tests, particularly tests of
values usable at the high'seltool level and tests of motivation. It would
be interesting.to develop this topic, but time does not permit. Instead,
I must move on to more debatable issues.

A Test Consumers' 1_ nion

Another need raised by Dr. Landy is that. for help in evaluating the
large number of available tests and selecting the most appropriate for
a particular .use, in pooling information about tests, and lo educating
the public concerning the use of tests. This need is real to me, thanks
to a committee on the American Psychological Association which-played
with the idea of a Bureau of Test Standards while working on a code of
ethics, and thereby raised a storm of protest. Work on the ethics of
testing led to the establishment of another committee, the function of
which was to develop technical standards for psychological tests. Both
committees backed away from the idea of any official evaluation of
tests; instead, they preferred to clarify standards and stress the de-
velopment of informed users. But Dr, Landy's suggestion points up
another possibility: that of a Test Consumers' Union, comparable to
similar organizations which evaluate and report on various types of
commodities for their members. Bows' Yearbook now does some
of this sort, the recent series of -articles on IIIIIItifiletOr tests ill t110
Personnel and Guidance Journal does it, in -a different way and on an
smaller scale, and some test. publishers oiler consulting services in N high
public service and merchandising motives are variously mixed. But
these are individual or corporative efforts. Perham there is room for a
test consumers' union made up of school systems organized to pool
experience, to share normative and validity data, to protect themselves,
ind to educate the public. Perhaps we should paraphrase the ancient
warning and say, Currant merratores!

The Trainingkg Test I rsers

I return, in closing, to the training of test users'. 1). Lindy has raised
this question very clearly in his statement that most training in testing
has been aimed at test speCialists. But there arc!, as I see it, two kinds
of test specialists: the psychologists of clinical and counseling.persuasions
who develop a high degree of diagnostic skill in using tests with indi-
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viduals, and the psychologists of a metric persuasion who construct the

tests. Dr. Landy lumps both types of psychglogists together, as test

specialists in contrasting them with school counselors.
However, it seems to me that what we have heard is actually a plea

for the training of more school counselors as_ .test specialists, not as

psychometricians, true, but as diagnosticians, in the manner charac-

teristic of clinical and counseling psychologists. But with the shortages

which now exist in thoselields it does not seem likely that the number

of highly qualified test users, trained to work independently, is likely

to be greatly increased. I am therefore inclined to re-intermet Dr.

Landy's plea as an indication that we need to find better ways of train-

ing some psychometrists or psychological examiners at the master's

level, able to work as members of psycho-diagnostic teams led by fully

qualified school, clinical, or cowiseling psychologists, and Other psy-,

chometrists trained as collectors and analyzers of normative and validity

data, as members of test development teams led by test constructors.

It is interesting that, in this conference on testing, in this talk on

what the guidance director wants from test specialists, is not so much

better instruments that are asked for, although we have heard such

request4, as better users of instruments which are now available, better

ways of making available instruments yield the information which they

can be made to contribute. This is not the first time the teaching of

testing has come up at these conferencesthe 1953 Conference made

the subject a major topic on the program. But an examination of the

Proceedings confirms Dr. Landy's point: the focus was on testing as

measurement, not on testing as understanding people. To many psy-

chologists with a doctorate these may seem to be one and the same

thing. But to the user of tests in schools they are not. The question

therefore is, could we meet the needs of more people, by teaching testing

as, the understanding of people rather than as the understanding of

measurement?
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